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ABSTRACT 

This study examines the pre-writing strategies and 

behaviors of three fifth grade students diagnosed as 

having learning disabilities as they participate in a 

process writing program which embeds elements of 

strategy intervention in a holistic environment. Five 

questions are posed, four of which relate to planning 

strategies, their effects on rough drafts, and whether 

or not either change over the course of one school 

year. The fifth question addresses change measured by 

standardized assessment. The Test of Written Language 

(Hammill & Larsen, 1983), a controlled writing sample, 

a concept interview, a brainstorm interview, the Manual 

Observation Form (Goodman, 1984) and actual writing 

samples are used to record and analyze data. Results 

show growth in strategy use, and in areas related to 

generation and organization of material. Results also 

show growth in students' positive attitudes toward 

writing. Findings support use of such a process 

writing approach with students who have difficulty 

achieving proficiency in written language. Specific 

implications for educators are discussed. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Background of the Problem 

Much of the recent literature in fields related to 

human learning and cognition has focused on the role 

that choice, strategy use, and purposive application 

play in the generation and manipulation of information 

necessary for the accomplishment of specific tasks. 

Terms such as "choice", "strategy", and "application" 

point to the existence of an interactive relationship 

between learner and environment. In this relationship 

between learner and environment there is room for 

modification and improvement on both sides which allow 

for fine tuning and an increased possibility for 

achieving the necessary balance in giving and receiving 

information which is conducive to individual learning. 

Educators continually search for more effective 

teaching and learning methods and strategies. 

Teachers, who attempt to facilitate learning, and 

people who, themselves, have had difficulty becoming 

proficient in basic skills and literacy abilities 

through traditional methods are likely the most 

concerned with finding effective teaching and learning 

methods. Much research has addressed various teaching 
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methods as well as students' ability and performance in 

many academic areas. 

Even in the learning disabilities research it has 

been common to find research conducted in such 

traditionally academic areas as math, reading, and 

language arts mechanics such as spelling and grammar. 

However, there is a growing need to learn more about 

students with learning disabilities and the process of 

writing. 

While reading is a means of gathering information, 

writing is a means of producing or passing on 

information, and expressing oneself. Thus, while 

accurate and meaningful reading is useful, writing, 

with its capacity for recording and interpreting 

information, serves as a productive, complimentary 

ski 11. 

The focus of this present study is on students 

with learning disabilities as they participate in the 

writing process. Recent trends and foci in the 

individual fields of Learning Disabilities and Writing 

are discussed in terms of their influences on the 

development of an interface between the two areas. 
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Purpose of the Study 

This study will investigate and analyze the 

pre-writing activities of three fifth grade "learning 

disabled" writers engaged in a process approach to 

writing. Specifically, this study will describe and 

analyze the activities and behaviors used by these 

students in the pre-writing stage, especially in terms 

of "planfulness" of specific strategy use in order to 

reach a "first draft". Also being studied are those 

elements in this particular program, based on a process 

approach to writing, that possibly lend themselves to 

growth in the areas of generation and organization of 

ideas in the writing process. This study offers some 

practical implications and guidelines for classroom 

implementation of teaching methods and attitudes for 

facilitating effectiveness in the writing process. 

Questions to be Answered 

This study will address the following questions: 

1. What kinds of strategies do each of the three 

students use during the pre-writing stage when 

participating in a program based on the 

process approach to writing? 

2. How have these strategies changed during the 

year for these three students? 
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3. How have the rough drafts changed during the 

year for these three students in terms of 

clarity and organization? 

4. What is the evidence, if any, of an influence 

from the pre-writing strategies on rough 

drafts for these three students? 

5. How have standardized measures of writing 

changed during the year for the three students? 

Definition of Terms 

For the purpose of clarity in the written 

presentation of this study, the following terms will be 

used with the meanings indicated below; 

1. brainstorming - all activities, both verbal and 

nonverbal, that contribute to generation of 

information, or initial planning and 

organization of the same. This does not 

include editing or technical revision. 

2. clarity (in a written product) - the directness 

of reader access to an author's message. 

3. close consultant - an author's peer, who has 

worked on a regular basis as a consultant or 

collaborator with the author 

4. effective writing - writing which flows 

smoothly from one idea to the next, is unified 
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in some way on a single theme, and is able to 

convey the author's message. 

5. (in)efficient learning behaviors - (not) 

actions and/or plans of action which culminate 

in what Wong (1979) and others have called 

"purposive learning"; those actions or plans 

of action that lead to the accomplishment of a 

task through which learning has occurred. 

6. far consultant - an author's peer who has 

worked or conferenced with that author less 

than three times during the year. 

7. heuristics - exploratory problem-solving 

techniques that use self-educating techniques 

to improve performance. 

8. metacognitive awareness - the self-conscious 

awareness of one's own cognitive processes and 

strategies, usually demonstrated by some 

ability to verbalize or describe them. 

9. organization (in a written product) - the 

contribution of order and grouping of 

information toward the clarity of meaning. 

10. process approach to writing - an approach to 

writing, or the teaching and/or evaluation of 

writing that addresses writing as a series of 

integrated problem-solving goal-directed 
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activities which often are organized around 

various recursive stages of the writing process 

such as pre-writing, writing drafts, revising, 

conferencing, editing, presenting, and 

evaluating through which the author travels 

toward the goal of conununieating ideas. 

11. strategy - any organized plan of processing 

activities that help solve an intellectual 

task (Torgesen, 1982); specifically here, 

those observable activities, or those mental 

activities implied by written or verbal 

behavior. 

Importance of the Study 

This study is important to the field of special 

education and to writing theory and pedagogy in terms 

of furthering research based on both educational and 

writing theory, providing descriptive information and 

analysis concerning the activities involved in writing, 

and offering some suggestions for implementing an 

effective writing program. It also provides further 

evidence of the integral role that active involvement 

and personal investment play in a student's achievement 

of a level of effective learning. In addition, the 

study documents and analyzes the implementation and 
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results of a process writing program with language 

learning disabled students in an instructional 

setting. Finally, this study is conducted in 

recognition of the need for a greater interface between 

the field of learning disabilities and writing. It 

examines one such instance, offers insight, and 

provides suggestions for improving the effectiveness of 

environmental factors in the relationship between the 

learner and the environment as relates specifically to 

the process of writing. 

Importance to the Field of Special Education 

A relatively small amount of information is 

available on the causes of what many researchers view 

as the inefficient learning behaviors of learning 

disabled children (Torgesen, 1982). There is even less 

information about learning disabled students while 

engaged in the writing process. 

This study will investigate these areas by 

describing the types of behavior and evidence of 

strategies found among some learning disabled writers. 

It has been noted that research conducted so far has 

involved a relatively narrow range of tasks and 

settings, and has been primarily concerned with 

laboratory settings (Torgesen, 1982). Information 
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gained from such settings quite possibly renders 

information inappropriate for the classroom setting. 

There is, then, a need for descriptive naturalistic 

research in this area, which could more readily yield 

specific educational implications for application of 

theory and practice. 

Further, a call has been made for "a better 

empirical description of the way children acquire basic 

skills" (Torgesen, 1982, p. 47). Although this 

particular passage was making reference to basic word 

reading skills, it is certainly as valid a need in all 

areas of learning. Similarly, others have declared the 

importance of investigating the"moment by moment" 

thoughts and behaviors of people engaged in the writing 

process (Flower and Hayes, 1981; Goodman, 1984; Graves, 

1983; Guba, 1978). 

Importance to the Field of Writing 

This study provides information relevant to the 

field of writing, by examining what is done during 

particular stages of the writing process. 

Specifically, a contribution is made by reporting on 

the use and.relative effectiveness of a written 

brainstorm as a pre-writing or planning strategy. 

Also, by studying students with learning disabilities. 
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who are diagnosed as not able to perform certain 

academic tasks effectively, this study may provide 

added insight into aspects that are involved in the 

writing process. That is, by studying ineffective 

writers, who appear to lack the performance of certain 

skills and behaviors, information may be gained as to 

some of the specific aspects of composing and 

organizing required for effective writing. 
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CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

A relatively recent shift has occurred in the 

attention to specific models for human learning. 

Recently, greater emphasis has been placed on a more 

cognitive model, rather than on a behavioral model of 

learning. As a result, research has focused on 

investigating cognitive and metacognitive awareness, 

problem-solving strategies, and personal choice and 

their prospective role in human learning. This study 

reflects some of the research and knowledge in the two 

fields of writing and special education, especially in 

the area of learning disabilities. Some recent trends 

and foci of each field are discussed in terms of their 

influences on the development of this study 

Debate: Disability vs. Difficulty 

Conflicting research and opinion exist regarding 

the source of learning disabled problems for students 

who have trouble acquiring literacy. Opinions and 

research also vary as to the best approach to solving 

the problems of becoming literate which face many 

students with learning difficulties. These same 

problems are concerns of those who attempt to 

facilitate learning. Although much research has been 
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conducted involving the receptive aspect of literacy 

i.e., reading, relatively less has been conducted 

regarding the production aspect of literacy, namely 

written language, or more specifically the integrated 

process of writing. 

Some form of literacy is requisite to most, if not 

all academic situations and curricular activities. 

Depending upon the requirements of a task, literacy is 

necessary in various ways and to varying degrees for 

the accomplishment of these tasks. Literacy is an 

essential element of success in any academic atmosphere 

or situation. 

Of importance to the understanding of current and 

past approaches to dealing with problems in the 

acquisition of literacy is the debate which has long 

pervaded the field of special education concerning the 

source of learning problems. The debate involves the 

issue of whether a learner's areas of weakness reflect 

an essential, underlying deficit within the child, or 

whether they are created by weaknesses in the learning 

environment combined with difficulty for that child in 

assessing the context and demands of a situation or 

task, and a subsequent failure to apply appropriate 

strategies for accomplishing the task. 
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This distinction is quite important because it 

affects both attitude and action in educators and 

students with respect to intervention and the 

possibility of finding solutions to the problems. A 

perspective that views environment as having an effect 

on the success of a child's learning provides for quite 

a different, more hopeful outlook for improving the 

situation than does a perspective that attributes an 

actual innate deficit to the child. 

Various research studies conducted in the field of 

Special Education have suggested the presence of a 

developmental lag in the cognitive processes of some 

learning disabled children. However, opinion varies 

among those who have suggested this possibility as to 

the exact cognitive component that is impaired. 

Senf (1969) has claimed that a developmental lag 

exists in the cognitive process involved in a child's 

ability to recode and recognize information for 

retrieval at a later time. Ross (1976) has gone 

further to say that the lag is connected with the 

cognitive variable of selective attention. Torgesen 

(1977) has suggested that a lag in the learning 

disabled child's cognitive development may account for 

a lack of awareness, on the part of the student, of 

responsibility for his own actions. Torgesen has 
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described the "inactive learner" as one who displays 

neither the goal-directed intent; acceptance of 

personal investment and responsibility, nor the 

subsequent organized effort and application of 

appropriate strategies required for effective 

accomplishment of a task. 

All of these hypotheses are based upon the notion 

of a developmental lag in cognitive development, which 

assumes two things: that a child with learning 

disabilities has problems which are rooted in the 

cognitive aspects of involvement in a task, and that 

these problems are subject to a developmental process. 

The theories of Senf and Ross, among others, with 

respect to this topic imply that there is an actual 

lack of ability i.e., recoding and reorganization of 

information, or selectivity of attention to relevant 

detail. Torgesen's theory, on the other hand, suggests 

that these problems are related to a lack of learner 

awareness of the role of personal responsibility in the 

learning situation. 

Another view which sees a developmental lag in 

awareness as a source of problems is found in Wong's 

research (Wong, Wong & Blenkinsop, 1989), which has 

pointed to a "developmental delay in the cognitive and 
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metacognitive aspects of writing" . (Wong et al., 1989, 

p. 319) among learning disabled students. 

Wong's study compared the writing of learning 

disabled students with that of non-learning disabled 

students at three grade levels. The research showed 

that many aspects of the writing of upper grade 

students with learning disabilities was congruent with 

that of normally achieving students of lower grades in 

production style and strategies, and in cognitive and 

metacognitive awareness levels. Wong concludes that 

these L.D. students are unaware of the strategies, 

processes, and overall level of sophistication of both 

cognitive and metacognitive aspects of writing which 

their non-L.D. peers demonstrate. She suggests the 

existence of a developmental lag in these areas. 

In Torgesen's theory as in Wong's theory the 

learner is seen as being somehow unaware of the 

possibilities that exist for him. A learner may not 

believe or even contemplate the possibility that a 

greater effort and investment on his part is more 

likely to produce greater gains and a more positive 

outcome of a situation. Similarly, in Wong's study, 

students lacking age and developmentally appropriate 

levels of cognitive.and metacognitive abilities are 

somehow unaware of the strategies or systems of 
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integrated skills that may be available to them, and 

appropriate for the effective accomplishment of a given 

task. 

Although the students in Wong's study may not 

demonstrate a grasp of age appropriate concepts within 

the process of writing, this lack of understanding or 

awareness may not be controlled developmentally in 

terms of biology or internal process. In fact, the 

deficit could be due, in part, to lack of appropriate 

and meaningful exposure to the information. That is, 

although a learner may have been presented with 

specific skills dealing with certain aspects of the 

writing process, the information may have been 

miscommunicated, or may have been communicated in a way 

that was meaningful for the presenter, but not 

necessarily for the learner. Thus, it may not be an 

inability within the child, but rather a 

miscommunication between environment and learner as to 

the demands of a task, or a misunderstanding of the 

implications of a context on a situation. It may even 

be lack of awareness of the options appropriate for a 

given situation and task. There are likely to be a 

myriad of other possibilities for miscommunication 

between learner and his environment as well. 
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The difference between viewing the problem as 

being innate to the child, as opposed to being found in 

the interaction between child and environment is a 

crucial distinction. To claim that a child with 

learning difficulties has an actual inability i.e., a 

lack of immediate potential controlled developmentally 

and by age, is to limit the possible success of any 

environmental or educational intervention. The very 

concept of remediation of learning problems is based, 

in great part, on the assumption that external factors 

can have an effect on internal processes, as well as on 

behavior. Thus, one of the major drawbacks of a 

position that attributes the problem entirely to the 

child is that it ignores the possibility of the 

involvement of external variables in affecting the 

outcome of a situation. 

On the other hand, more interactive theories 

present a much more promising point of departure both 

for developing a model for research and in providing a 

conceptual rationale for intervention in the area of 

learning disabilities. Such theories take into 

consideration a broader range of possible factors 

involved in the learning situation. An interactive 

theory thus provides greater versatility in the 

manipulation and measurement of various possible 
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combinations of factors involved in the interactions 

within the learning context. 

For example, Torgesen's theory of the learning 

disabled child as an inactive learner is one of 

enormous potential in this respect. This theory 

suggests that if an awareness and acceptance of 

personal responsibility and "ownership" of a student's 

own learning can be achieved there is hope of 

improvement in that student's learning situation. That 

is, a change in the environment and its effect on the 

student may prompt changes within the student. 

Similarly, Wong's suggestion that learning 

disabled writers focus much more on lower level 

cognitive processes rather than higher level ones while 

writing provides a promising perspective from which to 

find possibilities for remediation. For example, a 

change may be made in a program regarding how much time 

and emphasis is placed upon modeling, explaining, and 

practicing higher as opposed to lower level thinking 

skills. This shift in emphasis may be able to produce 

a change in the learner's understanding and engagement 

in higher order cognitive processes. Other options may 

relate to motivational techniques, as in creating a 

meaningful purpose for learning and applying knowledge. 
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or self-esteem building to foster dedication and a 

willingness to "stretch" oneself. 

Basically, an interactive theory allows for the 

impact of environment on the learner. From this 

perspective a problem with a student's learning or 

performance on a task is equally as likely to stem from 

a weakness in aspects of a particular learning program, 

as it is to be from the child's own lack of cognitive 

ability. Environmental variables that may impact the 

problem could be such things as the style of delivery 

of information, or even a miscommunication of 

expectations. Many other aspects have been suggested 

by educators and educational researchers. 

Skills Based Approaches to Literacy 

In addition to her findings concerning students 

with learning disabilities and their tendency to focus 

on lower cognitive processes during writing, Wong 

hypothesizes further that the developmental delay in 

cognitive and metacognitive processes of these writers 

may be the "result of cumulative deficits" (Wong et 

al., 1989, p. 320). Wong and others (Englert, Raphael, 

Fear & Anderson, 1988; Wong et al., 1988) have found 

that -some of the delay may be attributed to the 

tendency of many special education or remedial 
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clinicians to use task analysis to break down the 

reading and writing process into subskills 

(Dudley-Marling, 1986) which are then taught and 

practiced in a predetermined sequence until the 

students achieve mastery. The assumption is that once 

students master the individual skills they will be able 

to employ these skills appropriately in order to read 

or write effectively. This may not necessarily be the 

case. 

Hoilingsworth & Reutzel (1988, p. 478) describe 

this purely skills approach as "stripping reading 

skills away from the holistic act of reading and 

writing into separate lessons that often do not relate 

to processing a complete piece of text". This makes 

literacy even more difficult to learn (Reutzel & 

Daines, 1987). Such a condition may cause even more 

highly pronounced difficulty for students with learning 

disabilities. In fact, by having language broken down 

into small pieces, a child may be less likely to view 

the act of reading or writing as having much purpose 

(Dudley-Marling & Rhodes, 1986),and possibly is less 

likely to make the personal investment necessary to 

effectively learn the process. 

The point has been made (Hoilingsworth & Reutzel, 

1988) that the process of becoming literate becomes 
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much more abstract and complex when the reading and 

writing processes are broken down into isolated 

subskills which are taught in a sequence predetermined 

arbitrarily by the teacher. Thus, while the aim of 

such task analysis and isolated skill teaching is to 

simplify a larger process, it actually makes it more 

difficult in another way by making it more abstract, 

and thus more complicated. 

This may present an even greater problem for many 

students with learning difficulties than for 

non-learning disabled students. Brand (1989) has 

suggested that children with learning disabilities 

often have a lower level of adaptability due to the 

complexities of their learning situation. Brand 

indicates that problems with such things as sitting 

still long enough to learn, perseveration, memory and 

word retrieval, sequencing, imagery, inner language, 

and behavioral difficulties often interrelate to the 

extent that it is difficult to separate them from each 

other (Brand, 1989, p. 306). Thus, the problem for 

many learning disabled students is compounded when the 

teaching system makes no sense to them, or seems to 

them to have little or no purpose. 

When these students fail while involved in such a 

skills based program they have been termed 
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"language-learning disabled" (Hoilingsworth & Reutzel, 

1988). However, many educators would contend that 

these students, in fact, may have been confused in 

their attempts to make sense of the teaching system 

that isolated the skills of reading and writing from 

those actual activities. The possibility exists, then, 

that a problem occurs in the interaction between 

environmental input and the student's understanding of 

it, rather than in being an innate inability of the 

child to learn language itself. 

Although in one respect the skills approach to 

teaching literacy could be viewed as interactive 

because the attempt to teach skills suggests the 

learner's ability to change by learning the skills, in 

other ways it is not, since the tendency of many has 

been to focus solely on the child's performance. 

Hoilingsworth & Reutzel (1988) cite Goodman (1986) as 

suggesting that a language-learning disability has been 

viewed as being something innately wrong with the 

child. As discussed earlier in this chapter, such a 

view limits the possibility of intervention by ignoring 

the possible effect of outside variables. 

A purely skills based approach to literacy then, 

may not be the answer for remediating students' 

problems with acquiring literacy. It would seem that 
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students' understanding of the meaning and purpose of 

the activities in which they involve themselves is of 

great importance. Further, the necessary synthesis of 

appropriate subskills and strategies for the purpose of 

effective reading or writing may not be automatic for 

students with language learning difficulties. Such 

students, in fact, may not "see the whole picture". 

Although they understand how to utilize learned 

subskills, he may be unaware of the appropriateness of 

applying these skills to actual reading and writing 

situations in which he finds himself. That is, he may 

not spontaneously generalize these skills to the act of 

reading and writing. 

A Holistic Learning Model 

Poplin (1984) suggests that learning disabled 

students learn best through their collective 

experiences. Hollingsworth & Reutzel (1988) point to 

the holistic learning model as a plausible source from 

which to draw methods for facilitating learning for 

students with language learning difficulties. 

Use of a holistic model of learning shifts the 

focus from the deficit areas to the student's 

strengths. Additionally, Hollingsworth & Reutzel 

(1988) interpret McNutt (1984), and Carbo (1987) by 
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explaining the holistic learning model in the following 

manner: , 

...the learning progresses from the meaningful 

whole of language to an understanding of the 

parts of the language transaction. The 

language learning disabled child learns 

naturally from exposure and use rather than 

from isolated instructional drills. Simply 

put, learning occurs best where there is 

active involvement in an interesting and 

functionally relevant language learning 

opportunity (p. 479). 

Here again is seen the emphasis on active 

involvement, or personal investment, as being an 

important factor in effective learning. Hoilingsworth 

and Reutzel go on to suggest methods and practices that 

would be consistent with what is known as whole 

language theory, among which is included "the writing 

process approach". The process approach to writing 

will be discussed in detail later in this chapter, and 

indeed, throughout this study. 

Whole language as a theory of learning suggests 

the promotion of active participation and an 

experimental attitude. It focuses on process and 

multiple sources of input and experience for 
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facilitating learning. In a whole language classroom 

academic subjects are not taught as isolated content 

areas, but rather are incorporated into the activities 

and natural goings-on of the classroom. Occasions for 

learning are created and utilized through the course of 

daily events. 

Whole Language is occasion oriented. That is, 

specific strategies are not taught on a teacher 

determined continuum. Children learn skills and 

strategies as they find them necessary in their daily 

activities. Activities in a whole language classroom 

are organized around student interest themes, and 

content oriented material. 

In her article, "Learning Through Meaning", Brand 

(1988) discusses Goodman's assertion (1986) of the 

whole language premise, which is that children learn 

from the whole to the part. Furthermore, this learning 

takes place by means of purposeful communication. The 

claim is also made that basing a classroom program 

upon this premise has a freeing effect on the teacher, 

which allows her to be able to address the specific 

needs of each child with greater effectiveness. 

Proponents of whole language suggest that because 

integration of material is a key element in the whole 

language classroom, such an environment is conducive to 
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learning for a child who may have difficulty 

understanding and remembering isolated facts or skills, 

or one who finds it hard to shift topics quickly. The 

organization of information around themes is helpful in 

this latter regard. Others point out that organizing 

information around themes is also consistent with 

schema theory, which explains that information in the 

brain is organized and stored in such a way as to allow 

new information to be recorded and stored in the brain 

as it fits into configurations of information already 

present (Durkin, 1981). 

Goodman and Goodman (1981) among others have 

conducted research in whole language settings which has 

focused on language and literacy development. Goodman 

presents a model which she has called "The Roots of 

Literacy" (Y. Goodman, 1980). As roots feed into one 

plant, so two major principles support and feed 

learning. She contends that the two major principles 

of learning are a search for meaning and a search for 

order. 

By placing emphasis on meaning and communication, 

and by organizing information around topics or themes 

whole language programs do not present skills in 

isolation or in arbitrarily ordered sequences. Rather 

by focusing on concepts and meaning, it provides mental 
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"hooks", as it were, on which to hang new information 

and knowledge so that it may interact and be stored 

with similar information already stored in the 

learner's mind. 

Holistic learning and programs based on whole 

language theory appear to provide a safer, more 

encouraging environment than do most skills based 

approaches. When the focus is building upon what a 

learner can do rather than upon what he cannot do it 

impacts upon the affective aspects of learning, and the 

attitude of the teacher as well. Shifting from a 

"deficit driven approach" (Hoilingsworth & Reutzel, 

1988, p. 47 9) to one that builds on strengths provides 

a more hopeful and encouraging atmosphere. The anxiety 

often experienced especially by students with learning 

disabilities may be greatly lessened through such a 

shift in emphasis. 

This lowering of anxiety may produce a greater 

willingness to persevere and to risk new and difficult 

tasks. Focusing on a child's strengths builds 

self-esteem, which has been shown to facilitate 

learning. 

Similarly, within the purposeful context of 

meaningful communication learners feel value and self 

worth, to a great degree, based upon whether or not 
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they have something worth communicating to others. 

Therefore, allowing children to read, and especially to 

talk and write about what they know best helps to 

encourage the success of the communication. With each 

success in conveying information a child's self-esteem 

grows. 

It is also interesting to note that the whole 

language model, with its interactive perspective, does 

not rule out the notion of the inactive learner. In 

fact, it may support it by pointing to the importance 

of a learner's self-direction and full participation in 

the learning event. 

Whole language points to the importance of active 

engagement on the part of the learner as motivated by 

recognition of a meaningful purpose for activities and 

learning. It indicates the need for active engagement 

i.e., personal investment, and goal oriented activity 

in order for effective learning to take place. Thus, 

it may be assumed that in the instance where these are 

lacking, effective learning would not be likely to take 

place. By focusing on these two aspects as being 

essential, whole language theory allows for the 

possibility that weaknesses in these areas could play a 

part in the problems of "disabled" learners. In this 
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way, the theory of whole language may be consistent 

with Torgesen's theory of the "inactive learner". 

Many studies have been conducted which conclude 

that personal investment and active engagement are 

essential elements for effective learning. Torgesen 

(1977) cites Keeny, Cannizo and Flavell (1967) as 

suggesting that active engagement in a task is of the 

utmost importance. Norman (1969) explains this by 

stating that an "intent to learn" is necessary, since 

effective, purposive learning "requires a plan of 

action". That is, an intent to learn, or personal 

investment in accomplishing a goal is essential for 

finding and using effective steps toward accomplishment 

of that goal. 

This view has been supported by others (Flavell, 

1971, 1976; Hagen, 1971; Stevenson, 1973). The plan of 

action is a critical part of any learning strategy. It 

may be said that personal investment in the learning 

process facilitates the performance of goal-directed 

strategies. The application of strategies with the 

purpose of accomplishing a task, and some degree of 

awareness of oneself as an active agent in the learning 

process seem to be central to being an effective 

learner (Torgesen, 1977). 
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Inactivity may stem from a lack of learners' 

cognizance of their own function in the cause and 

effect relationship inherent in learning situations. 

That is, learners may be unaware of the relationship 

between the amount and kind of self application to a 

task, and the degree of success they may achieve as a 

result of their efforts. Such students may not view 

their degree of investment as actively contributing to 

the outcome of a situation. Further support for this 

notion is found in various studies in educational 

research (Hallahan, Gajer, Cohen and Tarver, 1978; 

McGhee, 1968; Morgan and Culver, 1978;) which have 

concluded that many students attribute success and 

failure to forces outside themselves. Further, school 

success has been shown to correlate positively with a 

learner's view of himself as having control of the 

outcome of learning situations. 

The view of learning problems as originating from 

the inactivity of the learner is useful in at least 

three ways. First, it is an interactive theory, which 

addresses the interaction between the child and his 

environment, thereby avoiding attribution of the 

problem wholly to the child, or to the environment. 

Rather, it addresses the way in which they impact each 

other. Secondly, it offers a "general rather than a 
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specific framework for research with learning disabled 

students" (Wong, 1979, p. 22). Thirdly, as Wong (1979) 

points out, the framework of the inactive learner 

theory provides an interface or "cross fertilization of 

ideas" (p. 22) between research in the fields of 

learning disabilities and developmental psychology, 

specifically in the area of metacognition. The 

significance of involving the areas of cognitive and 

metacognitive processes is discussed later in this 

chapter. 

Whole language's focus on self-direction makes it 

necessary for learners to be active agents in the 

learning situation, both in terms of awareness and 

participation. Whole language theory, together with 

the concept of the inactive learner, suggest a model 

upon which to base efforts toward modification of 

habits and environmental support for the building of 

literacy. While many educators embrace the use of 

whole language as the ultimate approach to literacy, 

others feel that it is based upon a false assumption. 

Critics of the whole language approach, indicate that 

children may not automatically learn skills and apply 

them effectively. All children, in fact, may not be 

able to identify and become competent with all of the 
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smaller components of the larger process of reading or 

writing. There may be a need for more direct guidance 

and support. 

Strategy Intervention for 
Students with Learning Disabilities 

A third alternative for teaching literacy is found 

in some of the new techniques involved in what is 

termed strategy intervention. This approach to 

literacy varies in many ways from both whole language 

and a skills approach. Strategy intervention differs 

from traditional skills programs in a number of ways. 

While they both incorporate task analysis, learning of 

subprocesses, and evaluation, they do so in quite 

different ways. 

As has previously been discussed, a program based 

completely on the mastery of skills may be ineffective 

for some students. A behavioral approach does not take 

into account the thought processes in which all 

learners are involved while reading and writing. Nor 

does it allow for individual differences in the way 

students learn or apply their knowledge. 

While traditional skills models for intervention 

and remediation may not be the answer, Englert (Englert 

et al., 1988) makes a case for teaching certain 

strategies, specifically in this case, for the writing 
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process by discussing writing literature and research 

that point to some degree of teacher directed 

instructional methods as being most effective in 

teaching writing. Englert cites Hillock's review of 

literature (1984) as indicating such subprocess or 

"skills" teaching is desirable at least in some of the 

higher order cognitive processes that deal with such 

things as criteria for judging writing, and dealing 

with some of the subprocesses of the actual writing 

process. 

Strategy intervention is much more student 

centered than is a traditional skills program. 

Subprocesses, or configurations of skills are 

self-taught, and students are involved in 

self-evaluation rather than being evaluated solely by 

the teacher, as is the case in more traditional skills 

programs. Such self-regulation fosters recognition and 

focus upon one's own responsibility for growth and 

change. It changes the perceived locus of control, and 

encourages increased awareness of personal choice. 

Strategy intervention does not merely teach the 

smaller steps of a process. Its focus is not solely on 

the mastery 'of pieces of desired behavior or "formulas 

for completing steps", as is often the case in a 

traditional skills based program. Rather, strategy 
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intervention offers a combination of cognitive and 

metacognitive awareness of the system of interrelated 

skills and behaviors needed for effective 

accomplishment of a task. Additionally, it provides 

awareness of choice in determining a configuration of 

skills to apply to a given situation, rather than the 

steps being prescribed in a kind of formula. Its focus 

is cognitive rather than behavioral. 

An approach to learning which has provided some of 

the basic assumptions for strategy intervention is one 

known as cognitive behavior modification (CBM). This 

approach has been described at length by Meichenbavmi 

(1977). This learning model has its roots in 

cognitive, operant, and social learning theories of 

psychology. It focuses on changing cognitions and 

feelings as well as behaviors (Bos & Vaughn, 1991). 

Cognitive behavior modification involves 

intervention in the form of task analysis, 

self-training techniques, and evaluation of 

performance. This approach makes use of the notion, 

from social learning theory, of modeling, which has 

been broadened to include cognitive modeling, through 

such behavior as thinking aloud. In addition, 

cognitive behavior modification, like Torgesen's theory 

of the inactive learner, places emphasis on a student's 
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role of active participation. This is seen in the 

self-regulatory behaviors which are a major focus of 

any program based on cognitive behavior modification. 

Self-regulation promotes a sense of personal 

control over a situation. This may be particularly 

useful for students who have previously viewed the 

locus of control as being external to themselves. They 

are not made to feel reliant on teacher opinion and 

evaluation in order to assess their own performance and 

to have a sense of value in the work. Also, 

self-regulation is likely to foster a greater 

individual investment in accomplishing a task. 

A large body of research has been conducted which 

examines the possible effectiveness of specific 

strategy intervention with learning disabled students. 

In general, findings indicate usefulness of strategy 

intervention. 

Wong and Jones (1982) developed a strategy for 

using self-questioning during reading to facilitate 

reading comprehension. A study by Wong (1979) showed 

that among intermediate grade elementary students, 

those students with learning disabilities had poorer 

recall of thematically important ideas from texts 

without inserted questions than did average readers. 

Wong formed the hypothesis that learning disabled 
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students do not self-question when they read. Based on 

this hypothesis, Wong presented another group of 

learning disabled and average readers with a second 

text into which questions had been inserted. Results 

showed no significant difference between learning 

disabled and non-learning disabled readers. That is, 

when guided to intermittently self-question while 

reading, learning disabled readers' reading 

comprehension level was very like an average reader. 

Thus the self-questioning technique appears to have 

been useful for this group of learning disabled readers. 

The findings of these studies led Wong and Jones 

(1982) to develop a self-questioning strategy for 

teaching skills to junior high school students. The 

students were taught the concept of "main idea". Then 

they were taught the steps of the self-questioning 

strategy, which included: (1) asking themselves why 

they were studying the passage (setting a purpose), (2) 

determining and underlining the main idea(s) in the 

passage, (3) formulating a "good" question about the 

main idea and writing it in the margin, (4) learning 

the answer to the question and writing it in the 

margin, and (5) reviewing previous questions in order 
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to acc\iinulate more information. The procedure was 

modeled by the teacher, and the students studied 

theindividual steps. 

The students then practiced the strategy on 

individual paragraphs, using cue cards to help them 

remember the steps. Immediate corrective feedback was 

provided. After the explanation and modeling session, 

the usefulness of the self-questioning strategy was 

discussed. Results of the study showed that, on 

comprehension tests, students with learning 

disabilities who had been trained in the use of this 

strategy performed significantly better than untrained 

students with learning disabilities. Thus, evidence 

was found for the effectiveness of strategy 

intervention. 

Other research is similarly supportive of the use 

of learning strategy intervention for teaching 

academic, cognitive and social skills. Research has 

been conducted on the use of strategies to improve 

attention and academic functioning (Ellis, et al. , 

1991; Graham & Harris, 1989; Graham & MacArthur, 1988; 

Montague & Bos, 1986; Wong, et al., 1989). 

Strategy intervention has proven effective in 

various instances when used for students with learning 

disabilities, as they learn to read and write more 
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efficiently, and as they learn to assess and control 

the appropriateness of behavior. Its focus on 

self-regulation, and personal choice engenders an 

awareness of responsibility for one's own actions and 

learning, leading to greater personal investment. 

A similar value upon self-regulation and personal 

investment was seen in the discussion of whole language 

theory. Because of the cooperation and continual 

involvement in, and support from the literacy 

community, which is such an essential element in the 

whole language approach, there is created a less 

threatening environment which fosters greater personal 

investment and a willingness on the part of the student 

to persevere, and to take greater risks by involving 

himself in new and unknown activities and endeavors. 

Additionally, this model for learning may provide 

students with greater access to understanding concepts 

because of its focus on meaning and communication, as 

well as by presenting information topically rather than 

on a skills continuum. 

Both the strategy intervention model and the 

holistic learning model approach learning as a 

problem-solving situation in which learners reach 

toward achieving specific goals. With respect to 

writing, both approaches would have as their focus the 
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concept of writing as a means of communication. The 

writing program within which this study was conducted 

seems to have incorporated elements of both approaches. 

Utilizing aspects of both whole language and 

strategy intervention in a learning and literacy 

program would make it possible to combine the best of 

both worlds. By providing a literacy program which 

embeds strategy intervention in the whole language 

milieu children would benefit from a safe and positive 

environment, building upon their strengths and 

abilities. From this they would likely grow in 

self-esteem and willingness to become involved in new 

and challenging endeavors. With the emphasis placed on 

meaning and communication they would benefit from the 

exposure to, and use of skills and strategies within a 

meaningful and purposeful environment. These children 

would have a view of the whole, while at the same time 

be guided in improving their understanding and facility 

with the various "parts" that contribute to that whole. 

Additionally, this jump of understanding would not 

be left to chance. Cognitive and metacognitive 

awareness of strategies and substrategies would provide 

a greater choice of options for determining an 

effective configuration of skills and strategies, or 

"plan of action", for reaching goals. Strategies 
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would be presented as new options with which to build 

on the already valid abilities of the student, rather 

than as the only way to accomplish a task. Thus, the 

"parts" of the whole would consist of the specific 

configuration of integrated processes and subprocesses 

chosen by each individual learner. 

Such a combination of approaches promotes student 

effectiveness, and engenders perception of an internal 

locus of control. In addition, ensuring personal 

choice provides for the flexibility needed by students 

with respect to the learning style and mode best suited 

to them. By combining elements of both whole language 

and strategy intervention learners experience both 

optimum learning and application of that knowledge 

within the same safe environment. This would seem 

ideal for normal achievers, as well as for students who 

may have encountered difficulties in other learning 

programs. 

Teaching Writing As a Process 

Emphasis placed on strategies within the learning 

process is certainly not unique to the fields of 

learning disabilities and developmental psychology. A 

focus on both strategies and process has been emerging 

also in many areas of writing. This has occurred in 
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writing theory as well as in the teaching and 

application of theory. Both researchers and theorists 

are investigating avenues created by viewing writing as 

a process. 

Flower and Hayes (1981) discuss writing as a 

cognitive process which they describe as "a set of 

distinctive processes which writers orchestrate or 

organize during the act of composing" (p. 366). They 

suggest that even the now generally accepted stage 

models of writing that include the notion of 

pre-writing, which validates planning and discovery as 

legitimate parts of the writing process, are not 

adequate because their point of reference is still the 

final product. Flower and Hayes contend that an 

account of the "moment by moment intellectual process 

of composing" (1981, p. 367) which reveals the internal 

choices and decisions of a writer is necessary and 

desirable. These two theorists insist, as do other 

researchers in learning disabilities and developmental 

psychology, that writing, like human memory and 

learning, is a goal-directed process. In fact, Flower 

and Hayes suggest that writing consists of a network of 

goals, set by the writer, which actually guide the 

writing process. 
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These two theorists have also researched and 

organized information concerning use of what they have 

called problem-solving strategies for the writing 

process (Flower & Hayes, 1977). Essentially they 

present and discuss an overview of some heuristics 

which they have gleaned from protocol analysis, and 

from psychological studies of creativity. "The 

problem-solving approach to writing offers an 

alternative strategy for confronting the thinking 

process" (Flower & Hayes, 1977, p. 452). 

Heuristics are advantageous in at least two ways. 

First, they provide the writer with a "self-conscious" 

choice of workable goal-directed strategies for 

writing, as opposed to leaving him stranded and at the 

mercy of what has traditionally been termed 

"inspiration" or "natural talent". Secondly, they 

address the two main intellectual tasks of a writer, 

which are generation of ideas, and effective structure 

and organization of those ideas. Flower and Hayes 

contend that for each "subproblem" encountered in the 

writing process, a writer must make decisions as to 

what steps will effectively aid in solving the problem 

and thus in accomplishing the goal. Thus, having 

conscious access to some specific problem-solving 
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strategies can ease the load, and facilitate the 

writing process. 

Implications for teaching writing emerge from 

these studies. First, heuristics should not be viewed 

as a prescribed sequence of steps, or an unalterable 

formula for writing. Instead, they may be seen as 

tools or resources from which to pick and choose, and 

use in various combinations in order to solve the 

immediate problem, and ultimately to convey a message 

in the most effective way possible. Writing should be 

approached pragmatically. Authors control their 

medium, both tools and process, making them fit their 

individual needs rather than being bound to follow a 

prescribed path toward a predetermined form. Writers 

need not force their energies and thoughts to proceed 

according to any "formula", but rather may choose from 

a repertoire of strategies those that seem appropriate 

for facilitating the accomplishment of their 

goal-directed activities. They must decide the best 

way to accomplish their own goals for conveying a 

message in written form. 

Secondly, in order to make some of these specific 

strategies viable possibilities, they must be presented 

in a way that ensures writers' understanding of how to 

use the techniques. Thus, teaching writing 
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as a form of thinking, rather than just as another 

classroom activity, is essential. 

Finally, Flower and Hayes (1977) suggest that such 

a problem-solving approach to writing "helps writers 

draw more fully on the abilities they do have" (p. 

461). Such problem-solving activities which allow 

children to become involved more thoroughly can be seen 

as fostering active participation and an experimental 

attitude, which allow the task to be seen as an 

attainable goal. 

This focus on the abilities rather than the 

disabilities of students is much like that found in 

whole language theory. At the same time, the 

heuristics Flower and Hayes propose fit neatly into the 

reasearch that supports strategy intervention. 

Finally, they expound upon the virtue of active 

participation and a willingness to risk a bit, which is 

congruent with Torgesen's "inactive learner" theory. 

Goodman (1984) presents a model for the writing 

process in which it is seen as a process of making 

meaning. According to this model, the "literacy event" 

is composed of, or influenced by three variables: the 

writer, the written text, and the "literacy 

community". This literacy community involves, among 

other things, attitudes, form and function of 
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assignments, social organization of the class, role of 

teachers and peers, audience, and change (Goodman, 

1984). The interaction of the writer, the text and the 

literacy community is essential in creating an 

atmosphere conducive to learning in the area of written 

1anguage. 

The focus here is on process and interaction, 

rather than merely on the product, as traditionally has 

been the case. Also, as has been explained previously, 

the whole language approach to teaching writing and 

reading, and its particular view of the literacy event, 

frees learners to make greater use of what they can do, 

rather than inhibits them by focusing on what they 

cannot yet do. 

This last point is especially relevant to students 

with learning disabilities, and has been noted by 

others who would encourage use of what is known as the 

process approach to writing (Stires, 1983; Emig, 1978; 

Graves, 1983; Calkins, 1983). 

Stires (1983) has written of her use of the 

process approach to writing for students with learning 

disabilities, and emphasizes that not only does the 

approach focus and build positively on what students 

can do, but it also.is an "enabling" approach by its 

use of peer and teacher conferencing as a source of 
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support for a student's areas of weakness. Although 

the process approach was not developed expressly for 

writers with learning disabilities, its philosophy and 

structure are useful and relevant to the needs of 

students with learning disabilities. 

Here is another aspect of the process writing 

approach which demonstrates its consistency with whole 

language theory. Both esteem the supportive atmosphere 

created by involving learners in occasions for frequent 

interaction with other students and teachers. 

Situations in which learners receive ideas and 

encouragement from other members of the literacy 

environment promote greater awareness and use of a 

variety of communication skills. This increased 

exposure and involvement in meaningful communication, 

in itself, provides greater occasion for practicing 

strategies. In addition, by often sharing ideas and 

receiving encouragement writers begin to identify with 

one another, and to grow in self esteem, and respect 

for others, both of which are likely to foster even 

greater personal investment on the part of the learner. 

The process model for writing instruction is often 

associated with Donald Graves. A specific version of 

the model, which will later be discussed in more 

detail, is based on the assumptions that (1) writing 
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is, a craft which is an on-going process of shaping 

material toward an end. This craft involves "constant 

revisions and constant reseeing of what is being 

revealed by the information" (Graves, 1983, p. 6) 

These changes are orchestrated according to the 

particular needs of an individual writer, and the 

purpose and message intended for each piece of writing. 

(2) a writer need not be limited to his own repertoire 

of ideas and strategies, and may gain valuable 

perspective and insight into methods, purposes, 

direction, and effectiveness of his own writing, by 

sharing and discussing his ideas and problems with 

other writers -- both peers and teachers. 

The emphases in this approach on process, on 

providing information about aspects of the process, and 

on encouraging input from various sources that provide 

choice of ideas and methods is similar to the emphasis 

on strategy selection and application for effective 

learning discussed previously in this chapter with 

respect to the fields of Learning Disabilities and 

Developmental Psychology. They are similar in terms of 

encouraging conscious choice of activities toward 

accomplishing a goal. The heuristics presented by 

Flower and Hayes show a similar focus. In addition, 

research from all these fields supports the notion of 
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the importance of an attitude of active participation 

and personal investment in reaching toward the 

accomplishment of a goal. Thus, the stage was set for 

the initiation and completion of this present study, 

which attempts not only to provide a description of 

some of the "moment-to-moment intellectual process of 

composing" (Flower S Hayes, 1981), but also examines 

the writing of three learning disabled students while 

engaged in the writing process. 
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CHAPTER 3 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND DESIGN 

A naturalistic, observational format was chosen 

for this study to gain more insight into specific 

cognitive processes that students with learning 

disabilities use while writing. The use of observation 

and product analysis, as well as student interviews, 

allows a clearer representation of the processes, and 

description of the actual activities entailed in the 

pre-writing, or planning stage of the writing process. 

Cuba (1978) states the following: 

As a general premise, it is probably safe to 

assert that the best way to study process is 

to observe it directly, rather than to infer 

its nature from the known input and the 

observed output. When process is the issue, 

naturalistic inquiry seems to offer a more 

useful means for its study than does the 

experimental model (p. 25). 

Further, Goodman (1984) has indicated that 

"naturalistic methodology provides a realistic view of 

the composing process in the classroom, especially when 

focused on a small number of subjects" (p. II-2). 

Therefore, focusing on three subjects within a class of 
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thirteen students lends itself well to a naturalistic 

format of data collection and analysis. 

Three pretest/post-test instruments were used to 

measure change during the duration of the project (one 

school year). One of them is a norm-referenced writing 

skills test, one is a controlled writing sample, and 

the other, a concept interview. In addition, writing 

samples were gathered and recorded throughout the year 

on a flexible, but consistent basis, using an adapted 

version of Goodman's (1984) Manual Observation of 

Writing Form (MOP). Finally, an end of the year 

interview was conducted on the subject of brainstorming 

and writing development. More detailed explanations of 

these measures will follow. 

Context of the Situation 

This study was conducted within the context of a 

larger written language project. Our in depth 

observational study of three subjects was conducted 

during the second year of a two year project of written 

language in a resource room at an elementary school in 

Tucson, Arizona. One of the two teachers and one of 

the focus students involved in our smaller study had 

participated in the program the previous year in a 
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similar setting and context, as part of the overall 

written language project in the resource room. 

The inception of this written language project 

came because of the wishes expressed by the two 

teachers that their students learn to enjoy writing. 

The teachers expressed the fact that previously, their 

students* attitude toward writing had been very 

negative, as had been most results in this area. The 

teachers were interested and motivated to change the 

attitudes and habits of their students by trying a 

process writing approach. Through collaborative effort 

the teachers and researchers moved toward implementing 

such a program. 

During the second year of the study the written 

language project was comprised of thirteen students, 

two teachers, and three researchers. The researchers 

also acted as facilitators for students. Mini-lessons 

were presented by the two teachers. Researchers and 

teachers collaborated on mini-lesson topics and 

directions and purposes for the writing program as a 

whole. On a weekly basis teachers and researchers met 

to evaluate areas of the program that were successful, 

as well as those that seemed to need adjustment. 

All five adults involved in the program read 

Donald Graves' book. Writing: Children and Teachers at 
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Work (1983). Throughout the year they continued to 

refer to the text for clarification and suggestions. 

Also, other pertinent literature was shared in weekly 

meetings. For example, a second resource uped was Lucy 

McCormick Calkins' book. Lessons from a Child (1983). 

Journal articles were also discussed. 

Based on the process writing model presented in 

Graves' book (1983), it was decided that the focus of 

the teaching and learning would be on meaning and 

organizing information, rather than on the mechanical 

skills of spelling, capitalization, and punctuation. 

Thus, specific strategies and mini-lesson topics were 

chosen and organized in a way that would facilitate 

these aspects of writing. 

Setting 

The study was conducted in the context of a 

resource room with fourth, fifth, and sixth grade 

students who either had been diagnosed as having 

learning disabilities, fell within the lower quartile, 

or were referred by their teachers as being lower 

achieving students in terms of their writing. The 

group met for 55 minutes, four days each week, in the 

learning lab of an elementary school. This lab was the 
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setting to which most of the students returned at 

various other times in the week for academic 

remediation. 

The building itself was a temporary classroom 

located on the edge of campus, approximately the same 

distance from the other permanent classrooms as the 

other buildings. The room was well lighted. Writing 

materials and resources (paper, writing instruments, 

light, desks folders etc.) were readily available, and 

desk or table space and move-around space was 

plentiful. The thirteen students, two teachers, and 

three researchers involved in the writing program were 

the only people scheduled to be in the learning lab 

during that time. 

This special writing group met from 1:15 until 

2:10 each weekday except Thursday. Students walked 

over to the lab from their various classrooms. Upon 

entering the lab, students picked up their writing 

folders from a box that held all writing folders. For 

about the first five to ten minutes of class, students 

were busy sharpening pencils, choosing a seat, and 

looking over previous writing. Each person was free to 

choose a seat and to choose a person with whom to share 

or discuss ideas. Therefore, each day, although the 
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tables and physical arrangement of the room was 

constant, the social grouping continually underwent 

change. 

For the next forty-five minutes students would 

engage in either writing, peer or teacher conferencing, 

short teacher-directed lessons called mini-lessons, or 

word processing. On Mondays and Fridays, students 

wrote, conferenced, and word processed, while on 

Tuesdays and Wednesdays students would also be involved 

in a fifteen minute mini-lesson (described later in 

this chapter) in addition to other activities. Also, 

whenever appropriate, students would share their 

writing during Author's Chair, which will be described 

in greater detail later in this chapter. 

Selection of Subjects 

Three subjects were chosen to participate as 

focus students in this study. These subjects were 

chosen from a group of thirteen native English speaking 

students participating in the year long process writing 

program. Selection of the three students was based on 

the nature and severity of their learning problems. 

Eligibility requirements for participation in this 

writing program for all students included intermediate 

grade status (4th, 5th, or 6th), a score of 100 or 
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below on the Test of Written Language (TOML, Hammill 

and Larsen, 1983), and either placement in the Learning 

Disabilities or Lower Quartile programs in the school 

district, or a recommendation from the classroom 

teacher based on a low achievement level in writing. 

During the second year of the project there were eight 

students diagnosed as learning disabled, and five 

students who were either in the lower quartile, or had 

been recommended by their classroom teacher. All 

subjects were from a single K-6 grade elementary 

school. Two of the three focus students were female, 

one was male, and all were fifth graders. 

Cindy, the first subject, was an eleven year old 

girl, who was new to the school at the beginning of the 

year. She seemed shy at the beginning, but became more 

outgoing toward the middle of the year. She spoke in a 

soft voice and was often passive in her dealings with 

teachers and peers. During the year, Cindy received 

resource support for reading and speech and language. 

In the past, she had received support for language 

difficulties. According to Cindy's academic and 

psychoeducational testing on the Woodcock-Johnson 

Psychoeducational Battery, she has weaknesses in 

Reading, Math, and Expressive Language, both oral and 
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written, and in auditory memory. Her strengths were 

shown to be general knowledge, and perceptual speed. 

The second subject, Robin, was also an eleven year 

old girl. This student had participated in the same 

writing project the previous year. She was soft 

spoken, but seemed to feel comfortable with voicing her 

opinion, or working with other students by explaining 

certain aspects of the writing program. Robin had 

received academic support for reading, writing, and 

speech and language through the Learning Disabilities 

program. These areas of weakness, measured, in part, 

by the Woodcock-Johnson, were compounded by her general 

avoidance of work. The same tests indicated that she 

was strong in Visual-Motor Integration. She also had a 

generally pleasant attitude. 

David, the third subject, was an eleven year old 

boy who was new to the school at the beginning of the 

year. David usually spoke in a louder than average 

voice. His comments often were distracting to others 

in terms of both volume and content. This student, in 

addition to having some level of academic learning 

difficulty demonstrates a degree of behavior problems, 

usually manifested in inappropriate emotionality. He 

had received resource support for academic problems for 

the two years prior to our study, and received resource 
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support during the year our study was conducted in the 

areas of reading, writing, and math. He also received 

counseling. His Individualized Educational Plan (lEP) 

showed objectives for improving behavior and 

interpersonal skills, as well as those for academic 

areas. This subject was chosen because of the severity 

of his writing problems, and because of the aspect of 

emotionality which appeared to compound his learning 

problems. 

According to the Woodcock-Johnson and the 

Slingerland, weaknesses for David include inconsistent 

attention span, low threshold for frustration, 

impulsivity, inappropriate group behavior, reading 

comprehension, word identification, written expression, 

and spelling. Results suggest that he has deficits in 

visual-motor integration, perceptual speed, and 

auditory memory and attention. Areas of strength for 

this student, according to the same tests, are those 

involving reasoning skills and non-verbal skills, 

except for perceptual speed. 

The Writing Program 

The bulk of the writing program and its methods is 

based on the theory of process writing as described by 

Donald Graves in his book. Writing: Teachers and 
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Children at Work (1983). A brief summary and 

description of the major components of the program will 

be given, as well as brief descriptions of some of the 

stages and activities involved. 

The writing program in which the focus students 

were participants was based upon the following 

assumptions: 

1. Writing should be stressed as a process of 

making meaning, where skills and strategies 

are learned within a meaningful context, and 

the written text is the focus mode of 

expression (Graves, 1985). 

2. Effective writing does not always flow out in 

a perfectly organized, complete, coherent 

manner, and is, in fact, often actually the 

result of continued participation in 

activities and strategies that may be used to 

accomplish goals within such stages of writing 

as planning, drafting, revision in terms of 

clarification and extension of core ideas, and 

editing, sharing, and publishing. In general, 

the specific activities and strategies are 

selected, ordered, and used, by students 

themselves. Although experimentation with 

strategies introduced in mini-lessons is 
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encouraged, it is voluntary. Often activities 

and strategies are reordered or modified and 

applied in a different configuration, toward 

the goal of effective communication. Various 

sequences of activities are repeated or 

rearranged at various stages of the writing 

process until the final draft is completed. 

By working through these strategies and 

meeting the interrelated "subgoals", clear 

communication may be achieved through 

effective writing. These strategies are 

discussed in more detail in the next section 

of this chapter. 

3. A writer need not be limited to his own 

"brainpower" for ideas. In fact, by sharing 

ideas and receiving reaction and comments on 

his ideas, a writer can gain valuable insight 

into the purpose, direction, and effectiveness 

of his writing. Sharing ideas can also 

provide perspective for the writer in terms of 

effect on an audience. Writing occurs in a 

social context (Halliday, 1975). 

The students' spent a 55 minute period actively 

engaged in combinations of the following goal-directed 

activities and stages of writing. These activities 
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were not discrete. Often one was interrupted by 

another, or two or more were done simultaneously. The 

following categories of activities are general, and 

consist of many and various sub-tasks and strategies. 

Planning. A common planning strategy is 

"brainstorming". During this activity writers select 

topics, determine audience and purpose, and generate 

basic information. Some of these activities were 

conducted orally, while others were written. Some 

planning occurred silently within a writer's own mind, 

without being spoken or written. Various students 

participated in many of these activities at different 

times, in different ways, using various combinations 

for different kinds of writing. Many students began to 

use specific strategies for planning and organization 

by using written frames such as semantic webbing or 

clustering, and others which provided alternative 

"story grammars" (see Appendix B) . 

Two or three of these strategies for brainstorming 

were introduced and modeled for the students during the 

year by teachers. This often was done using the 

preprinted frames as examples of organizational 

possibilities for information. Some framed offered 

preprinted cues which act as prompts for both 

generation and organization of ideas. Specific 
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preprinted frames introduced included ones that were 

organized topically, according to a kind of 

topic/subtopic/details arrangement. Others were 

organized sequentially, with reference to what happens 

first, in the middle, and at the end. Also available 

were those which organized information in terms of 

elements and prompts appropriate for a story, such as 

setting, characters, action, and ending. In addition, 

many students modified these frames to their own needs, 

or combined elements of two or more. 

Drafting. After some initial planning, most often 

students were ready to begin organizing and writing 

their ideas into more connected prose. Many students 

often intermittently revised their prior plans, ideas, 

and information as they continued drafting these ideas, 

connecting them usually in a more direct way than had 

been done during brainstorming. While drafting, 

writers were often involved in revision, elaboration, 

clarification and support of ideas and written 

information. Often, rereading, conferring with peers, 

and some level of revision occurred during drafting. 

Revising and Editing. Once the rough draft was 

completed, the author was encouraged to make at least 

one "reread-and-revise-for-meaning" sweep through the 

piece before having a peer or peer group do the same to 
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it. This was often a time to gather constructive 

feedback from others. Sharing writing with peers often 

helped writers gain perspective from a reader's point 

of view. The focus, at this point, was on meaning. 

Small group conferences were encouraged after 

rough drafts to provide feedback and perspective. 

Authors would first read aloud their own writing to the 

group. Then, a volunteer from the group was asked to 

briefly summarize, using some of the actual language 

from the text. The floor was then opened for questions 

and constructive comments. As these were offered, 

authors were able to take notes or have someone write 

notes for them. A brief discussion followed, 

concerning the suggestions that had been made. These 

sharing times, or group conferences lasted from about 

10-15 minutes, depending on the length of the writing, 

and the amount of comments offered. With comments and 

suggestions made by peers, authors usually revised and 

extended the rough draft, and made subsequent other 

drafts. 

When an author decided that a piece of writing was 

complete in terms of meaning and information, it was 

then appropriate for editing, which involves evaluation 

in terms of the technical conventions of writing such 
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as proper spelling, indentation, capitalization, and 

punctuation. 

Sharing and Publishing. After careful editing and 

final drafting, authors either typed and printed their 

own work out on the computer, or asked a teacher to 

type and print for them. Writers were able to request 

additional copies to be made to share with friends and 

family members, or to put in class books. 

When the final draft had been printed out, authors 

had the opportunity to present work aloud to the entire 

class, and to invite a guest from outside the writing 

program. Following this reading, authors were asked to 

tell about the parts they liked particularly well and 

why they liked them. Authors were asked to tell how or 

where they had gotten their ideas. Members of the 

audience then shared favorite parts and reasons for 

liking them. At that time members of the audience were 

encouraged to voice ideas for their own writing that 

may have occurred to them during the author's reading. 

This sharing event was called "Author's Chair". 

It provided students with the opportunity to be authors 

responding to an audience. Authors were able to 

encounter audience reaction, and support of their 

efforts to communicate. Publishing authors' work for 

personal collections, class books (often shared with 
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other classes and checked out of the school library), 

and for friends, made it possible for authors to 

experience their own thoughts and ideas being validated 

through print, and being valued by others. Student 

begin to view themselves as real authors with something 

valuable to say. 

Mini-Lessons. Teacher guided mini-lessons were an 

on-going part of the program for all thirteen 

students. A variety of topics were presented based on 

some of the common needs within the larger group. Such 

topics as editing skills, sentence combining and 

separation, use of periods, quotation marks, 

paragraphs, editing symbols, parts of a story, 

descriptive phrases, and effective questioning were 

discussed and practiced in short, small group, guided 

practice activities (see Figure 1). 

These mini-lessons were conducted twice a week for 

approximately ten minutes, but never longer than 

fifteen minutes. For these lessons, the thirteen 

students in the writing project were divided into 

smaller groups of from seven to eight people each. 

Each of these smaller groups was led by one of the two 

teachers. The mini-lessons were presented on Tuesday 

and Wednesday of each week. One group generally met 

toward the beginning of the fifty-five minute period. 
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1. Introduction to Steps of the Vrltlng Process 

2 .  Brainstorming 

3. Selecting a Topic 

4. Sliarlng: Group and single peer conferencing 

5. Editing: Looking for areas that need 
l&provemant and change, and using editing marks. 

6. laprovlng the interest and flow of a piece; 
Coiablnlng sentences, and curing run-ons. 

7. Camna use for listing 

d. Creating a title 

9. Audience Awareness: Deciding on audience, and 
writing for then. 

10. Sequencing: Effective Options 

11. Paragraph Organization 

12. Caauoas: Letters, Dates, Salutations 

13. Dialog: Quotations, Capitalization and 
use of Quotation Xarks. 

14. Descriptive Vocabulary 

15. Adverbial Phrases 

16. Editing for Redundancy 

17.' Topic Report Vrltlng 

* Various aspects of certain topics were addressed over 
a series of mini-lessons. 

Figure 1. Klnl-Lesson Topics 
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while other students continued their individual study 

efforts. Toward the end of the fifty-five minutes the 

second small group met, while the first group broke up 

to pursue individual work. 

Generally, the topics of the mini-lesson for both 

groups were the same on any given day. However, the 

emphasis and amount of time spent sometimes varied 

between groups according to individual needs and 

questions. In some cases each group worked on a 

different skill, sometimes exchanging group members to 

fit individual needs. 

Through mini-lessons conducted twice a week the 

information and strategies presented were modeled and 

discussed in order to provide options for writers in 

terms of strategies for the writing process. However, 

use of these specific strategies was voluntary. Any 

strategy, regardless of its origin, was reinforced and 

an attempt was made to facilitate its use. Use of 

those strategies presented in mini-lessons was 

encouraged in the hopes that they might serve to 

broaden the repertoire of strategies for each writer. 

Yet, writers were allowed to choose the strategy for 

writing that seemed to them appropriate at any point in 

the writing process. In fact, many of the students 

began experimenting with the strategies from the 
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mini-lessons, and after some use began to alter the 

strategy in a way that would better serve their own 

needs. This can be seen on many of the brainstorm 

pages of students where the written cues on the page 

help guide the thinking of the writer, but the 

information is organized graphically in a different way 

than is suggested by the preprinted cues. 

Teacher-Student Conferences. The teachers and 

researchers met regularly to discuss areas of need 

common to many students. These areas of difficulty 

then usually were addressed in a mini-lesson. 

Activities and strategies that were difficult for only 

one or two individuals were addressed during individual 

teacher conferences with those students. 

In addition to the mini-lesson, short conferences 

between teacher and individual students occurred on a 

regular, weekly basis. Again, topics relevant to the 

needs of the writer at that point were discussed. 

During the teacher-student conference a teacher might 

ask writers about the particular activities or 

strategies of the writing process to which their 

immediate efforts were being given. They might also 

have discussed how authors felt about what they were 

writing, where they planned to go with it, or whether 

or not they wanted any input or help with anything that 
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had given them trouble. This information was used for 

teacher records, notes and documentation, as well as 

for helping to determine the content and direction of 

that particular conference. A teacher may have had 

authors read parts of their work aloud, or may have 

read it aloud for them both in order that they both 

hear how it sounds to an audience. 

Instrumentation and Materials 

The six measuring instruments used in the study 

include The Test of Written Language (TOWL), a thirty 

minute concept interview, a "brainstorm" interview, the 

Manual Observation of Writing Form (MOF), a controlled 

writing sample, and actual written products. Each of 

these is described below in detail, and illustrated in 

the Appendix. 

Test of Written Language 

The Test of Written Language, or the TOWL (Hanunill 

and Larsen, 1983), is a standardized measure of written 

language. It was normed on 3418 school aged children 

grades 2 through 12 in fourteen states. The test 

protocol itself is divided into four separate tasks 

(see Appendix C). The first part. Word Usage, involves 

a series of sentences or phrases, each one having a 

blank substituted for one of the words. The student 
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reads each sentence silently and writes the missing 

word. Answers are later analyzed according to 

correctness of grammatical usage, and scores are 

calculated. 

The second portion of the test, Story, requires 

the student to examine three pictures and to both 

develop and write a story about the pictures. This is 

not a timed activity. Vocabulary, handwriting, length 

of sentences and pieces of sentences are analyzed, and 

scores are calculated. 

Spelling comprises the third part of the test. 

Words are dictated, and then scored in a traditional 

way; according to correct or incorrect responses, based 

on the norms. 

Finally, a list of sentences is given in the 

fourth and final subtest. Style. Knowledge of 

capitalization and punctuation rules is assessed by 

requiring that the students copy the sentences, making 

necessary corrections. 

The Test of Written Language yields scores in five 

areas of writing ability: mechanics, productivity, use 

of writing conventions, linguistics, and cognitive 

organization. Specifically, scores are given on 

subtests titled Vocabulary, Thematic Maturity, 

Spelling, Word Usage, Style, and Handwriting. This 
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final subtest was not used or calculated in this 

study. Both Vocabulary, and Thematic Maturity scores 

were derived from the story writing sample portion of 

the test. The TOWL was chosen for this study because 

it is a standardized measure that utilizes an actual 

writing sample. The TOWL was used to see if any growth 

in writing ability would be detected by a standardized 

measure. 

Concept Interview 

The second measuring instrument, the thirty minute 

concept interview, was devised by the researchers to 

assess various student perceptions and abilities in 

areas related to self-concept, metacognitive awareness 

and productive writing. These interviews were 

conducted orally, as opposed to using a written 

format, and were audio taped. They consisted of a 

combination of open-ended questions that required 

ranking or rating. Specific questions on this 

interview were formulated based on the researchers' 

knowledge and understanding of written language and 

learning disabled students, with the purpose of 

assessing levels of awareness with respect to 

self-concept, metacognitive awareness, and productive 

writing (see Appendix D). 
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Brainstorm Interview 

The brainstorm interview is the third measurement 

device, and was also created by the researchers. The 

purpose of this interview was to collect and analyze 

student perceptions about the purpose and possible 

usefulness of brainstorming before writing a first 

draft. The interview was also intended to gather data 

on student perceptions and evaluations of actual 

written products in terms of influence on one another, 

and evidence of change over time. The entire interview 

was made up of open-ended questions and physical props 

such as writing samples and examples of blank 

brainstorm pages with preprinted prompts on them used 

during the year to teach and facilitate planning 

strategies. Such props were used as references during 

the brainstorm interview (see Appendix E). 

Manual Observation of Writing Form 

The Manual Observation of Writing Form, or MOF, 

was another data collecting device used in the study. 

This form was adapted from Goodman's (1984) version, 

which itself was adapted from Graves (1975). It is a 

form which is used by an observer to record information 

concerning the verbal and written behaviors of writers 

while they are writing. 
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The form has a menu of coded behaviors at the top 

of the page, and space for writing a script of the 

writing events, as well as room for recording the 

actual text as written by the author. Other 

information recorded on the form includes the date, 

time, the stage of writing, and the working title of 

the piece. 

Procedures for completing an MOF are somewhat 

demanding of the observer. The observer sits beside or 

near a student while that student is writing. As the 

student writes, the observer records on the form the 

text written by the student, as well as the things that 

are said by the students. Also, by using the behavior 

codes, the observer makes notations in the recorded 

student text at points where the student engages in 

specific categories of behavior. At the end of the 

recording period, a Xerox copy of all written work done 

by the student that day is attached to the forms for 

later reference and analysis (see Appendix F). Through 

use of this device the actual moment-by-moment 

activities of writers were recorded. 

Written Products 

Another source of data is the actual written 

products themselves. Although the main focus in 
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process writing is not on the product, it can yeild 

valuable information. Strategies and activities used 

during various stages of individual pieces are recorded 

and analyzed by means of the MOF. This in-depth 

analysis includes stages of three focus pieces of 

writing for each of the three focus students. These 

include brainstorm or planning, notes, first drafts, 

final drafts, and anything in between. For purposes of 

questions addressing only one specific phase or 

strategy (eg. changes in rough drafts) written products 

for only that particular product or strategy were 

analyzed and described. 

Controlled Writing Sample 

The sixth and final measuring device is a 

controlled writing sample. Specific instructions were 

given and a topic was supplied (see Figure 2). 

Although the genre (giving directions) may have been 

somewhat decontextualized by lack of an authentic 

audience, the topic --how to make a peanut butter and 

jelly sandwich — was chosen on the grounds that such 

an activity was likely to have been experienced by all 

of the students at some time, and thus, would allow use 

of experiential background knowledge from which to 

draw. 
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Wrltt«n Languag* Projact 
19e4-8S 

WRITING A DESCRIPTIOM 

OZRECTIONS 

Plaaaa wrlta about how you would «ak« a paanut buttar and jally 

•andwlch. Coaplataly daacrtb* what you naad to do ao that 

•oaaon* who didn't know how to aaka a aandwich could 90 Into 

« kitchan and aak* on*. 

Onca you hava finishad, raraad what you hava writtan to aaka aura 

It la tha baat job you can do. Hak* any changaa you think ara 

nacaaaary. Than racopy what you hava writtan uaing your bast 

handwriting and apalling. 

Figure 2. Controlled Writing Sample Prompt 
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Data Collection Procedures 

Of the five sources of information for analysis, 

the Test of Written Language (TOWL), a controlled 

writing sample, and the concept interview were 

collected on a pretest/post-test basis. The writing 

samples were collected and often recorded by means of 

the Manual Observation of Writing Form (MOF) 

intermittently throughout the year. Finally, the 

brainstorm interview was conducted at the end of the 

year. Each measure was analyzed in an appropriate 

fashion with the purpose of gaining information 

relevant to the questions addressed in this study (see 

Figure 3). 

Test of Written Language 

The Test of Written Language was administered both 

at the beginning and the end of the school year. 

Thirteen out of the sixteen students took the test in 

the large group setting. The three focus students were 

part of the group that took the test in the large group 

setting. Three other students took the test at various 

other times within the next two to three days as a 

"make up", after having been absent for the whole group 

administration. In the group setting, explicit oral 



rOVX pretests 9/o/d4 
Controlled Vrltlng Samples 9/l7y'a4 
Concept Interview pretests 9/2b-<2d/S4 

David's Story A 10/9/84 
Cindy's Story A 10/16/84 
David's Story B 10/22/84 
Robin's Story A 10/24/84 
Cindy s Story B 11/7/84 

Robin's Story B 11/28/84 

David's Story C 1/16/85 

Cindy's Story C 4/2/85 

Robin's Story C 4/17/85 

Cindy's Brainstorm Interview 5/3/85 
Robin's Brainstorm Interview 5/8/85 
TOVL post-tests 5/14-16/85 
Controlled Vrltlng Samples 5/15/85 
David's Brainstorm Interview 5/17/85 
Concept Interview post-tests 5/17/85 

Figure 3. Data Collection Timeline 
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directions were given before the students were told to 

begin. Test administration took place over two days. 

End of the year testing was conducted in the same 

way as the pretest had been conducted. Clear oral 

directions were given in a large group setting. 

Students took the test immediately thereafter. Two of 

the three focus students took the test with the large 

group, while the third began it a day later, as he was 

absent on the first original test date. Again, the 

test was divided over a two day period. Thus, Cindy 

and Robin took the post-test with the large group 

during the two original testing days. David began the 

test on the second original test day, and finished the 

test on the following day. 

Concept Interview 

This measuring device was used both at the 

beginning and end of the year. The first 

administration took place during the first few weeks of 

the Fall semester. It was given orally on an 

individual basis to each of the sixteen students by one 

of three interviewers. The interviewers and 

interviewees were not matched in any specific way. 

Responses to questions on the interviews were recorded 
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in writing, as well as being audio-taped and later 

transcribed. 

Again, end of year interviews were conducted in 

the same manner as those done at the beginning of the 

year. Interviewers were not necessarily the same ones 

with each student across pretest and post-test, 

however, the exact same format and kinds of prompts 

were given. 

Brainstorm Interview 

The brainstorm interviews were conducted at the 

end of the year only. They were administered by two 

researchers to the three focus students, as well as to 

a close consultant, (see Chapter 1, pp. 14-15) a far 

consultant and one of the teachers in the program. The 

interviews were audio-recorded. The responses to 

queries were written down by the interviewer. Later 

the interviews were transcribed for study and 

evaluation. 

Interviewees were asked questions pertaining to 

evidence of the author's use of planning strategies. 

Also, they were asked to evaluate various pieces of 

written planning or brainstorm pages and any perceived 

effect they may have had on rough drafts. Relative 

usefulness of these brainstorming activities was 
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another topic discussed in the interview. All 

brainstorm interviews were conducted during the first 

two weeks in May. 

Manual Observation Form 

Throughout the year, on at least a monthly basis, 

the Manual Observation Form (MOF) was used to collect 

and record individual students' writing and their 

accompanying behaviors. An observer-researcher, 

familiar with the use of the form and procedure, sat 

near a specific student to observe and record both 

written and oral output, and physical behaviors which 

occurred as the written product .evolved. As mentioned 

previously, the behaviors were numbered and usually 

coded according to specific classifications of 

behavior such as, "related talk", "unsolicited 

interruptions", or "erasure", and/or were described in 

behavioral terms by the observer. Information from 

these MOFs was later analyzed in detail. 

Written Products 

The written work of individual students was kept 

in student folders in order to examine progress. All 

work done in one day had the date written or stamped on 

it. All students were encouraged to keep each piece of 

writing, however small or insignificant it seemed. 
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A distinction is made in this study between the 

MOF samples and the written products because not all 

written products were recorded "in-the-making" through 

use of the MOF. What is referred to as an MOF sample 

is a written record of behaviors, both verbal and 

physical, that accompanied or lead to the production of 

the actual written product. The MOF describing a 

particular writing event was attached to a copy of the 

actual written product generated during that writing 

event. 

The MOF yeilds a broader, more thorough scope of 

information about a written piece through its ability 

to document the behaviors that accompany the composing 

of a piece of writing. For the purpose of clear 

discussion it should be noted that any written product 

for which an MOF was used will also be included in the 

term "MOF". 

Controlled Writing Sample 

Similarly to the Test of Written Language, and the 

concept interview, the controlled writing sample was 

collected at both the beginning and end of the year. 

Students were provided with paper, pencils, and a set 

of oral directions,.which instructed them to write 

about how to make a peanut butter and jelly sandwich. 
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Writing samples were collected and stored until both 

pretest and post-test samples were in. These were then 

analyzed according to the guidelines detailed in the 

following section. 

Data Analysis 

Test of Written Language 

Protocols were scored according to standardized 

procedure. As mentioned earlier in the Instrumentation 

and Materials portion of this chapter, the TOWL 

assesses five areas of writing ability, which for our 

purposes are further broken down into the following 

categories to be analyzed: Vocabulary (as described in 

each of the 1978 and 1983 editions of the test). 

Thematic Maturity, number of words. Spelling, Word 

Usage, Style (as described in the 1983 edition), number 

of "thought units" (t-units, as explained in the 1983 

edition), and number of clauses per t-unit. The 

pretest and post-test scores for each of these 

categories were compared to assess growth or change 

over the course of the year. Additionally, the actual 

writing sample portion of each test protocol was 

studied carefully for evidence of changes. 

The written samples were first evaluated and rated 

hoiistically. The numbers 1 and 2 were assigned to the 
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writing samples within a pair, with 1 indicating the 

less clear and 2 the clearer of the two written samples 

for each student. In the case of a disagreement 

between raters, a third rater evaluated the material in 

order to make a determination in the matter. 

In terms of rating the perceived growth or 

"distance" between each pretest and post-test, a three 

level scale was imposed by each rater on each pair of 

protocol. That is, each rater assigned a letter 

(C=close, M=moderate, F=far) to each pair of protocol 

in order to indicate the perceived level of change 

between pretest and post-test writings. 

The TOWL protocols were analyzed in terms of the 

following: 

a. Evidence of planning strategies i.e., notes 

or ideas on scratch paper or margins. 

b. Evidence of improved clarity in the story, 

as measured by holistic scoring (done by two 

different scorers with stories in random 

order). 

c. Improvement in scores on any of the six 

areas, as well as the overall score. 

d. Change in areas of Mechanics, Productivity, 

Convention, Linguistics, and Cognitive 
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Organization as indicated by changes in any 

of the individual category scores. 

Concept Interview 

Through use of tapes, transcriptions and 

protocols, interviews were analyzed according to the 

foil owing; 

a. Change in stated awareness and use of 

problem-solving strategies for their 

writing. 

b. Increase in terminology for talking about 

pre-writing and writing. 

c. Ratings and perceptions of themselves as 

writers, 

d. Stated or implied purpose and motivation for 

writing. 

Brainstorm Interview 

Through use of tapes, transcriptions, and 

protocols, interviews were analyzed and descriptions of 

each student's responses were given in terms of the 

following: 

a. The possible influence of the perceived 

process and purpose of brainstorming on 

responses given. 
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b. Stated awareness and ability to verbalize 

strategies for producing, recording and 

organizing ideas. 

c. The stated "pros and cons", and degree of 

perceived usefulness of a written brainstorm. 

d. The perceived and stated effects of the 

brainstorm on the first draft, and the 

salient evidence of material from the 

brainstorm being included in the rough draft. 

e. The statements concerning perceived change 

in the strategies and usefulness of the 

written brainstorm. 

Manual Observation Forms 
and Written Products 

Inspection of both the MOF and the written 

products presented some clear patterns. Many other 

categories and strategies may have been used without 

being identified. Also, many purposes which these 

strategies may have served for the students were likely 

left unrecognized by researchers, and possibly by the 

student writers themselves. Some such possibilities 

include trial and error, which could be considered 

experience, and modeling and generalizing which could 

be considered vicarious learning. 
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A list of strategy descriptions was made for each 

of the chosen pieces from each of the three authors. 

If a piece had both an MOP and a writing sample, both 

were analyzed. If only the written sample was 

available, it was studied, and possible strategies were 

listed. After each MOF and writing sample was studied 

and strategies listed, a list of categories was 

drafted. The purpose of this list of categories was to 

get a sense of the types and purpose of strategies or 

behaviors that each writer used, and to determine 

whether they seemed to change over time, or with a 

change of genre. 

Because of the fact that some pieces had MOPs, 

while others did not, and some MOF observations were of 

much greater length than others, it was difficult to 

compare evenly to determine whether certain strategies 

were really used more at certain times than others. 

Therefore, some of the larger trends were noted within 

each author's writings. Tendencies toward certain 

kinds of strategies were noted within the works of a 

single author's work. 

The categories of strategy use were listed in 

chart form, and a tally was made (see Figures 4, 5 and 

6) using both the list of strategy descriptions, as 

well as information gained from a second direct look at 
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the actual MOFs and written products themselves. The 

tally chart involved a five level system of 

categories. The most general categories were titled 

"Written", "Verbal", "Modeling", and "Physical". At 

the next level, subheaded beneath these categories were 

ones that addressed the possible purpose of a 

strategy. Some examples within the larger category of 

"Written", are generating, editing and revising, 

clarifying, and organizing. Beneath this level was one 

dealing with more specific types of strategies or 

behaviors, such as grouping, emphasis, "asides" and 

lists, symbols, reorganizing, abbreviations, and 

printed vs. oral resource use. 

Certain categories were further delineated. The 

category of symbols, for example, was further broken 

down into "showing emphasis, order or direction", 

"representation of idea or concept" i.e.,abbreviations 

or pictures, and, "mode or length of expression" eg. 

single word, phrases etc. Finally, an effort was made 

to determine who was the initiating party of each 

action or behavior, and whether each was verbal or 

written. In this way it was possible to keep track of 

both written and verbal modeling, either by the author 

for a peer, by a peer for an author, or by a teacher or 

researcher for an author. 
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On this tally chart a tally mark was put in each 

box that gave an appropriate description for either the 

intended purpose and /or the possible usefulness of 

that strategy. For example, if on an MOF was recorded 

that an author verbalized a problem aloud to herself 

(eg. "I don't know what he'll look like. That's what 

we need to think about."), a tally mark would be placed 

both under "self-regulating comments", and "clarifying 

printed ideas". If, on the other hand, a peer had said 

that to the author during a discussion, it would have 

been marked as "clarifying printed ideas", and "verbal 

modeling". Each time that evidence of a certain 

behavior was found in a piece, a separate tally mark 

was made. For example, each time there was a 

misspelled word circled, a mark would be put under the 

appropriate categories of "self-directing cues", and 

"symbols", as well as "spontaneous editing". Thus, for 

each misspelled, circled word there would be a total of 

three marks, one in each of the three categories. 

Writing samples and MOFs were coded and analyzed 

in terms of the following: 

a. Kind and number of verbal behaviors related 

to the writing task, with focus on those 

relevant to planning, organization, idea 

getting, and risk taking. 
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b. Kind and number of written behaviors related 

to the writing task, with the same emphasis 

as above. 

c. Kind and number of relevant language related 

to the writing event (either written or 

verbal). 

d. Change over time in these behaviors. 

e. General trends in the use of strategies for 

brainstorming. 

This kind of categorization and analysis reflects 

an attempt to describe and quantify strategy use in 

order to evaluate change in trends and amount of 

strategies and behaviors toward the goal of answering 

the questions posed in this study. However, direct and 

careful inspection of writing samples, coded behaviors 

and descriptions of behavior as recorded by the MOF 

reveal a wealth of information about sub-processes of 

the writing process. This information could be 

analyzed in various other ways as well. 

Rough drafts underwent special evaluation steps in 

order that information might be gained as to any change 

that may have occurred over the course of the year. 

For the purposes of limiting and specifying the 

particular material to be evaluated, the rough draft 

was defined as the first written draft, plus any 
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revisions made during, or as a direct result of one 

rereading and editing session by the author, and one by 

a peer. 

Rough drafts were inspected in order to discover 

any evidence of change over the year in terms of 

clarity and organization. Two methods of data scoring 

were used. The first was a two step process in which 

each rough draft was first scored holistically and 

rated on a scale from 1 to 3 (1 = little or no clarity 

or organization apparent, 3 = much clarity and 

organization). Next, these ratings were evaluated with 

respect to the time order of each author's rough 

drafts. Thus, ratings may indicate one of three 

possible situations with respect to time. Writing may 

have improved over time, remained the same over time, 

or declined and degenerated over time. 

The second method of evaluation involved a 

thorough inspection of drafts, resulting in detailed 

descriptive information about trends in clarity and 

organization, shedding light on individual growth. 

The holistic scoring and rating involved a two 

step process. Criteria on which to base the rating of 

each piece for clarity and organization evolved into 

categories in which each individual written piece was 

judged. Categories focused on meaning, but also 
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assessed technical skills. Examples of categories used 

include; logical and effective sequence, clarity of 

sentences or ideas, thoroughness of detail, evidence of 

audience awareness, sequence and appropriate topic 

grouping, appropriate and correct use of vocabulary, 

and smoothness or readability. 

Although a rater's evaluation of each piece in 

terms of each category was based on a holistic 

perception, each piece had an equal chance of receiving 

any of the three ratings (1 through 3; 1 = effective, 

2 = limited effectiveness, 3 = ineffective) in any 

given category. That is, scores were given without 

consideration of an individual student's particular 

ability level; his or her own specific strengths or 

weaknesses. Scores were based on "across child" 

evaluation. 

After categorical scoring, each piece was given an 

overall rating of 1 to 3. The overall scores were then 

ranked from poorest to most effective within a 

student's writing. Each student's writing scores were 

compared only with their own work. That is, each 

student's work was ranked separately from other 

students' work. The rank order of a student's writings 

was then compared with the time order in which they 

were written, so that any trends might be noted. 
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The direct inspection and study of rough drafts 

was the second method used for gaining information 

relevant to change in clarity and organization in rough 

drafts. Descriptive notes were taken. These notes 

were able to provide more specific, detailed 

information for analysis. 

Controlled Writing Samples 

Written directions for making a peanut butter and 

jelly sandwich constituted the controlled writing 

sample. As described before, this measure was applied 

both at the beginning and end of the year. Results 

were analyzed in terms of the following aspects: 

a. Total number of t-units included. 

b. Mean length of sentences. 

c. Total number of words. 

d. Total number of sentences. 

e. Organization and clarity, in terms of relevancy 

to the topic, appropriate sequencing of 

information, and completeness of steps listed. 

f. Evidence of written brainstorming. 

Data Synthesis 

Using the data analysis procedures described in 

the previous section, the data were synthesized to 

address the research questions originally posited. 
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS 

Results of the study indicate that the three 

students did use a number of strategies during the 

pre-writing stage, and that there was a general 

increase in overall strategy use over the year, 

especially in terms of self-directing activities. 

Through the evaluation process described for rough 

drafts, each of the three students' work showed growth 

in terms of strategies used and an increased risk 

taking attitude. While two of the three were judged as 

having improved with respect to clarity and 

organization, one was seen to remain essentially the 

same in these areas. Brainstorm pages were seen to be 

used as prompts, "practicing grounds", and storage 

places for the recording of ideas, and were used in 

these ways as a kind of step toward the rough drafts. 

On standardized measures, all three students' scores 

and ratings increased in their overall score over the 

year, as well as on some individual subtests, although 

only one student's score increased to a statistically 

significant degree. Finally, on informal controlled 
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writing samples, all three students'writing was judged 

to have improved to varying degrees over the year. 

Question One 

What kind of strategies do each of the three 

students use during the pre-writing stage when 

participating in a program based on the process 

approach to writing? Three data sources were used to 

obtain information to address this question: The Manual 

Observation Forms, the Concept Interview, and the 

Brainstorm Interview. 

Manual Observation Forms (MOF) 

From careful analysis of the MOF's and the writing 

samples, it appears that during the planning and 

generating activities of writing, all three students 

were engaged at least once in a majority of the 

categorized behaviors and activities named in Chapter 3 

in the Data Analysis section. Of the thirty 

categories, twenty-eight were used by one writer, 

twenty-nine by a second, and all thirty were used by 

the third. This finding supports the notion that 

writers with learning disabilities can and do engage in 

specific activities, during the planning and generating 

stages, either consciously or unconsciously. This 
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engagement may contribute positively to planning, 

generating, and recording ideas. 

Cindy. Cindy's writing showed that, overall, she 

engaged in a greater number of written than verbal 

activities while brainstorming for her writing. She 

appeared to have a variety of specific procedures that 

served to self-regulate or direct her. These seemed to 

help her to stay on track, keep some momentum, and to 

organize information for later use. For example, Cindy 

created an on-going list of possible topics from which 

to choose at any time. She also created at least three 

graphically, categorically organized brainstorm pages, 

on which she wrote pieces of information for both the 

story on which she was working at the time, and for 

other possible topics for the future (see Figure 7). 

Cindy developed a "word bank" page on which she kept a 

running list of vocabulary she had difficulty 

spelling. Next to each correctly spelled word was the 

page number of its dictionary entry in the set of 

classroom dictionaries. Although Cindy created and 

used this word bank, she also made use of invented 

spelling. 

The organization of information on Cindy's written 

brainstorm pages was very often strongly categorical. 

The clear delineation of information into categorically 
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titled boxes on the brainstorm sheets created by Cindy 

suggests a whole/part type organization. That is,they 

helped to generate general information about the main 

topic and more specific information about subtopics. 

Also, by adhering to such clear categories, Cindy 

appears to have helped give her own thinking 

direction. Such category titles may have served as a 

kind of heuristic that paralleled questions a peer 

might ask her in order to help generate information. 

Cindy's consistent inclusion of information 

relating to the "ending" of a story pointed to a sense 

of sequence. On several occasions, especially on her 

earlier brainstorm pages, Cindy's use of arrows also 

showed some degree of sequential organization. They 

served to connect topically related information as 

well. In later work, less arrows were used to show 

connections of added words or phrases. Carets were 

used instead to insert information which had been left 

out originally. 

Cindy's inclination toward using brainstorm pages 

of her own design demonstrates reliance upon her own 

instincts with organization of information. This is 

seen also in her tendency to write information 

"requested" by the brainstorm page (eg. who, where, 

when), but not to write it in that order, or in close 
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physical proximity to the particular cue. She seemed 

to impose her own order of information on the material, 

although the written cues guided her thinking. 

In general, Cindy used either single words or 

phrases to represent her ideas on the brainstorm 

pages. However, she did not make a written brainstorm 

for her third piece. Thus, she began her writing on 

this one in complete sentences. 

For the most part, Cindy's specific strategic 

brainstorming activities for her own writing seem to be 

written ones. However, she did engage in peer 

discussions for the purpose of generating topics and 

subtopics, and for clarifying both printed and spoken 

ideas. She also reread her work, by sentences, in 

order to keep her place in thinking of how to word 

ideas. Verbal planning for writing was an additional 

activity in which Cindy engaged. Both the rereading 

and the verbal planning, like many of her written 

activities take on a self-regulating role. 

It is interesting to note that of the three 

students, Cindy was the least verbal in doing her own 

writing. However, she was quite verbal, and in fact 

very effective in verbal and written modeling, when 

dealing with writings of a peer. Cindy made use of 

self-questioning or "thinking aloud" in order to 
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demonstrate the kinds of questions one might ask 

oneself in order to generate information about a 

specific topic. She also was adept at suggesting 

pertinent considerations for decision making. Cindy 

was clear in explaining and demonstrating her own 

methods for accomplishing certain tasks. Further, she 

was willing to show her own written work as an 

example. She began engaging in greater appropriate 

risk-taking within this context. 

The following vignette contains information from 

an MOF documentation of a peer conference session 

between Cindy and another student. Cindy is helping 

Jill to brainstorm for a mystery story. Cindy is 

viewed, by others in the writing project, as being good 

at this kind of story writing. 

Cindy (to researcher): "How do you spell 

Melinda?" The researcher spells the name 

aloud as Jill writes it on her brainstorm 

page. 

Cindy (to Jill); "Think of more popular 

girls' names...Heather." Jill writes 

"Heather" next to the name Melinda on the 

page. 

Cindy: "Tammy..." Jill writes "Tammy" below 

Melinda. The girls begin to consider 
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other kinds of information and other 

areas of the brainstorm page (see 

Figure 8). 

Cindy: "Do you want a state?" 

Jill: "Yeah...where it will happen. The 

place." 

Cindy: "A place that's sort of popular - not 

too neat, but kind of normal. New York!" 

Jill: "Yeah. OK." She writes "St." inside a 

circle in another corner of the page 

(probably to represent 'state'), then 

writes "New York" on a line beneath the 

circle. 

Cindy: "Oh yeah, what's the problem [in the 

story]?" Jill looks around on the page 

to decide where to write this 

information. 

Cindy:"Just write Jill writes "pr" in 

another circle on the page. 

Cindy: "OK. Where would you keep something 

important to you?" Cindy leads Jill with 

more questions. Jill writes on lines 

next to' the circle with 'Pr' in it: "bad 

guys try to get silver glove from 

Glenn". The girls then begin to discuss 
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a title for the piece, and how it can 

relate to the story. Jill writes "The 

Silver Glove" at the top of the 

brainstorm page. 

The two discuss the action of the story, and 

Jill tells Cindy what she wants to happen. 

Cindy offers an alternative course of 

action. Jill adds "under-cover police" to 

the list of 'P' (people). 

Jill; "I'm going to have a good mystery 

story!" Jill begins writing her rough 

draft by writing the title and a list of 

the characters. Cindy takes her own 

papers and walks away. She returns with 

her own rough draft and begins reading it 

aloud to Jill to demonstrate how she gave 

the audience a hint as to some connection 

that would be made later on in the 

story. Then they decide on some more 

names for characters and Jill writes them 

down. 

Not only did Cindy demonstrate her own knowledge 

and use of self-questioning, spatial organization of 

information, use of abbreviations, and audience 

awareness and consideration, but she was able to model 
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these five examples, and clearly convey these ideas to 

Jill. Cindy was also able to articulate something as 

complex as her own purposeful organization of 

information in order to help the reader or audience to 

understand connections made in the story; i.e., to 

increase writer - reader "proximity". 

Robin. Some similar modeling techniques were seen 

in Robin's work. However, she used many more verbal 

self-regulating comments for herself in her own writing 

than did Cindy. Robin made great use of "self-talk" 

including verbal planning at the word and sentence 

level, and much discussion with herself about 

spelling. She also contemplated aloud the kind of 

details to put next, and such self-clarifying 

statements as, "I don't know what he'll look like", or 

"I wonder if I should tell about...". Robin also made 

use of invented spelling, and often asked others how to 

spell words. Peer conferencing was also something in 

which Robin engaged, specifically for the purpose of 

generating topics and subtopics, and for clarifying 

both spoken and written ideas. 

Many of Robin's written activities or strategies 

were also of the self-directing nature. As with Cindy, 

they enabled her to guide her own thinking, and to keep 

momentum in generating ideas and information. She made 
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great use of symbols, especially arrows, carets, 

grouping symbols, and abbreviations. Arrows generally 

showed sequence of information or indicated that 

certain pieces of information belonged together, or 

were related in some way. Carets, of course, showed 

added information. Among the grouping symbols used by 

Robin were encircling type lines, and what looked like 

large upside down carets, which were used to indicate a 

whole/part relationship between a given topic and its 

subtopics. 

An example can be seen on one of the brainstorm 

pages for Robin's third piece, "The Cabbage Patch Kids 

Come to Life" (see Figure 9). She writes at the top of 

the page, "What Killer Looks Like". Under this she 

draws an upside down caret, which spans the width of 

the phrase above it. At the vertex of the caret she 

writes the word "blue", and then the word "pink" to the 

right of it. An upside down caret is placed beneath 

each color word. Beneath the "blue" caret she writes, 

"hands and feet and hair". Beneath the "pink" caret 

she writes, "all the rest of the body". Here is shown 

that these grouping symbols indicate sets and subsets 

of information. It was about this time during the year 

when the mini-lessons were focused on "semantic 

mapping". It is interesting to see Robin attempting to 
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incorporate this networking procedure into her own 

writing. Not only does she make use of her own 

activities and strategies, but takes in an 

organizational strategy she had seen modeled and 

explained in class mini-lessons. 

Robin also made great use of abbreviation when 

brainstorming. She often used initials or acronyms 

such as C.P.K. for Cabbage Patch Kids, D.R. for diamond 

ring, or G.C.R. for Garden Court Restaurant. This may 

have enabled her to continue recording her flow of 

thoughts rather than getting bogged down in the job of 

spelling out every word. 

Finally, as with Cindy, Robin created her own ways 

of generating and organizing information. She made 

lists that were composed of pieces of information which 

she intended for further research. This was done for 

nearly every piece -- especially those based on 

personal experience. She would take the lists home to 

research, usually by asking for clarification from 

other family members, and often return with facts and 

information to insert into her story. The following 

example was a list she had made of facts to insert into 

her story about the members of her family. 
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Things to put in! 

2. My mom is a little younger then my dad 

3. Dad is 5 feet 10 inchs tall 

4. My Mom is 5 feet 9 inch 

5. My brother is 6 feet 3 inchs 

6. I am 4 feet 10 inchs 

7. Greg is 20 

8. I am 10 

9. My favorite food is pizza. 

10. Dad's favorite food is tapeic [tapioca] 

11. Mon's favorite food is apple pie. 

12. Greg's favorite food is pizze too. 

This information had been generated from the following 

list of notes that Robin took home. 

1. food 

2. how tall 

3. cless [?] 

4. works 

5. deser [?] 

She used single word cues to represent the concepts 

needing clarification. 

Another similarity with Cindy in creative 

organization is that Robin often organized her 

information in her own way instead of simply filling 

out a teacher made brainstorm page with whatever kind 
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of information was elicited by cues offered on the 

page. The description of "Killer" given previously is 

an example. Although the page had written cues for 

title, setting, action and ending, Robin networked her 

own ideas as she saw fit. 

Both Robin and Cindy show growth in their risk 

taking attitude and confidence in their own skills for 

generation and organization of material. While the two 

girls seem to have grown in both written and verbal 

strategies, Cindy still focuses on the written and 

silent reading type activities, while Robin engages in 

much more verbalization, even if only to herself. 

David. The third focus student, David, 

demonstrates much growth in his risk taking attitude, 

as did the girls. He also tends toward verbal 

strategies, as does Robin. Additionally, there is a 

third category of strategy demonstrated by David, which 

involves what might be called "physical strategies". 

Inspection of the MOF's and writing samples 

recording David's "pre-writing" or brainstorming 

activities indicate that, overall, he engages in many 

more verbal and physical activities than written ones. 

In looking over his actual written brainstorm page for 

"Riding the Sun Tran Bus" one notices first that 

although he wrote on a "story grammar" brainstorm 
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sheet, he was writing prose (see Figure 10). His 

papers showed no phrases, abbreviations, numbers, 

etc.. Also, since for the first story he refused to 

make a second draft, his first writings served as his 

brainstorm, first, and final draft, aside from quite a 

few spelling changes. The written activity that stood 

out most clearly was his very frequent editings and 

revisions. David edited often at both the individual 

letter, and the whole word levels. Revision made most 

often in his brainstorm writings dealt with spelling 

rather than meaning. 

In addition to the written strategies, a host of 

verbal strategies were used by David during 

brainstorming and writing at any stage (see Figure 

11). Many of these fit under what might be called 

"resource use". One of the most frequently used was an 

oral resource for spelling. David often asked 

teachers, researchers and peers to spell words for 

him. In turn, he often served as an oral resource for 

his peers in terms of discussing and clarifying ideas 

for their writing. However, David was often involved 

in discussion unrelated to his topic, writing, or 

events in the learning lab. He was also quite often 

engaged in off-task, out of seat behavior, which had 

little or no relationship to the writing. These 
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behaviors slowed him down a bit, timewise, and yet 

seemed actually to help keep him focused over the long 

run, by serving as a kind of outlet for his 

over-abundant energy, and/or stress. Further 

discussion of these behaviors is found in Chapter 5 of 

this study. 

David was often involved in verbal 

self-regulation, both in terms of rereading written 

material, and making self-directing comments (see 

Figure 11). While recording his ideas on paper, David 

reread his writing aloud to himself. Generally, if he 

was rereading to plan what to write next he would 

reread the last two or three sentences he'd written. 

If he was rereading to keep his place while writing he 

would reread the last two or three words. Compared 

with others in the lab, David was slower at rereading, 

and often got confused with word order and with proper 

pronunciation of words. He also had difficulty with 

letter order, since many of his spelling corrections 

involved incorrect letter sequencing. 

Peer conferencing, or more often teacher 

conferencing and modeling, were activities in which 

David often participated. As previously mentioned, he 

made much use of oral resources for things such as 

spelling. He also was able to articulate his ideas 
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clearly in a verbal mode, and to compose orally 

sentences expressing fairly complex concepts. There 

was, however, a discrepancy between his verbal 

articulation of ideas, and his recording of them. 

David showed growth in his verbal self-regulating 

activities. Having a great deal of difficulty with 

written work of most kinds -- even recording his own 

clear thoughts, David's growth in written strategy use 

was slow. The time it took for him to go through all 

of the stages of writing a piece was greater than for 

most other students in the class. However, through 

participation in a writing program that provided a 

supportive writing community in which everyone was in 

the process of improving, and in which writing was 

approached as a series of manageable goals and 

subgoals, David was able to begin to overcome his 

frustration and fear, and his attitude of noncommitment 

and avoidance toward writing. Therefore, although 

specific verbal and written strategy use did not seem 

to grow in this student as rapidly as in the other two 

focus students, it may be said that David made great 

mental and emotional growth in his attitude and 

approach to writing . By participating in this 

supportive environment, and perhaps through other 

unobservable or nonquantifiable activities within 
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himself, it seems as if David broke through a large 

barrier, and moved from hostility and seeming 

indifference toward writing, to a much greater openness 

and willingness for appropriate risk-taking, and an 

attitude of interest in writing. 

Concept Interviews 

Responses given by the three students on the 

Concept Interview indicate that although none of the 

three writers stated outright a name for any strategies 

to help them write, they were often actively engaged in 

and aware of specific "activities" or "what to do 

next", which aided them in both planning and generating 

ideas. All three reported using peer conferencing of 

one kind or another in order to choose topics, find and 

order details, and determine the direction of a story. 

Both Robin and Cindy claimed to get most of their ideas 

from talking with other people, or from hearing or 

reading other people's stories. All three stated that 

the best thing to do when they got stuck in their 

writing was to go to a friend for help. 

According to responses on this same interview, 

another kind of activity exercised by Robin and Cindy 

was the creation of a brainstorm page. Robin claims 

that once she comes up with ideas she writes them down 
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in "short sentences", and then numbers them. Cindy 

explains that writing ideas on a brainstorm page guides 

her in generating and organizing her information. 

Responses also indicate a mixture of "pre-thought-out" 

writing and "discover-as-you-go" writing. 

Brainstorm Interviews 

When asked the purpose of brainstorming, each 

student gave a slightly different answer. Cindy's 

answer was, "So that I know what I'm doing and don't 

always have to keep it in my head all the time. I can 

just look on it...." Robin's answer was, "I would say 

that it helps you...it organizes your thoughts and so 

you won't forget anything in the story." David said, 

"...to get ideas". Using a written brainstorm, then 

can help with generating, recording, and organizing 

ideas and information. 

Each student was asked about those activities that 

help to generate ideas during brainstorming. Robin and 

Cindy seem to consider brainstorming as having both 

written and verbal components. David said that his 

thoughts and brain helped him. Cindy said that 

friends' leading questions helped. Robin, likely 
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referring to written brainstorm pages, claimed that 

they did not help her. 

It is interesting to note that although Robin 

claimed on the Brainstorm Interview that a written 

brainstorm page did not help her, she did indicate that 

oral brainstorming helped immensely. Also, while her 

responses to questions on this same interview indicate 

that she feels a written brainstorm page is of no use 

to her, answers on the Concept Interview, along with 

inspection of her writing, provide evidence of Robin's 

engagement in some very specific generating, recording 

and organizing activities in the process of creating a 

written brainstorm. In a similar way, David claims 

that his own thoughts are the main source of ideas 

during brainstorming, while friends' ideas are the best 

"cure" for a "stuck point". Since evidence from the 

MOF's suggests that David often has such "stuck points" 

during brainstorming, and since he himself claims that 

the most difficult part of writing is thinking of 

ideas, it is reasonable to argue that ideas from peers 

are also a source of help for him in brainstorming. 

Question Two 

How have these strategies changed during the year 

for these three students? 
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Concept Interviews 

Cindy. Certain specific responses given by Cindy 

to questions on this measure changed over the course of 

the year. In general, Cindy seems to have had the most 

difficulty at the beginning of the year with generating 

and choosing topics, and with beginning her pieces. At 

the end of the year she indicated having the most 

difficulty with ending a piece. This indicates not 

merely an exchange of one problem area for another, but 

growth. Where before, she had had trouble even 

beginning to get her ideas out and recorded, she now 

finds it difficult to decide how and when to stop 

generating information, or how to craft an ending. 

Further, at the beginning of the year Cindy found the 

middle of the story easiest, while in April she 

actually reported the beginning as easiest. This 

previously had been her self-reported weak point. A 

trend toward greater use and variety of purposes served 

through brainstorm pages is seen over the course of the 

year. At the end of the year Cindy claims to use them 

as a kind of guide to organize her information and 

drafts. One other interesting change is that when 

asked the most important thing she knew about being a 

good writer, her pretest answer concerned the ability 

to write short or long stories, while her April 
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post-test answer indicated that using descriptive words 

was most important. Specific response changes can be 

seen in Figure 12. 

Robin. Robin's responses to interview questions 

showed similar changes regarding an increased role of a 

brainstorm page. Where, before, she indicated starting 

out by thinking up a title in order to help generate 

details, her later response actually included the word 

"brainstorm" in telling what her first step would be. 

This points to growth in metalinguistic awareness, 

metalanguage, and possibly to an actual change in 

writing habits or activities. Robin also seems to have 

changed her approach to generation and organization of 

material. In September, she just started writing, 

whereas, by April, she was using brainstorm pages 

first. Also, she seems to have discovered an increased 

benefit in asking peers for advice on a piece of 

writing. Finally, Robin's final response indicates an 

increased awareness of the elements of a good writer. 

Although she thinks neatness of handwriting is a major 

element, as she did in September, in April she also 

indicated that appropriate information, in terms of 

both kind and amount, is also important for good 

writing (see Figure 13). 
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pr-3 

3. Bbsc la tfaa hardeac part of writing for you? Thinking of a topic. 

3. What is tha hardest part of writing for you? 

Ending. (Z) Why la Che ending hard? (S) Oh, by the tljw I get done with the 
story I forget aU. the ^talls that I put ... for Che ending. (I) Is there 
anything you could do to help yourself?. (S) Look at ay brainstorm, but 
usually that doesn't help. (I) How coae It doesn't help? (S) Hell, because 
usually then after a while at the ending I forget what I neant. 

pre 

A. yhat Is the easiest part of writing foe you? 

When Z know what I'm going to write about. 

pos-

4. What Is the easiest part of writing for you? 

The beginning. (X) Why la that the easiest part? (S) Well, then I know what I'm 
going to write down. 

sr'c' 

7. fibat do yon do after yo« find ideas? Bien iAbc . . .  e t c .  

1 write them all down on a piece of paper. (I) And than what? And then Z 

think of the best one to use to write about. (I) Then what? Hothing. 

oos? ^ 

7. Vhat do you do after you find Ideas? Then what ... etc. 

Write it out on the brainstorm. (Z) O.K., and then what? (S) I start 
writing mr story. 

pre 

8. Sow do you decide hov to arrange your Ideas? Z put them aii in order, 

bow I want them. (Z) How do you decide bow you want them? On the back of the 

piece of paper, Z wrote ell the ideas, then Z write them all down on the back, 

how I want them in order. 

posx 

8. Bow do you decide how to arrange your ideas? 

The brainstorm. (Z) O.S., what do ypu do on the bralastotm that helps yon -
like how to order them and arrange them? ' °(S) There'* Ilka where and qneations 
oa the brainatorm that Z have to fill one and they give me Ideas for how to put 
It together. (I) O.K. , so does the brainstorm help you order Ideas or do you 
decide? (S) Tea. (Z) Which one? (S) The brainstorm. 

Figure 12. Responses Showing Change over 
the Year on Cindy's Concept Interview 
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pro 

26. Whmt la Ctaa hardeac part of a pleca to wrlta7 Vbjl 

Tbe topic. Secause It's haTd to think of one that uould go good with 70UT 

•tory. 

post 

26. What la the hardest part of a piece to write? Why? 

Eadlng. (I) Ifliy? (S) Because It's usually hard to end a story. 

pre 

27. Bhat la cha eaaleac part? VhyT 

The middle. (I) Okay, what do you acan, the alddle? Ihe alddla of the atory, 

when I atarc to write, when I'm dona with wj topic, I can think of things to 

vrlte. (I) Uhy la that easier? Tou gat to cha moat exciting half and you can 
write It down faater. 
post 

27. Vhac la the eaaleac part of a piece to write? VRsy? 

Beginning. (I) Why is that? (S) Because you have all Ideaa. 

pre 

28. Bhat Is tha aoac laporcanc thing you knov about balsg a good wrlCar? 

Thst you can. wrlta long, short or long stories. 

post 

28. VhaC la cha most isportant thing you know about being a good writer? 

Descriptive words. 

Figure 12. Continued 
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SELP-CXiNCgPT 

pre 

6. Bhae would yea do first? Hby? 

Probably luka up a clcle. (I) O.K. and why would you do thac flratJ So that 

you can aora atuff that's Intaraitlss. 

post 

6. What would you do flrat? Hhy? 

I'd first start writing , ... to do a bralnatoza ... (1} Why Is that? 
(S) I don't know, I Juat don't think of Ideas, I juat keep writing and I 
can write down anything and be perfect, not perfect but... O.i:. 

METACooiiTm am METALmtansric WAsnress. AND PROPncrivE wRirrac 

pre 

7. Bhat do you do after yon find Ideas? Than what ... etc. 

1 write down short thlaga abouC tha story and 1 number tham. (I) Hrlta down 

ahort things, what are thlsga? That tall about tha story? (I) Ohaahu. what 

are thoaal, can you of a better word than thinga, ... Slwrt sentences. 

(I) So yoo write down ahort sentences about tha atory and then you niabar thaa. 

past 

7* Vhat do yon do after you find Ideas? Than what ... ate. 

I juat (0 write It dxiwn... (I) Then what? (S) Then 1 gst out all mf piece 
of papers then I write It all down... (I) O.K., what's the difference between 
when yoo write It down and when you get a piece of paper and write it 
aU. down? (S) On the white piece of paper, you put everything In it ... 
(I> And what about whan you flrat write It down? (S) Tou juat jot down Ideaa 
like where It la. (Z) Wha you jot down ideas Is It bralaatoivlng or the 
first draft, or what la that? (S) First draft. 

pre 

8. How do you daelda how to axrang* your Ideas? 

Hhat do you aaen? (1) How do you decide, you aay you nuabar thaa, how do you 

decide how to niabar thaa, how do you know which ooa to nuabar ona and which one 

you niaber four? I juat look all tha ahort santancaa and than I juat aay tbla 

la first ... (Couldn't isdsrstand end of reaponsa) 

post 

8. Bow do yon decide how to arrange your Idees? 

I ausbar thea, sooeclmu not always. CI) But bow do you decide which ona 
should be in which order? (S) Oh, soae of things are actioua and sooe 
of thea are people. CI) How do you decide how to arrange thea chough? 
(S) Nuaber thea. (I) So do you aean you arrange thea according to whether 
they're actions or whether they're people? (S) Yea. (I) la this in your 
story or la thla In your rough draft or in your bralnstora or what do you mean? 
(S) !)y braiostoni. 

Figure 13. Responses Showing Change over 
the Year on Robin's Concept Interview 
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mrAcocainvg AHD METALIKCUISTIC AHJUTNIESS. AHD PRODOcnvg BMTIHG 

pre 

II. Do you ever *sk Anyone else for edvlce on your piece? Does It eeem to be 
helpful or not? Why? 

Tee. (I) Does it seem to help? Ho. (I) Uhy not? Dsuelly ... . I'a 

shy to tell you. 

post 

11. Do you ever aak anyone else for edvlce on your pelee! Does it seea to be 
helpful or not? Why? 

Tea. (I) Does It ... or not? (S) Hell, soneclaes If they have the idess. 

pra 
28. What la the most Inportant thing you know about being e good writer? 

Heat uork. 

post 

28. What la Che most ioportsnt thing you know about being a good writer? 

Good handwriting. (I) Anything else? (S) Putting the Intonation to thst 
needs to get in and don't put too Buch Inforaatlon In It won't sound very good. 

Figure 13. Con-tlnued 
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David. Pretest and post-test responses from 

David's Concept Interview were difficult to compare. 

David had been very uncooperative during the early 

interview, giving many impatient "I don't know" 

responses. However, there were a few responses that 

were able to be compared. David was more cooperative, 

and was able to be more specific at the end of the year 

about how he got ideas. Both of these facts point to 

growth in David. He also seemed to view writing as a 

process with more stages than previously thought, and 

as one having more of a purpose. This is based on his 

use of the word "publishing" in his explanation of what 

he does after he finds ideas. Also, David, like Robin, 

seems to have come to see some value in asking people 

for advice and feedback on his writing. His responses 

also indicate that over the course of the year David 

became more aware and less worried about how to 

approach a writing task. Finally, although the focus 

of David's thinking in terms of the most important 

thing about being a good writer was on editing and 

revising, his end of the year response was much broader 

than the one at the beginning of the year. His 

response changed from "spelling" to "knowing what to 
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correct", which may allow for both mechanics and 

meaning (see Figure 14). 

Brainstorm Interview 

Questions on the Development portion of this 

interview ask for perceptions of differences between a 

writing sample from the beginning of the year, and one 

from later in the year. Presented with brainstorm 

pages from each sample, interviewees responded to 

questions concerning differences in terms of form and 

arrangement of ideas, content, and usefulness for the 

first draft. Each of the three target students was 

shown samples of his or her own writing. Also, a close 

and a far consultant of that student were asked to 

study the samples and answer questions regarding 

changes observed. 

Changes were noticed by all three students. Both 

Cindy and David recognized changes they had made in the 

format of their brainstorm pages, Cindy having even 

developed her own form. All three target students were 

aware that they had generated a greater quantity of 

quality information in the same or fewer number of 

words. They used more single words and phrases to jot 

down ideas, and were more concise and accurate with the 

information. All three noted improvement in 
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MnACMCHITITC AMD METALIHCPISTIC AHAHDIESS. AKD PRODPCTIVE WRItmC 
pr« 

I. Why do wrltara writs? r do not ev«n know. No"ldM. 

(I) If you w«r* a writer, why would you write? I don't know why. 

post 

!• Why do wxltars write? 

To make storlaa. (I) O.K., why else? (S) To get auaplcioualy, oo not that, 
idthn, pubicltT (I) Publicity, what do you oaan, like soae people know who 
they are? (S) Yee. (I) Why elae? (S} good writer in ycara to cone. 
(I) Can you think of anything elae? (S) No. 

pre 

6. Bow do yoB gee your Ideea? 

By thinking. (I) Anything elae? Ms. 

post 

6. How do you gee your Ideas? 

... loathing that I did, sonething that I watch and southing that are hobbies 
where I've been. 

pre 
7. Vhae do you do afcer you find ideas? Then what . . . sec. 

Vrlte thea on paper. (I) And then what? Then I stare reading it, and then If 

I have to sake changes, I do. (I) Okay, do you do anything after that? After you 

•ake changea? I edit it, Imc I haven't done edicing ... 

past 

7. Hbat do you do afcar you find Ideas? Then vbae ... etc. 

Stare wrleing, and then I edit work. (I) O.r., then what do you do? 
(S) Then I pobliah, then I put in the conplete . 

pre . • 

11. Do you erer ask snyone else for advice on your piece? Does it seea to be 
helpful or not? Why? 

Teah. (I) okay, does ie seea to be helpful or not? Sat really. (I) Not really? 

Bow coae? 'Cauae no one even help ne or tell me. (I) They don't tell you whaC? 

Chat the worda are and stuff like that, like my brothers. (I) Tou nean, they 

don't tell you what they think is wrong? I aak thea, can you help mm on this, 
and soaetlaea they say no. (I) So they don't want to help you scaetlaes. 

post ! 
li. Da you ever ask anyone else for advice on your pelce? Doea it seen to be 

helpful or not? Hhy? 

Tea. (I) Doea ie seeai helpful? (S) Sonetlaee yea, aoaeelaes no. 
(I) Uhy is that? (S) Maybe I need to change aoaethinga. 

Figure 14. Responses Showing Change over 

the Year on David's Concept Interview 
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organization, Robin, especially, was aware that she 

had represented information in a graphically clearer 

fashion. Also, through increased use of labled 

categories for information, Robin had moved toward 

greater clarity on her later brainstorm pages. Cindy 

and Robin both indicated that the later brainstorm 

pages were more useful in helping them to write the 

first draft. Similarly, both the close and far 

consultant for David's work agreed that his later 

brainstorm pages were also more useful for the first 

draft. Cindy felt that she had increased the amount of 

detail, and was more specific with the kinds of 

information she put on the brainstorm page. Robin was 

observed, by her consultants, to have used more 

specific and pertinent information in later rough 

drafts. Robin, along with her two consultants 

indicated that her greater organization was an 

improvement in that it caused her brainstorm notes to 

make better sense, to be easier to follow, and allowed 

more useful information to be recorded in less space, 

with fewer words. 

Manual Observation Forms 
and Written Products' 

The tally sheet for the strategy categories (see 

Chapter 3, Figures 4, 5, and 6, pp. 95-97) and notes on 
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brainstorming strategies, as well as the actual written 

products were studied in order to detect tendencies or 

patterns of change over the span of the school year. 

Cindy. Over the year Cindy's writing showed a 

marked increase in verbal behaviors and strategy use 

(see Appendices G, H, and I). Two main areas appear to 

have developed most: rereading and verbal modeling. 

Increases are seen in 1.) rereading and subvocalizing 

for the purposes of keeping her place while writing, 

2.) testing the text to see if it sounded right and 

made sense, and 3.) for planning ahead. Cindy also 

demonstrated greater ability in the use of verbal and 

written modeling. Not only did she act as a model by 

asking appropriate guiding questions of her peers, but 

she also was able to actually demonstrate some 

organizational techniques and some self-questioning 

cues for generating and organizing necessary 

information. 

Robin. Robin's changes over the year involved 

mainly clarity and consciousness (see Appendices J, K, 

and L). Her work showed greater clarity in ideas 

through increased appropriateness and relevance, 

thoroughness, and specificity of detail. Also, later 

writings showed greater clarity through an increase in 

the effectiveness of graphic organization of 
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information. In other words, Robin begins to group 

related information on a page rather than merely to 

spill it out randomly, and then attempt to impose 

organization through use of arrows. Thus, she seems to 

have begun to combine generation of ideas with 

organization of the material. 

David. In general, the most outstanding change in 

brainstorm strategies with respect to David's work over 

the year involves a freer attitude. He begins, little 

by little, to take greater risks. For example, at the 

time of the first writing, David almost constantly 

sought outside affirmation from teachers by writing a 

word or two, and then asking, "Is this OK?" Toward the 

end of the year this question came less frequently. 

Also, David begins to write idea by idea, rather than 

word by word, as he had done in the beginning. He lost 

his rigid need to achieve perfection with each word. 

Toward the end of the year he wrote in phrases rather 

than sentences, which demonstrates less concern for 

technical precision. His own demand for perfection 

with each word, in the beginning of the year, had been 

one of his greatest enemies. It had crippled him by 

leading him constantly to "stuck points", which only 

served to defeat him in his attempts at writing. Along 

with the other greater freedoms he grew to allow 
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himself, he began skipping lines in order to allow room 

to insert new or changed information during later 

revision stages. The increase in David's risk taking 

also shows in his increased willingness to verbally 

model wording and organizational ideas for other 

writers. 

Over the year David also begins to make greater 

use of symbols such as arrows, lines, and boxes, most 

likely for organizational purposes. In addition, he 

takes greater risks through increased use of invented 

spelling. In keeping with his more fluid brainstorming 

style, David begins to engage in more oral 

self-regulating comments, and increases his 

subvocalization for the purpose of planning and testing 

information. Similarly, his spoken clarification of 

ideas to himself also grows over the year. With the 

greater flexibility he affords himself toward the end 

of the year, David begins to increase production of 

subtopics and details in his writing. In like manner, 

he begins to take risks by changing genre. He began 

the year writing about factual events from his personal 

experience. His final piece was a science fiction type 

adventure story, written, with character parts, in the 

form of a play, with dialog specified clearly, as in 

most plays. David's strategies shifted and increased 
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through the year, and his attitude toward writing 

improved (see Appendices M, N, and O). 

Question Three 

How have the rough drafts changed during the year 

for these three students in terms of clarity and 

organization? 

All three students showed areas of growth and 

change (see Appendices G - 0). The descriptive 

measure, especially, pointed to individual change. On 

the other hand, the more "group evaluation" oriented 

scoring and ranking indicated that David and Cindy's 

clarity and organization improved over the year in 

their rough drafts, while Robin's remained about the 

same (see Table 1). 

There was also evidence of a general increase in 

risk-taking among the three authors. Various genres 

were tried. More variety in terms of such things as 

dialog and vocabulary was evident. Also, an increase 

in flow occurred, due possibly in part to increased 

reader interest resulting from the above mentioned 

elements, as well as from the definite increase in 

sentence length and complexity, and the overall length 

of pieces. An increased sense of audience awareness 

also may have led to a greater focus on thoroughness of 



1 = effecctive 2 = moderate 3 = ineffective 
A = Earliest B = Middle C = Latest 

David 

Cindy 

Robin 

A: 1.9 

A: 2.3 

A: 1.8 

B: 1.7 

B: 1.3 

B: 1.7 

C: 1.6 

C: 1.6 

C: 1.8 

Table 1. Comparison of Time Order with 
Holistic Scores on Rough Drafts 
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details, which affects the clarity of a piece. All 

three writers showed improvement in sentence clarity. 

Growth in the effectiveness of information grouping and 

sequencing was seen over time, both visually i.e., use 

of paragraphs, and in terms of content or meaning. 

Cindy 

Cindy showed definite areas of change in her rough 

drafts over the course of the year. In terms of 

clarity, there was a movement toward more clearly 

worded sentences. In addition to more clearly 

organized sentences there was also added complexity 

(see Figure 15). For example, an excerpt from her 

second story was typically made up of short, three to 

six word sentences which made up the dialog, without 

any attribution to a speaker. It was very difficult to 

follow and was very choppy. In later pieces with the 

dialog more embedded in narrative action the flow of 

each piece was enhanced. 

Clarity was also improved through the use of 

greater diversity and specificity of vocabulary (see 

Figure 16). This broadening of vocabulary helped the 

reader to gain a clearer image of a scene, and thus to 

better predict the meaning of both printed and 

conceptual information. With greater ease in 
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First Focus Story 

One day when my mom said. Gary go do the dishes. I went 

to wash the dishes. I herd a hello. I said who said 

that. I did your dishwasher. How dare you scare me 

hafe to death. Oh great now Im taking to the 

dishwasher. Oh dont be up set with yourself. I talk 

Jest like you do.... 

Third Focus Story 

"Chris come and see what I found" said Stacy. 

"What! " 

"It is a cave." 

"The golden cat must be in there lets go Stacy." 

"I wonder how far it is tell the end. of the cave 

Chris." 

" I t  s h u d e n ' t  b e  f a r . "  

"Ha I see a light ahead of me, Stacy!" 

"Lets go!"... 

Figure 15. Cindy's Sentence Clarity 
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First Focus Story Third Focus Story 

dishwasher 

"half to death" 

upset 

reason 

special 

repay 

believe 

trouble 

nelce detectives 

agent cave 

golden cat decent 

thief's name admit 

telphone book clues 

master bedroom bathroom 

dresser drawer closet 

weird number hours pass 

special foolish 

grave burrled 

flower patch vent 

quickly ran otherwise 

flower garden arrive 

awhile carport 

conversation shoveling 

coffin "new case" 

"creek" <sound effect) 

shovel and pick 

"we are way over our heads 
on this" 

'get down to business" 

Figure 16. Cindy's Specific Vocabulary 
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predicting, the reader was better able to organize 

information in her own mind, so that it more closely 

paralleled that given by the author. Thus, 

reader/writer proximity was enhanced. 

Greater inclusion of detail was also seen in 

Cindy's later rough drafts. This was partly a result 

of more specific and descriptive vocabulary use. 

However, awareness of a need for greater detail was 

evident in this author. Responses given on the End of 

the Year Concept Interview corroborate this notion. 

When asked what she did that made her a better writer 

than some other people, Cindy's response included her 

greater use of descriptive words. She also indicated 

that characters, combined with descriptive words, make 

up a story. Finally, Cindy claimed that the most 

important thing she knew about a good writer was using 

descriptive words. 

Inspection of the three rough drafts over the year 

also reveals an improvement in the organizational 

presentation of material. More attention appeared to 

be given to logical and effective sequence. Over the 

course of the year Cindy began to make better use of 

time sequences. There was a much clearer sense of time 

in her later pieces. Greater dialog and detail 
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emerged, as well as an unfolding of events that were 

necessarily time ordered. 

In addition to increases in sentence clarity, 

vocabulary growth, descriptive detail inclusion, and 

information sequencing and organization, Cindy's rough 

drafts also showed changes in genre, and in general 

productivity. She experimented with fantasy in her 

first piece. It was essentially a dialog between 

herself as a character and a talking dishwasher. The 

writing was very choppy, and the whole piece was 

twenty-seven sentences long. Her second piece was ten 

sentences long, and contained a total of three 

adjectives. The sequence was clear, but interest and 

description and detail were very low. 

Cindy's third and fourth pieces were fiction, and 

were in fact both mysteries. The third one was 182 

sentences long. It was patterned after a play, with 

character descriptions at the beginning, and included 

such complex sentences as, "Help me get this rug up so 

we can pull it over the hole in the ground to cover our 

trail", and ,"I know of a passageway under the house 

that goes to the master bedroom where my aunt may be". 
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Robin 

Robin demonstrated similar trends in her rough 

drafts over the year. Although the rating and ranking 

procedure showed no quantifiable gain in rough drafts 

over the year, the more descriptive information yeilds 

evidence of specific areas of change. 

Improvement in terms of clarity was represented by 

an increase in such things as clarity of individual 

sentences and thoroughness and appropriateness of 

details. Robin demonstrated a fairly consistent sense 

of the logical sequence of events. Generally, she made 

good use of dialog in terms of amount and in terms of 

attributing words to a speaker. Thus, the increases in 

sentence clarity and details worked well with 

appropriate sequence and dialog to make the flow of the 

piece smoothe and generally easy to read. 

The move toward more thorough and appropriate 

details, as in Cindy's case helped to increase 

reader-writer proximity. Although both writers' work 

included some degree of detail, Robin did not verbally 

express awareness of this need as did Cindy. Evidence 

on the MOFs, however, show that Robin had some 

awareness of the need for description and detail. For 

example, during a discussion about a particular story 

character, Robin said, "I don't know what he'll look 
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like. That's what we need to think about." At another 

point she spoke aloud to herself trying to decide what 

colors certain items in the setting would be. Both 

writers seem to have gained an increased awareness of 

audience. 

Robin also experimented with genre. Her first 

piece was a short personal experience story. Her 

second was more a report style description of her 

family members. Robin's third piece of writing was a 

fantasy adventure story about her Cabbage Patch Kids 

(dolls). This story was written in two "chapters". 

The fourth piece, which was discussed in depth with 

Cindy prior to its being written, was a mystery. 

An interesting observation about the graphic 

representation and grouping of information is that only 

on her second piece did she use any paragraphing on the 

rough draft. It is possible that the report format 

provided a clearer delineation of groups of information 

i.e., a separate paragraph for each member of the 

f ami 1y. 

David 

As with the other two students, David demonstrated 

a number of changes during rough draft writing over the 

course of the year. These changes occurred not only in 
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clarity and organization of material, but in terms of 

general attitude, ease of writing and general risk 

taking. 

Sentence flow and clarity improved. Although 

sentence complexity had been high in all pieces, the 

last couple of pieces were less garbled, and much more 

effective. This could quite possibly be a partial 

result of decreased or controlled anxiety level on 

David's part. Being extremely self.critical and 

perfectionistic, David had begun the year writing, 

basically from word to word, if not letter to letter. 

He was an "over-editor", which greatly impeded his 

production and recording of ideas. In later pieces of 

writing, David demonstrated greater risk-taking ability 

through an increased experimental attitude. 

David's writing showed well rounded details. This 

was true particularly of his first three pieces, which 

were expository, although a general trend of growth in 

the appropriateness of details emerged over the year. 

While the first three pieces had been expository, 

David demonstrated willingness and interest in 

challenging himself by experimenting with fantasy in 

his last piece. It was a story based on a cartoon 

character called Voltron, Defender of the Universe. 

Not only did David change genre, from personal 
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experience to fantasy, which was, for him, quite a 

risk, but he skipped lines on his paper while writing 

the rough draft of this final piece. This helped him 

later with editing and keeping his place while 

rereading. In addition, David moved from a 

word-to-word, sentence-to-sentence level of 

concentration on organization, in earlier pieces, to a 

concept or topic-by-topic level in his fourth piece. 

This points to a movement from a focus on technical 

detail and form, to a focus on meaning and conveying 

images and messages to a reader. Although he seemed to 

focus less on technical and mechanical details, his 

capitalization and punctuation did improve on rough 

drafts later in the year. 

David's writing also shows great improvement in 

terms of the grouping of information into appropriate 

paragraphs in his rough drafts, to using the paragraph 

symbol on rough drafts and editings, to using a 

combination of paragraph symbols and actual spatial 

grouping of information. His editing skills also grew 

over the course of the year. He began using different 

methods for inserting new or additional information 

into the text of his drafts. Carets were used to 

insert information, and brackets often signified 

material that had been changed. 
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Question Four 

What evidence, if any, is there of an influence of 

the brainstorm pages on the rough drafts? 

After careful inspection and consideration of 

brainstorm pages and rough drafts (see Appendices G -

O), a comparison type format seemed appropriate for 

relating both specific and general observations aimed 

at answering the question regarding influence of 

brainstorm pages on rough drafts. Each of the three 

students' work is addressed chronologically in order to 

glean information as to any growth or patterns that 

occur over time for that student. 

Below are listed, for each story or writing, 

specific observations, followed by general observations 

about ways in which the rough drafts may have been 

influenced by the brainstorm pages. 

Cindy 

"When I Found Out that My Dishwasher Talked" (see, 

Appendix G). Listed below are some specific 

observations concerning this piece of writing; 

1. The title is the same on the rough draft as 

it is on the brainstorm page, except that 

some words have been capitalized on the 
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rough draft, and the word "talked" was 

spelled "taked" on the brainstorm page. 

The first four sentences of the brainstorm 

are found, verbatim, on the rough draft. 

These were all written on the brainstorm 

page next to the preprinted word "Setting" 

on the story grammar brainstorm page. 

Two other sentences on the brainstorm are 

found on the rough draft, although expanded 

into longer sentences. 

One sentence and its idea was left completely 

off the rough draft. 

Two other sentences' concepts were used but 

were reworded. All items referred to in 

observations #3, 4, and 5 were written next 

to the preprinted word "Action" on the 

brainstorm page. 

The concept of the sentence next to the 

preprinted word "Ending" on the brainstorm 

was retained as the ending concept on the 

rough draft. 

The order of the concepts remained the same 

on both pieces of writing. 

Although there was spatial separation of some 

information on the brainstorm preprinted cues 
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were "Setting", "Action",and "Ending", the 

information on the brainstorm page did not 

topically fit these cues. Also, there was no 

evidence of such grouping in the paragraphs 

on the rough draft. 

General observations and summary concerning this 

same piece follow: 

a. The brainstorm page seems to have served as a 

kind of "rough" rough draft. The preprinted 

cues such as "Setting", "Action", and 

"Ending", appeared to have been thought of 

more in terms of guiding toward a beginning, 

middle, and ending. Information written 

next to the "Setting" and "Ending" cues 

transferred to the rough draft as the first 

part of the story, and the end. Many of the 

ideas written next to the "Action" cue were 

included in the middle part of the rough 

draft, although they were modified and 

expanded with more dialog and detail. 

b. The story grammar cues on the brainstorm page 

seemed to dictate the order of the story on 

the rough draft by doing so on the 

brainstorm, which was more or less copied 

and expanded upon for the rough draft. This 
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happened only in a general way, since 

Cindy's own interpretation of "Setting, 

"Action" and "Ending" were also involved. 

c. The brainstorm, in general, was used as a 

kind of "sketch". 

"Going to the Twin Sisters" (see Appendix H). The 

following specific observations were made regarding 

this piece: 

1. Cindy created a word bank page of her own for 

the story. From this word bank page she used 

all three of the words on it in her rough 

draft. 

2. From another self-made brainstorm page Cindy 

used information that had been categorized 

according to her own written cues of "where", 

"when","who", "action" and "ending". 

The "where" information ("Denver, Colorado") 

was used, just as it was, and was transferred 

directly from the brainstorm page to the 

rough draft. Information in the "when" 

section included the date and season on the 

brainstorm, while on the rough draft the 

season is used as an adjective descriptor, 

"hot summer day". In the "who" section on 

the brainstorm six individual names are 
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given. On the rough draft more generic 

terms were used (eg, "my friends", "their 

parents", "me and my mom"). On the 

brainstorm a summary statement is given by 

the "action" cue, while on the rough draft 

some minimal elaboration was given to these 

actions. The "ending" section on the 

brainstorm page named a very general action; 

"leaving". On the rough draft minimal 

expansion, a single sentence, is given to 

the ending idea ("When we got to the bottom, 

we went home to Denver, Colorado.") 

3. The order of the information on the 

brainstorm page was generally followed on 

the rough draft. 

4. Cindy also used a "semantic web" brainstorm 

page (see Appendix B) In the center circle 

which generally was used for the topic or 

main idea, she wrote "Twin Sisters". In the 

top left circle she wrote, " Everybody/At 

Home" with subtopics of "hot" and 

"families". In the top right circle she 

wrote "top", with no subtopics. In the 

bottom left circle Cindy wrote, "What Day is 

Like", also without subtopics or details. 
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Finally, in the bottom right circle, she 

wrote "Bottom/Going Home". Each of the 

circles is numbered from 1 to 4 in a counter 

clockwise direction, beginning with the 

top left one. This order is followed in the 

rough draft. However, the subtopics of 

circle number one are given, but without 

clear connection to "At Home", which is the 

topic of the circle. 

More generally, the following observations were 

made: 

a. It would appear that Cindy's self-made 

brainstorm page and the word bank brainstorm 

were used most in writing the rough draft. 

Evidence for this lies in the fact that the 

more precise information is common to the 

rough draft and her own self-made brainstorm 

pages. 

b. Cindy uses the brainstorm page to help cue 

her in generating information. She writes 

her own cues (when, where, etc.). Then, 

these guide her thinking. She then seems to 

elaborate by adding some details, and 

putting the ideas into complete sentences. 

She uses the brainstorm to record her ideas. 
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"Mystery of the Golden Cat" (see Appendix I). 

Specific observations for this story include the 

following: 

1. The words, "strange phone number" in the 

story were written on the top of the 

brainstorm, and in the rough draft. Thus, 

this was a planned piece of information. 

2. Details of what might be considered the 

"setting" cue on the brainstorm ("where", 

"when", and "who"), were partially used on 

the rough draft. Information as to where 

and when were left out, but the names of the 

specific characters were included. 

3. The general action suggested on the 

brainstorm is followed in expanded form in 

the rough draft. However, nowhere is it 

explained why the problem exists, or must be 

solved. 

4. The suggested "ending" from the brainstorm 

was elaborated and used in the rough draft. 

General observations may be summarized by the 

following statements: 

a. This brainstorm seems to serve as the "bare 

bones" of the story. Detail and explanation 

"clothe" those bones in the rough draft. 
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b. Cindy's editing strategies on the brainstorm 

seem not to be significant, since the one 

piece of information circled on the page was 

not even included on the rough draft. 

A second brainstorm page was used for "Mystery of 

the Golden Cat", and specific observations were made. 

1. Each circle on the brainstorm page holds some 

information about characters or the setting. 

Some action or descriptions of each are found 

under each circle. 

2. All four circle topics on the brainstorm are 

included on the rough draft. However, 

subtopic information on three of the four is 

used on the rough draft. The setting is 

never really given or developed. 

3. No order is given the circles on the 

brainstorm page. 

4. Phrases on the brainstorm changed to 

sentences on the rough draft. 

In summary, this particular brainstorm page seems 

to be used to help delineate characters and significant 

objects. This may have served to help Cindy write the 

descriptions of the cast in the rough draft. 
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Robin 

"My Cat Pierre" (see Appendix J). Specific 

observations about this story include the following: 

1. Seven out of eighteen pieces of information 

and ideas from the brainstorm were used on 

the rough draft. Two of these seven were 

expanded and modified a bit for the rough 

draft. All phrases used from the brainstorm 

were put into complete sentences for the 

rough draft. Thus, less than half of the 

information from the brainstorm page was 

used on the rough draft. 

2. In general, the order of the information used 

from the brainstorm was maintained on the 

rough draft. It remains "writer-based", and 

is read, in general, from left to right, and 

from top to bottom. 

3. Some individual pieces of information, such 

as the cat's characteristics, were combined 

into a single list type sentence. 

4. The editing (circling) for spelling on the 

brainstorm may account for the somewhat 

improved spelling of the cat's name (about 

50% accuracy on the rough draft). 
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General observations and summary of this writing 

foilows: 

a. The brainstorm was used to catch any ideas 

Robin could come up with about the topic. 

Much of it is not used later. She 

effectively uses the brainstorm page as a 

recording of thoughts to "weed out" later. 

However, she does not seem to expand those 

ideas and arrange them, but to choose and 

narrow from them. 

b. It appears that Robin did not follow closely 

the preprinted cues on the brainstorm. She 

reread them to jar new ideas, but seemed not 

to make sense of them. 

"My Family Tree" (see Appendix K). Specific 

observations regarding this piece of writing are listed 

below. 

1. The boxes drawn around the various characters 

and the information about them on the 

brainstorm match with the spatial grouping 

into paragraphs of information on the rough 

draft. 

2. The order of these boxes of information was 

changed on the rough draft. 
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3. The same symbols or abbreviations are used on 

the brainstorm and the rough draft. This is 

probably for spelling reasons. Robin seems 

to have written the rough draft with a sense 

that it would be rewritten later, before a 

final draft. She may have intended to look 

up spellings or other details, but just 

wanted to get all ideas out and down on 

paper. In fact, she has an elaborate list 

of other things to include in her story. 

This list is attached to the rough draft. 

4. Each piece of information or phrase on the 

brainstorm is converted to sentence form on 

the rough draft. 

5. For one character, three out of four details 

were used. For the author's character in the 

story, three out of five details were used. 

For the other two characters, all details 

were used, although one detail changed 

(eg.brown hair was changed to black hair). 

General observations and summary follow: 

a. There was a similar lack of fluidity on both 

the brainstorm and the rough draft, except 

that the rough draft was made up of 

sentences. This may have been due to the 
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report type nature of the piece, or an attempt 

to be systematic and 

accurate about reporting information. 

b. The brainstorm seems to have been a kind of 

outline to convert to prose form (rough 

draft), that would later be polished up and 

expanded. This is suggested also by 

different numbering strategies used on the 

rough draft. That is, the numbering 

suggested more steps to come. 

c. The brainstorm was a very closely followed 

artifact in writing the rough draft. This 

might be partially accounted for by its 

being more fact-based. It could also have 

been an attempt to be less random with 

information than in the previous story about 

Pierre. 

"Mystery of the Old Grave" (see Appendix L). 

This story was the source from which the following 

specific observations were made: 

1. The preprinted "semantic web" brainstorm page 

was used for this piece. The main topic on' 

the brainstorm page is subdivided into the 

four subtopics of "people", "setting", 

"action", and "ending". These were used as 
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titles for categories of information. 

2. All of the word cues or short phrases on the 

brainstorm are included on the rough draft. 

3. No specific overall order is indicated on the 

brainstorm. However, within each 

circle-topic, the details seem, in general, 

to appear in the same order as found on the 

rough draft. 

Based on the same story, the following general 

observations were made and summarized: 

a. Specific details and their order seem to have 

had a large influence on the rough draft. 

b. Brainstorm ideas and organization were used 

to a great extent on the rough draft. In 

fact, they seem to have had a greater and 

more specific influence on the rough draft 

than had previous brainstorm pages for their 

subsequent rough drafts. 

David 

"My Day at the Pima Air Museum" (see Appendix M). 

Specific observations made concerning this piece of 

writing are as follows: 

1. Roughly half of the actual content from the 

brainstorm page is on the rough draft. 
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2. The teacher modeled the strategy of numbering 

items in the order that they happened, or the 

order that "makes sense", by putting a 

number in a circle in front of the item. 

This was also done by David on his rough 

draft in order to make clear the order of the 

sentences. 

3. The order of items indicated by the numbers 

on the brainstorm was the same order used on 

the rough draft (this may be from following 

the brainstorm, or just because that is the 

order that "made sense" sequentially when he 

wrote out the events). 

General observations and summary of this same 

piece of writing include the following: 

a. There is a smoothe shift from the teacher's 

phrases and notes on the brainstorm page to 

full sentences by David on the rough draft. 

b. The story "sketch" from the brainstorm page 

was appropriately "filled out", in the rough 

draft, with relevant details and explanation 

of information and events. 

c. In general, it seems that the brainstorm was 

used mostly as a series of literal cues. 
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"Collecting Baseball Cards" (see Appendix N). The 

following items reflect specific observations made 

about this piece of writing: 

1. Four out of the nine items on the brainstorm 

page are found reworded, but with clearly the 

same message (and some similarity of 

wording) on the rough draft. This includes 

the ending statements (two of them), which 

were likely generated in response to the 

"Ending" cue preprinted on the "story 

grammar" brainstorm page. 

2. The order of the information was rearranged, 

except for the final two items. These items 

served to sum up both the brainstorm page, 

and the rough draft, and were modified only 

slightly. 

3. Two of the nine items on the brainstorm page 

were entirely left off the rough draft: These 

seem to be details that might have taken away 

from the flow of the piece by bringing in 

unimportant detail information. Thus, the 

brainstorm served to help David determine 

what information was relevant, and what was 

unnecessary, or didn't contribute to the 

flow of the piece. 
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Two other of the nine items on the brainstorm 

page, which were partially scratched out, 

were included in the rough draft, but were 

modified in referents and by more detailed 

explanation, contributing to a smoother flow 

and more clarity of information. 

One of the nine items on the brainstorm 

included a list of players'names. Two of 

three players' names were included on the 

rough draft. However, they were not in list 

form, but were discussed in terms of their 

connection to other details of the rough 

draft. That is, the same names were used in 

a different context. Thus, the brainstorm 

served to spark more thought and further 

analysis of these items for David, who 

wrote them in a context that added more 

complex and interesting information in the 

rough draft form. 

Approximately three quarters of the items' 

content from the brainstorm was used on the 

rough draft, although modified. About one 

fourth appears to have served in helping 

David to decide what was necessary and what 

was not necessary for the piece. 
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7. Some of the phraseology and vocabulary of the 

items on the brainstorm was used on the rough 

draft with some change in syntax for clarity. 

8. The working title on the brainstorm seemed 

also to help channel ideas. It was 

rephrased on the rough draft only by adding 

a focusing word i.e., "Base Ball Cards" 

became "Collecting Baseball Cards". 

General observations and summary for this same 

piece are listed below: 

a. The brainstorm seems to serve as a means of 

recording random ideas to later be narrowed 

and focused, or expanded and explained. 

b. The brainstorm also seems to be a kind of 

"testing ground" for ways of presenting 

information; for ways of phrasing, ordering 

and combining information to an effect, and 

practicing or testing for a place to bring 

in the writer's personal voice. David 

seemed to be trying to find out how to 

combine personal voice and background 

experience with objective details and facts. 

"Riding the Sun Tran Bus" (see Appendix 0). The 

following is a list of specifics observed in this piece 

of writing: 
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The change in the title from the brainstorm 

page to the rough draft seems to reflect an 

increase in audience awareness (i.e., 

changing from writer-based prose to 

reader-based prose). The title on the 

brainstorm, "Talking About the Sun Tran Bus 

system", appears to serve as a kind of 

reminder to David that this is what he is 

doing, whereas, "Riding the Sun Tran Bus", 

on the rough draft, serves as an 

introduction to the reader. The title 

becomes more "information to a purpose" 

specific on the rough draft. 

Three of the five items on the brainstorm 

were used on the rough draft, not verbatim, 

but in concept . They were reworded, and 

details were changed, but general topics and 

ideas remained. 

Some specific vocabulary from the brainstorm 

was used on the rough draft. 

Most of the items on the brainstorm were used 

either separately or were combined to form 

separate topics which were expanded in 

paragraph form on the rough draft. 
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One specific, and probably appropriate detail 

was omitted on the rough draft (the exact 

cost of bus fare). 

A sentence on the brainstorm that basically 

defined a generally known term (customer), 

was changed on the rough draft by using the 

word 'customer' in a sentence that assumed 

the reader already knew its meaning. This 

seems more appropriate, in that it doesn't 

belabor a point, or go off on an unnecessary 

tangent. 

In presenting an idea, one sentence on the 

brainstorm used an incomplete set of 

examples, which was somewhat awkward and 

misleading, because it was without 

explanation or introduction. It was changed 

on the rough draft to be a generalized 

statement of the concept. This seemed more 

appropriate to the concept, and helped the 

flow because it was a clear summary 

explanation of the concept. The brainstorm 

read, "People that come from banks, offices 

or businesses go to the bus stop." The 

rough draft read, "People who get off of 
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work and don't have a car usually take the 

bus home." 

In general, the brainstorm was probably used 

mostly for concept guidance. It seems to have been 

used as a "sounding board" off which to bounce ideas. 

It appears to have been used more as a "think through" 

strategy rather than as a direct reference during 

writing. 

General Findings for Question 4 

It appears that, overall, brainstorm pages, 

whether teacher made or student made, served at least 

four purposes. They served as a prompt to the 

generation of ideas, a record keeping device on which 

to log ideas, a "sounding board" or "testing ground" 

for testing or practicing the sound and organization of 

ideas, and as a rough sketch or guide upon which to 

build and fill in details or further explain and expand 

ideas. 

Cindy. For Cindy, The brainstorm pages led to more 

confidence and fluidity in her writing. Although she 

used brainstorm pages similarly throughout the year, 

she was able to expand her horizons by developing her 

own self questioning and guiding techniques, as well as 

her own cues for helping to generate ideas and 
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information. She became more confident and fluid in 

her writing over the course of the year. 

Robin. Robin's use of the brainstorm pages 

influenced her rough drafts by helping her organize her 

material better. Over time, she moved from recording 

and translating random bits of information into 

sentences, to much more carefully organizing 

information. She becomes more thorough, and begins to 

have a stronger awareness of her control and options as 

a writer. 

David. For David the influence of the brainstorm 

showed growth. He became less rigid in his 

expectations for his writing. He became less concerned 

with perfection and mastery on the outset, and began 

working more on developing his ideas and creating a 

reader-based piece of writing. He held less tightly to 

a literal, word for word transfer of information from 

brainstorm page to rough draft, moving toward a higher 

level of abstract thinking. He gained confidence, and 

began to experiment, testing his ideas as he went. 

Question Five 

How have standardized measures of writing changed 

during the year for the three students? 

The specific measures that address this particular 
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question include the Test of Written Language (TOWL), 

and the controlled writing sample. In addition to the 

categories that offer standardized criteria for 

evaluation on the TOWL, researchers imposed various 

other categories for evaluation purposes. Also, they 

used a holistic ranking and ordering of writing samples 

from both measures. The results of each of these 

evaluation methods is discussed next. 

Test of Written Language 

Specific scores from the standardized measures and 

scoring in various areas of the TOWL indicate growth in 

specific areas (see Table 2). These will be discussed 

for each of the focus students. For purposes of 

interpreting scores it should be noted that on the 

Written Language Quotient the margin of significance or 

standard deviation is plus or minus 15 standard scale 

points, and on each of the subtests the standard 

deviation is plus or minus 3. For a TOWL protocol see 

Appendix C. Table 3 presents categories and scores 

generated by the researchers. 

Cindy. According to both editions of the Test of 

Written Language, Cindy maintained the same standard 

scored in Vocabulary (see Table 2). As scored by the 

1978 criteria, she maintained a score of 12. When 
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Subtest Scores 

<.Standard Scores^ 

David Cindy Robin 

pre post pre post pre post 

Vocabulary 11 15 12 12 11 13 

C1973) 

Vocabulary 11 11 9 9 7 10 

C1983) 

Thematic 11 13 10 14 14 14 

Maturity 

Spelling 3 6 7 9 6 8 

Word Usage 6 7 4 11 9 9 

Style 6 7 6 7 7 9 

Written Lang. 39 .98 85 105 95 105 

Quotient <1978) 

Written Lang. 39 92 SO 100 91 100 

Quotient <1983) 

Table 2. TOWL Subtest Scores 
and Written Language Quotients 
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assessed by 1983 guidelines, she kept a score of 9 on 

both measures. Cindy gained 4 standard scale points in 

Thematic Maturity (from 10 to 14). This significant 

increase is not surprising when considering the growth 

in complexity, thoroughness, and fluidity her writing 

gained through the year, as observed through MOFs, 

writing samples, and responses to interview questions. 

Interestingly, Cindy's total number of words on the 

TOWL decreased from 185 to 132. 

Along with the drop in total number of words used, 

there was a drop in the overall number of t-units (23 

to 13), and the number of clauses per t-unit (2.5 to 

1.6. See Table 3, p. 176). This is actually somewhat 

surprising, since Cindy's efficiency with conveying 

ideas had improved over the year on other measures. 

There was an increase in her scores in the 

categories of Spelling, Word Usage, and Style. The 

spelling score increased by two standard scale points, 

Word Usage showed a very significant increase of 7 

standard scale points, and Style showed a single 

standard point gain. The overall "Written Language 

Quotient" on the TOWL for Cindy increased from 85 to 

105 on the 1978 version and 80 to 100 on the 1983 

version. This is a significant difference of 20 

standard score points in either case. 
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T-Units 

Clauses/T—Unit 

# of Words 

David 

pre post 

lo 15 

1.4 1.5 

148 148 

Cindy 

pre post 

23 13 

2.5 1.6 

1S5 132 

Robin 

pre post 

32 21 

1.2 1.7 

204 187 

Table 3. Researcher Categories Scored on the TOWL 
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Robin. On the TOWL, Robin's score on the 

Vocabulary subtest as assessed by 1978 norms and 

guidelines showed an increase of two standard scale 

points (11 to 13; see Table 2, p. 174). According to 

1983 guidelines, her score increased by three points, 

from 7 to 10. With a standard deviation of 3 on the 

subtests, the 1983 version shows a statistically 

significant increase in the score. On the subtest of 

Thematic Maturity, Robin's scores remained exactly the 

same; 14, on both pretest and post-test. On the 

Spelling subtest her score increased by two standard 

scale points from 6 to 8, which is not regarded as 

statistically significant. Similarly, her Style 

subtest score rose only two standard scale points, from 

7 to 9. Finally, on the Word Usage subtest Robin's 

score remained exactly the same over the year. On this 

subtest she scored a 9 both times. 

With regard to the additional scores derived by 

the researchers (see Table 3, p. 176), Robin decreased 

in total word usage from 204 to 187. Similarly, the 

number of T-units decreased from 32 to 21. However, 

the number of clauses per T-unit increased from 1.2 to 

1.7. This suggests that although the overall quantity 

of writing completed for this test decreased, the 
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complexity of sentences did increase over the year. 

Thus, growth in the use of more complex sentences can 

be seen. 

Finally, Robin's overall Written Language Quotient 

increased by 9 or 10 standard scale points, depending 

on whether 1978 or 1983 norms were followed. According 

to earlier guidelines her scores were 95 on the 

pretest, and 105 on the post-test, a difference of 10 

standard scale points. As scored by 1983 guidelines 

Robin's Written Language Quotient was 91 on the 

pretest, and 100 on the post-test, an increase of 9 

standard scale points. 

It is interesting to note that while the 

complexity of her sentences increased on the TOWL 

writing sample the evaluation of these samples done in 

terms of ordering and distance between perceived levels 

of effectiveness revealed that both raters judged the 

pretest samples to be better in terms of clarity and 

organization. However, the two samples were rated as 

being close in the degree to which they differed from 

each other. 

David. The Vocabulary score (see Table 2, p. 

175); as measured by the 1978 guidelines, showed an 

increase of 4 standard score points. He went from 11 

to 15 on the standard scale. As measured by the 1983 
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edition criteria he remained the same (11). His 

Thematic Maturity score also jumped from 11 to 13 over 

the year. The number of words David used on his 

post-test was exactly that of his pretest; 148. In the 

Spelling category David's score decreased from 8 to 6. 

David's Word Usage score rose from 6 to 7, as did his 

score in Style. 

In addition, there were two categories which the 

researchers used in addition to the 6 categories listed 

on the TOWL, namely "total number of t-units", and 

"average number of clauses per t-unit" (see Table 3). 

David used one less t-unit on his post-test than on his 

pretest. However, the average number of clauses per 

t-unit increased from 1.4 to 1.5. 

Overall, David appeared to have improved in some 

areas, and regressed in others. His overall Written 

Language Quotient, as determined by criteria from the 

TOWL, showed an increase in his performance on the test 

over the course of the year. His score at the 

beginning of the year was 89, and was 98 at the end of 

the year. According to the norms, however, this was 

not a statistically significant gain. 

It seems that on this standardized measure David's 

growth and change in writing attitude and habits did 

not reveal itself as a statistically significant 
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increase on the TOWL. However, the increase in his 

Thematic Maturity (2 pts.)/ is consistent with the 

types of changes observed on the MOFs and other writing 

samples, over the course of the year. Similarly, his 

loss of points in Spelling is also consistent with his 

observed decrease in demand for perfection during 

generating stages of writing, which points to an 

appropriate shift in emphasis during this stage of 

writing from mechanics to meaning. David seems not to 

have used on the TOWL any of the written brainstorming 

strategies he had used in his other writing samples. 

However, with the gain in Thematic Maturity, he may 

have used many of the subvocalizing and self-regulating 

oral comments (see discussion of Question One) to help 

guide, and improve the clarity of his work. 

Evidence of planning strategies such as notes or 

ideas in margins or on scratch paper was not found on 

the TOWL for any of the three students. 

However,evidence of improved clarity surfaced in all 

three students' test protocols, as measured by holistic 

scoring. 

Writing samples generated by the TOWL from all 

thirteen writing program participants were assessed for 

both order and distance (see Table 4). That is, first, 

the protocols of a single student were compared by the 
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l=iess clear 2=mare clear 

C=CLQse M=MQdera1:e F=Far 

Rater 1 Rater 2 Rater 3 

pre post dist. pre post dist. pre post dlst 

David 12C 21K 12H 

Cindy 1 2 M 1 2 F 

Hobin 2 1 O 2 1 C 

Table 4. Ratings of TOVL Story for Order and Distance 
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rater, and ordered according to their relative 

clarity. The rater had no knowledge about which was 

pretest, and which was post-test. In one of the three 

target cases both raters agreed that the post-test 

story was more clearly written than the pretest story. 

In the second target student situation the original two 

raters disagreed about which protocol displayed greater 

clarity, the pretest or the post-test. In this case a 

third rater was asked to order the two samples with 

regard to clarity. As a result, two of the three 

raters agreed that the post-test samples did indeed 

demonstrate greater clarity than did the pretest 

writing sample. In the third case, both raters found 

the post-test sample to be better in terms of clarity 

and organization. 

After this was done, the degree of difference or 

"distance" between the two writing samples was 

assessed. In terms of rating the perceived distance 

i.e., degree of change, or amount of growth between 

each pair of writing samples, a three level scale was 

utilized. Each rater assigned a letter (C = close, M = 

moderate, F = far) to each pair of protocols in order 

to indicate the perceived level of "distance" or 

difference in the degree of clarity between the two 

samples. Again, to protect against bias, information 
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as to which sample was the actual pretest, and which 

the post-test had not been given to the raters at this 

point. 

After all rating and ordering had been completed, 

the actual order of pretest and post-test was revealed, 

and compared with the results of the ordering and 

ranking done without this knowledge. Interrater 

reliability on ordering samples was 85%, or eleven out 

of thirteen. With respect to distance rating between 

samples the interrater reliability was 62%, or eight 

out of thirteen. It is important to note that the 

same two researchers rated pretests and post-tests of 

all thirteen students participating in the writing 

program, with the three focus students among them. 

The ranking scale yielded various results for the 

three writers' TOWL protocols, when comparing pretest 

with post-test. Results of this distance rating show 

that David's post-test was perceived by one rater as 

being close (C), to the pretest, while the other rater 

viewed them as showing a moderate (M) difference with 

respect to the level of clarity. Cindy's post-test 

writing, compared with her pretest writing, was thought 

to show a moderate (M) distance, by one rater, and 

quite a far distance (F) by the second rater. Finally, 

with respect to Robin's writing, although the post-test 
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was perceived as being of lower quality with regard to 

clarity and organization than the pretest, both raters 

viewed the degree of distance as close (C). 

It is possible to assert from the holistic 

evaluations of the TOWL writing samples that two of the 

three students' writing was perceived as clearer at the 

end of the year than at the beginning. Some of the 

students' writing displayed a greater degree of growth 

than others, yet two of the three appeared to have made 

growth in the area of clarity and organization. 

Controlled Writing Samples 

As mentioned before, controlled writing sample 

involved a pretest, and a post-test sample from all 

thirteen students in the writing program, although only 

those of the three target students are discussed here. 

Students were asked to write a set of directions for 

making a peanut butter and jelly sandwich (see Chapter 

3, Figure 2, p. 83). 

Evaluations similar to those made on the TOWL in 

terms of T-units, number of words and the like were 

also done on these controlled writing samples (See 

Table 5). These, of course, are recorded as raw 

scores, since there were no norms for this measure. 
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David Cindy Robin 

pre post pre post pre post 

T-unirs 7 10 4 10 5 9 

Ciause/T-Unit 1.3 1 1 1 1.2 1.4 

Mean Length of 9.75 8.77 11.07 10.14 8.83 9 

Sentence 

<# of words; 

Total Words 78 79 35 71 53 79 

Total Sentences 8 9 3 7 6 8 

Table 5. Researcher Categories and Scores 

for the Controlled Writing Sample 
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In terms pf the number of T-units on these writing 

samples, David used 7 on the pretest, and 10 on the 

post-test. Cindy used 4 and 10 on the pretest and 

post-test respectively. Robin used 5 T-units on the 

pretest, and 9 on the post-test. In all cases this 

indicates a greater quantity of T-units on final 

samples than on original ones. 

Samples were also evaluated for the number of 

clauses within each T-unit. In this way, researchers 

attempted to evaluate any increase in complexity at the 

sentence level. David's level actually decreased 

slightly from an average of 1.3 to an average of one 

clause per T-unit. Cindy's level of complexity 

remained exactly the same, at one clause per T-unit. 

Robin's writing showed an increase from an average of 

1.2 to 1.4 clauses per T-unit. No consistent movement 

was found in this particular indicator. 

There also was no consistent direction of change 

found with respect to the mean length of the 

sentences. David and Cindy's decreased; 9.75 to 8.78, 

and 11.67 to 10.14 respectively. However, Robin's 

increased very slightly from 8.83 to 9 words as the 

mean length of her sentences. 

A consistent increase was found for all three 

students in terms of the total number of words used. 
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Although David increased his total number of words only 

slightly from 78 to 79, Cindy and Robin both increased 

substantially from 35 to 71, and 53 to 79 respectively. 

Similarly, a rise was seen in the total number of 

sentences on the three pairs of writing samples, 

although substantially more in only one case. David 

increased from 8 to 9 sentences total. Cindy's total 

number of sentences rose from 3 on the pretest, to 7 on 

the post-test. The total number of pretest sentences 

for Robin was 6, while her post-test total was 8. 

These controlled writing samples were also 

evaluated in more specific categories in terms of 

relevancy of material to the topic, appropriateness of 

sequence, completeness (inclusiveness) of steps, 

accuracy of spelling, capitalization, punctuation, and 

the usefulness of any brainstorm (see Table 6). For 

all three students the percentage of material that was 

included relevant to the topic increased over the year; 

David's writing increased from 88% to 95%, Cindy's also 

from 88% to 95%, and Robin's rose from 71% to 75%. 

With respect to appropriateness of sequence both Cindy 

and Robin's writing was 100% appropriate on both 

pretests and post-tests, whereas David's rose from 83% 

to 100%. Each writing sample was measured against a 

list of steps which was a collection of all the steps 
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Helevancy 

to Topic 

Sequence 

David 

pre post 

7/8 9.5/10 

88% 95% 

5/6 10/10 

83% 100% 

Cindy 

pre post 

3.5/4 9.5/10 

88% 95% 

4/4 10/10 

100% 100% 

Robin 

pre post 

5/7 6/8 

71% 75% 

5/5 5/5 

100% 100% 

Complete- 18/46 26/46 15/46 23/46 18/46 17/46 

i>rains'Corm 

Spelling 

N/A N/A 

69/78 69/79 

88% 87% 

4/5 N/A 

35/35 61/71 

100% 86% 

3/5 N/A 

46/53 63/79 

87% 80% 

Capital

ization 

5/9 4/18 

56% 22% 

3/4 7/7 

75% 100% 

4/6 12/22 

66% 55% 

Punctu

ation 

1/10 6/14 

10% 43% 

3/7 6/11 

43% 55% 

3/7 9/13 

43% 69% 

Table 6. Holistic Scoring of the 
Controlled Writing Samples 
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that had been written by all thirteen writers in the 

program on both pretests and post-tests. Further, 

these steps had been rated by a group of adult writers 

in terms of their importance for being included in a 

clear description for making a peanut butter and jelly 

sandwich. They were rated on a scale from 1 to 3, with 

1 meaning "not important", and 3 indicating "essential" 

importance in the description. A value was assigned 

(1, 2, or 3) to each T-unit on both pretests and 

post-tests depending upon the value given that 

particular step or thought on the list rated by the 

adults. A total score for "completeness" was then 

determined for each, and compared with the average 

score of all the writing student's on the same index. 

With a class average score on the pretests being 17, 

and on the post-tests, 21, David earned an 18 on the 

pretest, and a 26 on the post-test. Cindy scored 15 on 

the pretest, and 23 on the post-test. Robin scored 18 

on the pretest, and 17 on the post-test. Thus, two of 

the three students increased this score over the year, 

while one student's score decreased. Two of the three 

were very slightly above the class average score on the 

pretest, while one was slightly below. Similarly, two 

of the three ended the year above the class average, 

while one was below. 
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With respect to the mechanics of writing, here 

specifically spelling, capitalization, and punctuation, 

percentages were figured for the three target 

students. Spelling accuracy for David was 88% on the 

pretest, and 87% on the post-test. Cindy had 100% 

accuracy on the pretest, and 86% on the post-test 

measure. Robin demonstrated 87% spelling accuracy on 

the pretest and 80% on the post-test. Capitalization 

accuracy for David was 56% on the pretest, and 22% on 

the post-test, for Cindy, it was 75% on the pretest, 

and 100% on the post-test, and for Robin, it was 66% on 

the pretest, and 55% on the post-test sample. The 

students' scores for accuracy on punctuation were 10% 

and 43%, 43%and 55%, and 43% and 69% for David, Cindy, 

and Robin respectively. All students spelling scores 

decreased over the year. Two students scored lower at 

the end of the year on capitalization, while one scored 

higher. However, all three students gained in the 

percentage of punctuation accuracy over the year. 

Finally, also in relation to mechanics of written 

language researchers studied the controlled writing 

sample for evidence of editing. In general, David's 

writing included line skipping for spacing, use of 

carats to add information, and various spelling 

corrections all on the post-test. On her post-test 
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Cindy appears to have used such strategies as numbering 

the steps of the process, and beginning each on a new 

line. Robin also provides evidence of rereading and 

such self guiding activities through her use of carats 

to include additional words or phrases. Rather than 

averaging all these scores to determine the overall 

clarity for the pieces, a holistic ordering and rating 

for distance was done. 

Again, as was done with the TOWL writing samples, 

a holistic ordering and rating in terms of the degree 

of distance or difference between the two samples of a 

pair were done without scorers knowing the actual 

chronological order of the samples (see Table 7). In 

all three cases, raters judged the post-test samples to 

be clearer, more complete, and better organized than 

the pretest samples. In David's case, one researcher 

rated the distance between the levels of clarity as 

meduim, while the other rated it as far. Similarly, 

for Cindy's writing, one researcher viewed it as 

medium, and the second viewed it as far. Robin's 

samples were viewed by both researchers to be close. 

In summary, the findings on the controlled writing 

samples indicate that growth did occur in terms of 

relevancy of information to the topic, and use of 

editing and organizational strategies. Growth was also 
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i=less clear 2=mare clear 

C=Clase M=Mediuin F=Far 

Hater 1 Rater 2 

pre post dist. pre pasx dist. 

David 1 2 H 1 2 F 

Cindy 1 2 M 1 2 F 

Robin i 2 C , 1 2 C 

Table 7. Ranking of Controlled Writing 
Samples for Order and Distance 
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noted in appropriate use of punctuation, although 

spelling, and capitalization scores decreased over the 

year. Overall, the post-tests were judged as being 

clearer, better organized, and more complete than the 

pretests. In addition, on the TOWL growth was seen in 

the subcategories of Thematic Maturity, Word Usage, and 

Vocabulary. On the TOWL all three students' Written 

Language Quotient rose over the year, although only one 

did to a statistically significant degree. Holistic 

scoring and rating of the TOWL stories also show growth 

for two of the three students in terms of clarity and 

organi zation. 
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Chapter 5 

SUMMARY 
AND DISCUSSION 

In the attempt to record and analyze the 

pre-writing strategy use of three students with 

learning disabilities I hoped to gain insight into 

their strategy use and the appropriateness of providing 

these students with the opportunities that arise from 

being involved in a process writing program. I hoped 

to be able to generalize from this to other students 

like them. By reviewing the five questions addressed 

in this study and summarizing briefly the findings in 

each area I was led also to discuss these elements as 

they relate to other educational research and methods 

for teaching writing. 

Summary 

This study addresses the notion that students with 

learning disabilities cannot or do not use goal 

directed activites and appropriate strategies toward 

the accomplishment of a task (Torgeson 1977). It also 

concerns itself with discovering the kind and amount of 

growth possible for three fifth grade writers with 

learning disabilities through participation in a 
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writing program based on a process approach to writing 

combined with elements of strategy intervention. Five 

questions concerning strategy use during pre-writing 

and early drafts were posed in this study. Six 

measures, three with a pretest post-test format, were 

utilized toward the goal of answering the five 

questions posed in the study. 

The first question asked in this study was about 

the kinds of strategies each of the three target 

students used during the pre-writing, or 

"brainstorming" stage of writing, while participating 

in a process writing program. With regard to this 

question, there were a number of strategies that were 

observed and recorded. Among these were thirty 

specific behaviors (eg.: "asides", lists, symbols, 

abbreviations, and printed vs. oral resource use (See 

Chapter 3, Figure 1, 2, and 3), that could be grouped 

into larger categories according to purpose, such as, 

generating, editing and revising, clarifying, and 

organizing. Thus, were observed at least thirty 

different kinds of pre-writing strategies or 

behaviors. Therefore, it may be said that students 

with learning disabilities are capable of comprehending 

and using various strategies, either to a specific 

purpose, or toward a specific goal. 
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With regard to the second question posed in the 

study, three major areas were found in which the 

pre-writing strategies of the three students were 

observed to change over the course of the year. The 

first change was a general increase in strategy use, 

especially in self-guided and self-regulating 

activities, whether written or verbal. Secondly, an 

overall growth was demonstrated in their ability to 

organize information, using various methods, on 

"brainstorm pages" or notes, as well as on other 

drafts. Thirdly, an overall increase in the 

willingness to risk trying new methods, forms and 

genres was found. 

Question three's central concern led to the 

discovery that the students' rough drafts did change 

over the course of the year in terms of clarity and 

organizaton. A scoring and ranking measure of 

standardized and controlled writing samples conducted 

in a pretest, post-test format indicated that two out 

of the three had improved, while the third remained 

about the same with respect to clarity and 

organization. Also, a general increase in risk-taking 

was observed on other rough draft samples through such 

things as changes in genre, experimentation with 

dialog, and more specific and appropriate vocabulary. 
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An increase in flow was evident, as was an increase in 

sentence length and complexity, and overall length of 

the pieces. Rough drafts improved also by showing 

greater thoroughness of detail, and in the 

effectiveness of information grouping and sequencing. 

Question four addressed the issue of whether or 

not there was any evidence of an influence from the 

pre-writing strategies on the rough drafts. 

Pre-writing or "brainstorm" pages appeared to have 

served at least four purposes for the rough drafts. 

They were used as prompts for the generation of ideas, 

as record keeping devices on which to log ideas, as 

forums for testing or practicing the sound and 

organization of ideas, and as rough sketchs upon which 

to build or expand. 

In response to question five, standardized 

measures were scored and examined to find change over 

the year for each of the three students. Overall 

Written Language Quotients on the Test of Written 

Language increased in all three cases, although only 

one increased by a statistically significant amount. 

One of the students scored significantly higher on the 

Vocabulary subtest according to the 1978 norms and 

guidelines. A second student's scores showed a 

significant gain on the Vocabulary subtest according to 
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the 1983 norms and guidelines. The third student's 

scores increased significantly over the year on the 

Thematic Maturity and Word Usage subtests. 

Results from the holistic ranking and ordering of 

the writing samples from the TOWL indicate that two of 

the three students* writing was perceived as being 

clearer at the end of the year than at the beginning of 

the year. The degree of growth made by each student 

varied, but at least two were perceived as having grown 

in the clarity of their writing. 

On the controlled writing samples students' 

post-test samples were perceived as being clearer, more 

complete and better organized than their pretest 

samples. All three increased over the course of the 

year in terms of the total number of words, sentences 

and t-units. Thus, they were more productive at the 

end of the year. All three post-test samples were 

judged to include a higher percentage of material that 

was directly relevant to the topic and organized in an 

appropriate sequence. All three made use of editing or 

organizing strategies on the post-test. Finally, 

improvement was seen in the area of punctuation on 

these controlled writing post-test, although there was 

a decline in the areas of spelling and capitalization. 
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With the increase of strategy use appears to have 

come greater "open mindedness" on the part of the 

students toward trying various other strategies, 

methods of organizaton, and even an overall attitude of 

appropriate risk taking. This can be seen in the 

students' growth in self-guiding, self-regulating 

activity whether verbal, written, or physical. Such 

self regulation points to an increased willingness on 

their part to invest themselves to a greater degree in 

the learning situation, or the purposeful task at 

hand. There were found many behaviors which verify the 

fact that all three focus students made gains over the 

course of the year in terms of personal investment and 

enthusiasm for writing. A discussion of specific 

findings, their importance for written language 

learning, and the way in which they relate to previous 

literature follows. 

Discussion 

The findings of this study in many ways support 

much of the research, literature and specific theories 

which gave impetus to the study. The findings offer 

evidence of growth in overall writing ability, as well 

as descriptions of the specific types of activities in 

which these particular students engaged over the course 
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of the study. There is evidence from this study, that 

a significant amount of change and growth can be 

effected through external intervention, specifically in 

terms of creating an environment conducive to written 

language learning. 

Question One 

From the results of question one analysis we find 

that students with learning disabilities can and do 

learn and use strategies during writing, and while 

planning for that writing. The three focus student of 

this study demonstrated use of at least thirty 

different pre-writing strategies throughout the year, 

with each student engaging in no less than twenty-eight 

of the thirty strategies that were recorded. Also, the 

kind and purpose of these strategies were usually 

apparent to researchers who analyzed the writing and 

the behaviors of these three students during writing or 

planning. This speaks to Torgesen's contention (1977) 

that children with learning disabilities do not engage 

in organized effort and appliction of appropriate 

stratgies required to accomplish a task. The results 

of this study indicate that this is not a correct 

assumption. 
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Question Two 

Results of analysis with regard to question two 

show that for these three students the repertoire of 

strategies as well as the overall use of strategies 

increased over the course of the year. The fact that 

growth was seen especially in the self-regulating type 

strategies confirms the literature which claims that 

strategy intervention is useful and appropriate for the 

teaching of literacy (Ellis et al. , 1991, Englert et 

al. 1988, Graham & Harris 1989, Montague & Bos 1986). 

Similarly, Flower and Hayes (1977) contend that 

offering a writer a repertoire of strategies from which 

to make conscious choices aids that writer in solving 

the "sub-problems" of the writing process. 

In addition, the strategy growth seen in these 

three students points to their having a "plan of 

action", and an intent to learn, which has been so 

strongly stressed as being necessary for effective 

learning (Plavell, 1971; Hagen, 1971; Norman, 1969; 

Stevenson, 1973; and Torgesen, 1977). Whether it is a 

true intent to learn or rather an enthusiasm and intent 

to effectively accomplish a task may be a fine line in 

this case. However, both motivations are likely to 

lead to continued growth in the area of effective 

strategy learning and use. 
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Also the growth in self-regulating strategy use 

was accompanied by an increase in "experimental 

attitude" (Flower & Hayes 1977). This could be seen in 

the increased willingness of the students to share 

their ideas, methods and strategies with others in the 

class. It is also apparent in the overall increase in 

productivity over the year. David, in particular 

demonstrated growth in this area by being less 

concerned or rather less "stymied" by spelling 

problems. He also began to be more open to the concept 

of editing and revising by skipping lines so he could 

later add or change information. David began to make 

use of brainstorm pages, and multiple drafts of a work 

before making the final copy. Although one might argue 

that having an experimental attitude is not really a 

strategy, it does provide for greater, and more 

effective use of strategies and promotes greater 

effectiveness throughout the process of writing, as 

well as fostering active participation on the part of 

the learner. 

This last concept is especially relevant to the 

literature which has given impetus to this study. 

Specifically, Torgesen (1977) and others (Flavell, 

1971; Hagen, 1971; Keeny et al., 1967; Norman, 1969; 

Stevenson, 1973) have suggested that the active 
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engagement of a learner is of the utmost importance to 

his learning. Similarly, with this active engagement 

need to come an awareness of one's own power to effect 

the outcome of a learning situation. When students 

view themselves as active agents in their own learning, 

they are likely to try harder and to benefit more than 

if they were to attribute their relative success or 

failure to a source outside themselves (Hallihan, 1978; 

McGhee, 1968; Morgan S Culver, 1978). 

The process approach to writing provides a safe 

environment in which students may dare to experiment 

with greater problem-solving techniques. They learn to 

share a percentage of both success and failure, which 

can add both to the joy of success and the easing of 

failure's burden. They begin to approach writing and 

its sub-tasks without viewing their worth as a person 

directly tied to each achievement or failure. By 

sharing not only in the evaluation, but in the 

generation of ideas and the wording and organization of 

the same, as is the case in a process writing program, 

students begin to focus upon what they CAN do, rather 

than what they cannot do (Calkins, 1983; Emig, 1978; 

Graves, 1983; Stires, 1983). That is, by focusing on 

continued progress and improvement of a piece over time 

with ever available feedback from others, such a 
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program encourages all writers to believe that they can 

improve, and in fact are improving. 

The focus student, David, in this study provides a 

clear example of the positive effects of a safe, 

"everyone is improving" situation. In the beginning of 

the year he was "stopped in his tracks" quite often by 

his own perfectionism concerning writing, despite his 

great difficulty with forming and sequencing letters. 

His rigidity can be seen in his refusal to do any 

brainstorm or final draft for his first piece of 

writing of the year. 

Verbally, his ideas were clear, but it appeared 

that he was unable to feel good about this while his 

focus was on what he could not do. He was often very 

defensive and became frustrated easily to the point of 

giving up, even becoming hostile. However, over the 

course of the year, David's writing and verbalizing 

behaviors both indicated a greatly improved willingness 

to risk imperfection and to focus on his strengths. He 

began to use more verbal self-directive behaviors. He 

also began to create brainstorm pages and multiple 

drafts, and even to skip lines on his rough drafts, 

leaving room to come back and add or change 

information. David grew both in attitude and skills. 
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He gained from his attitude growth, which opened him up 

to the acquisition of more and more skills and 

strategies. 

A second example clearly is seen in Cindy's case. 

At the beginning of the year Cindy made use of some of 

the written cues on a preprinted brainstorm page, which 

were transferred fairly closely to the rough draft, 

onto subsequent drafts, and finally to the final copy. 

She began the year being very quiet and somewhat shy 

about speaking with other people. As the year 

progressed, so did her discovery and use of strategies 

of various kinds. Cindy began to form word banks of 

vocabulary common to her stories which helped her with 

both generating and editing. She also began to 

graphically organize her material in various ways on a 

page and to develop her own set of written and verbal 

cues to help herself to both generate and organize 

information. She became more verbal. This is seen 

both in her increased self-guiding verbalization and 

rereading of her own work, and in her willingness to 

demonstrate her own strategies and to give to other 

students verbal cues for generating and organizing 

information (see Chapter 4, Question l,peer conference 

dialog between Cindy and Jill, pp. 110-113). 
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This growth produced in Cindy a confidence that 

could be seen in the increased vigor with which she 

approached a writing task. It was also evident in the 

increase in verbalizing which was demonstrated by her 

toward the end of the year, and in the greater ease she 

showed in dealing with others. Finally, the improved 

fluidity of her later work also was evidence of her 

improved confidence. 

Cindy and David's growth in confidence is an 

example of students' positive reaction in part to the 

safe and supportive learning environment created by a 

writing program such as this. The growth in enthusiasm 

and active participation shown by all three students 

points to their increasing belief that they were 

improving. As a consequence of their enthusiasm all 

three students were continually willing to risk 

attempting to do so. 

Many of the responses on the second concept 

interview support this notion. For example where as 

Cindy described her writing on the first interview as 

"sometimes is confusing", on the second interview she 

rated it as "usually makes sense". Also, she says that 

she feels good about what she writes, and likes her own 

stories. On the second interview, David described 

himself as feeling proud of what he writes. He also 
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changed the description of his writing from "usually 

needs more explanation" on the first interview, to 

"usually makes sense" on the later one. David also 

described his feelings about being given a writing 

assignment in this way: "[I would feel] very good 

because I know how I do that". When asked what he 

would do first in beginning a writing assignment, David 

said, "[I would] think of my ideas [, and then I would] 

start writing [because]...whenever I want to edit it, I 

have something to edit it with." His previous response 

had been, "I don't know". Asked when he felt good 

about writing, David said, "When it's something about 

me; What I do, what do I look like, who am I". When 

asked why writers write, David's response was, "To make 

stories, to get suspiciously, no not that...ummm, 

publicity, yeah. And to be good writers in the years 

to come." Asked what makes a good writer, David claims 

that it involves getting ideas. He also said that 

writers must "edit it for it sounds nice and clear". 

Probably most telling is his response when asked how he 

felt at the end of the year about going over his work 

and changing or fixing it up. He said, "[I feel] proud 

[because] I know I've done a good job and I have to 

make it a better job". It is interesting to note that 

the tone and content of Robin's answers indicate a 
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confidence both at the beginning of the year as well as 

at the end. This may be due in part to the fact that 

she had participated in this program the precious year. 

Question Three 

Rough drafts were seen to change over the year. 

The finding that, overall, they were more clearly 

written and better organized is in keeping with the 

notion that audience awareness and the specific purpose 

a piece might have guides in both the generation and 

organization of information. That is, the feedback 

that is gained from the many peer and teacher 

conferences, as well as from group sharing and 

"author's chair" provide the author with the 

opportunity to monitor and adjust his information, 

style, wording, or anything else, according to the 

needs of an audience, and the specific purpose intended 

for the piece. Additionally, this program fosters the 

kind of self-guiding strategies also necessary for 

monitoring and adjusting writing. 

Robin provides a clear illustration of the monitor 

and adjust concept. Robin showed growth by expanding 

her repertoire of strategies and by increasing her 

techniques for guiding her own writing. She began to 

demonstrate an increase in her verbal planning at 
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various levels. Robin would often ask herself guiding 

questions aloud and would often verbalize her own 

answers. This was a kind of rehearsal to decide if 

they sounded right or told enough. If she was not 

satisfied with the result she would say something like, 

"No. I think I"ll make him tall and mean instead." 

Then she would write a note to herself on the 

brainstorm pages. 

Sometimes after rereading her brainstorm or her 

rough draft she often said things such as, "I wonder if 

I should tell about or "I should find out more 

about or even ,"I think I should describe her 

more". Thus, Robin would monitor what she had already 

written and adjust the areas she felt needed it. She 

would even go to the extent of composing relatively 

long lists of questions or phrases as cues to remind 

her of information to be researched in order to adjust 

her writing (see Chapter 4, Question 1). 

A process approach to writing offers many 

opportunities for feedback, and thus encourages the 

skills of monitoring and adjusting. Flower and Hayes 

(1977) indicate that writers often must reorganize 

their material from what they call "writer-based" prose 

to "reader-based" prose in order to be clear to an 

audience. This appears to be an area in which the 
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three focus students improved over the year. It is 

likely due at least in part to the feedback they got 

from other writers in the program. This also supports 

the contention by Halliday (1975) that writing occurs 

in a social cotext. Goodman (1980) and Graves (1985) 

have also described writing as the process of making 

meaning. The students* improvement in clarity and 

organizaton as a consequence of writing for an audience 

and having a purpose in mind is consistent with the 

notion of making meaning. They seem to have become 

more aware of this purpose over the course of the year, 

and thus more effective at finding ways of acomplishing 

it. This suggests that students become aware of the 

purpose for their own learning. 

The three focus students seem to have recognized 

the usefulness of knowing and learning effective 

strategies for writing. This can be seen in the fact 

that their strategy use increased and their rough 

drafts improved in clarity and organization over the 

course of the year, as well as in the fact that their 

enthusiasm for writing increased. Seeing their efforts 

bring to fruition successful conveyances of meaning the 

writers were seen to redouble their efforts in these 

attempts. That is, seeing the purpose and outcome of 

their work provided meaning and purpose for their 
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efforts at writing, and more specifically for their 

efforts at successful conveyance of meaning. 

Therefore, the notion that providing functionally 

relevant opportunities for learning (Hoilingsworth S 

Reutzel, 1988), as is seen in "author's chair" and in 

the practice of publishing within this process writing 

program allows the student's learning to progress "from 

the meaningful whole of language to an understanding of 

the parts of the language transaction" (Hoilingsworth & 

Reutzel, 1988, p. 479). 

Question Four 

Results of the study show that the brainstorm 

pages used by the three focus students did in fact have 

an effect on the rough drafts over the course of the 

year. In fact, there were found at least four specific 

ways in which brainstorm pages were used to aid rough 

drafts. In this way they demonstrate the "plan of 

action" (Torgesen, 1977) which is so necessary to 

active engagement and effective learning (Flavell 1971, 

Hagen, 1971; Keeny et al., 1967; Stevenson,.1973). By 

using the brainstorm pages as a prompt for generation, 

a record keeping "log of ideas", a forum for testing 

and practicing, and a "bare bones" sketch, these three 

students engaged in what Flower and Hayes (1977) have 
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called "goal directed activities". A similar requisite 

for effective learning suggested by Torgesen (1977) and 

demonstrated by these students is "goal-directed 

intent". Finally, the fact that the brainstorm pages 

and activities were used in various ways with respect 

to the rough drafts also confirms the importance of a 

writer's having a repertoire of strategies from which 

to make choices (Flower & Hayes, 1977). 

Question Five 

Results of the standardized testing indicate that 

all three students' Written Language Quotients improved 

over the course of the year, with one improving to a 

statistically significant level. Improvement was also 

measured on the subtests of Thematic Maturity, Word 

Usage, and Vocabulary for various students. The 

holistic scoring also indicated growth in the overall 

clarity and organization of their writing. These gains 

reinforce the growth seen on the other measures, and 

speak to the fact that a process approach to writing 

combined with a level of strategy intervention has 

indeed produced growth in writing for these three 

students. 

The areas that seemed to fall behind, namely 

spelling and capitalization, as explained in Chapter 3, 
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are areas that were not heavy focus points in the 

program. In fact, with David especially, and also with 

Cindy and Robin program facilitators and teachers 

encouraged less concern with spelling and technical 

aspects of writing such as capitalization in an effort 

to encourage concentration on the meaning with respect 

to presenting clear, well organized information. As 

has been dicussed previously in this study, David was 

greatly hindered in productivity and motivation by his 

perfectionistic attitude toward spelling. For him the 

freedom that came from focusing less on spelling was 

helpful in allowing greater productivity and producing 

an experimental attitude. 

It is often the case that when a person's 

attention and concentration is being focused on 

learning and implementing a new skill or activity the 

level of concentration on other related aspects may 

decrease, consequently lowering the performance level 

in the non-focus area. For example, a person may gain 

skill in successfully "making baskets" with a 

basketball while practicing by himself. However, this 

ability level is likely to decrease when this player is 

called upon to both "make baskets" and effectively 

maintain control of the ball while being guarded by a 

player on the opposing team. 
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In David's case especially, but also for the other 

two focus students, as they began to focus on issues of 

meaning, some of the other aspects of writing such as 

spelling and capitalization temporarily began to "fall 

apart". Therefore, although standardized measures did 

not show accross the board improvements in all areas 

measured by the instrument, the lack of growth in 

certain areas may actually point to growth and a change 

of focus in other areas. Such areas as attitude and 

change of focus are usually not measured by 

standardized instrumants. Secondly, all three students 

were observed to have made growth in the aspects of 

writing that were emphasized in the program; namely 

meaning and organization. They did show growth by 

demonstrating an increased positive attitude, which has 

been seen, especially in David's case, to preceed 

growth in successful strategy application. Thirdly, 

the three students demonstrated growth in 

metalinguistic awareness by utilizing more and more 

self-regulating, self-monitoring strategies. 

As in David's case, children with learning 

disabilities, especially with language difficulties 

often experience an even greater than average problem 

with such skills as spelling, capitalization, and other 

technical skills. Therefore, it is reasonable to 
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provide a program such as the one described in this 

study where the main focus is on productivity, clarity 

of meaning, and organization with a later emphasis on 

specific editing skills such as spelling and 

capitalization correction. That is not to say that 

strategies for being even clearer by way of standard 

spelling and capitaization are not important or should 

not be introduced. Rather, expectations for 

improvement in the various areas of writing may be 

adjusted so that not all areas are expected to improve 

at once. In a program such as the one described in 

this study it would be possible to extend the topics of 

mini-lessons to include more strategies for spelling 

and capitalization awareness and correction. 

Implications 

Within the context of an environment built upon 

the theories of process writing, and utilizing elements 

of strategy intervention in terms of strategy modeling, 

all three focus students were able to demonstrate the 

use of specific abilities and activities. All three 

students showed evidence of strategy use during the 

pre-writing stage. Also, brainstorm pages were judged 

to have influenced rough drafts and subsequent drafts. 

In addition, new learning and experimentation with new 
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strategies was observed over the year. Finally, their 

writing at various stages of the process, in most 

cases, was judged as having improved in terms of 

clarity and organization over the course of the 

year. 

An evaluation of the gains made by these three 

focus students show an overall improvement in their 

writing ability and their strategies and attitudes 

toward writing. The results of the study suggest that 

for these three students, and likely for many other 

students, a process approach to writing, along with an 

appropriate amount of strategy intervention produces 

positive effects. Such a program has proven to be 

beneficial in terms of the experiences which the 

students encounter, the type of skills or strategies 

that they learn, and the attitudes and behaviors that 

seem to be a consequence of having participated in such 

a program, or of having been a part of such an 

environment. For many reasons, process writing in 

combination with a degree of strategy intervention is 

beneficial for students of writing, and especially 

appropriate for students who are said to have learning 

difficulty or disability. 

Specific implications for teachers involve 

creating a supportive holistic environment and 
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carefully choosing and emphasizing strategies and 

heuristics that focus on meaning. It is also important 

to include large amounts of strategy modeling, and many 

and varied opportunities for conferencing with others, 

both students and teachers, for the purpose of 

receiving feedback. In this way, the important aspect 

of audience awareness can be maintained in order to 

reinforce the meaning-centered context of the writing 

process and activities. For teachers and facilitators 

it is important to keep expectaions for progress at an 

appropriate level. That is, if students are learning 

and progressing in areas of writing such as generating 

and organizing information, they should not be expected 

to also be improving in skills such as spelling or 

other mechanics of writing. Strategies for editing may 

be a later focus of the program. Alternatively, these 

may be stressed even from the beginning as activities 

in which to engage just prior to the final draft. In 

this way, it is possible to avoid hindrances to the 

focus on meaning which aids both generation and 

organization of material. 

Teachers wishing to implement such a program would 

do well to provide fairly large and regular blocks of 

time for writing in order to ensure ample time and 

opportunity for students to think over, experiment 
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with, and begin to internalize the strategies they 

begin to use. Also, strategies and activities devised 

by individual students on their own, or modifications 

of mini-lesson strategies should be reinforced and 

encouraged as is use of those strategies presented to 

them in mini-lessons. Students should be free to 

choose any strategy, whether or not it has been modeled 

in class. It may be that through experimentation with 

modeled strategies students may modify them for their 

own needs, and thus gain a greater sense of "ownership" 

of their writing activities. 
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Oair̂  ' ^, A/awC 
orci\r\sTorryi 

(jJoi kinij T'ifle • 

Se++iw g 
u>here 

when 

ty/io 

3* 
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TEST OF WRITTEN LANGUAGE 
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TOWL 
STUDENT ANSWER QOOKLET 

Oonatd 0. Hammill A C ljr»»n 

Name 

School Gr»d« 

Teacher's Name 

WORD USAGE Instructions: The sentences written tielow hive one word missing. Read eich sentence and fill 
in the missing word. Be sure to write or print neatly. 

1. Sally has a party dress and a school dress. She has two 

2. We have done that work already. We it yesterday. 

3. Jim is very tall. Jim has three inches since I last saw him. 

4. Before dinner Mother asked Brenda to the table. 

3. John is a good player. Bill is a better player than John. But Tom is the player of them 
all. 

6. Bob is a child. Mary is a child. They are two 

7. It is autumn. The on the trees are tuniing brown. 

8. Will you me how to read ? 

9. I wish I seen the movie. 

10. The brown dog is small; the gny dog is smaller; but the white one is the 

11. I have one mouse here and one mouse there. I have two 

12. If you are tired. down on the chair. 

13. Joe throws a ball every day. Yesterday, he the ball. 

U. Yesterday Tina and -Marie walking down the street. 

15. What time does the sun in the morning? 

16. One woman was talking to another woman. The two were talking to each other. 

17. Bill has a sheep. Patti has a sheep. Together they have two 

18. When the game ended, two men left on base. 

19. One deer is by the bam. Two other are by the trees. 

20. The hungry dogs have all the food. 

21. One child is throwing the ball to the other child. The two are playing with the ball. 

22. Dad gave the present to us. He gave it to Sandy and 

23. I know you gave the doll away. To did you give it? 

24. We built the bridge all by 

25. The clowns were so funny that Jack out laughing. 

Additional Forms (0011) Available I'om PRO-ED 5341 Industrial Oaks Blvd.. Austin. TX 78735 512 892-3142 

C Cô ynyn IMS »y Htmmill UrMA 
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STORY Instructions: at the three pictures below and make up a good story to go with 
them. Take about fiw minutes to think about your story. Be sure to write a complete story 
using all three pictures. It is best to plan a whole story before you begin to write. 



SPELLING Instructions: Write 
—e you ^ear n the space 
;e-cw Try ;o soeM each word cor-
-ect:^ 3e sure to write or print 
•^eatiy 
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STYLE Instructions: These sentences are written without any punctuation or capital letters. Rewrite each sen
tence in the space provided Ge sure to use correct punctuation and capitals. Please write or print neatly. 

1. the bov ran 
•> the book is red 

3. her name is marv 

i. todav is tnesdav 
5. h# is mr smith 

6. i was bom on may 4 1972 
- didnt torn live in Canada 

f*. its a sad dav 

9. he ioined the british team 

10. his name is ̂ hn t hill 

11. bettv lives on oak road 

12. mv sister sroes to washincton hiffh school 

1.1. the ffirl lives in oaris texas 

n. the boTS meet at 4 30 om 

15. there are twenty five children in the class 

16. the teacher auietlr said you did a fine }ob 

17. thev are carols books 

18. yes iohn did sail on the Dacific ocean 

19. the war ended in 7.3 

20. after playing ball with the team for four houiB we were Terr tired 

21. how many as did yoa set 

2*) yoa should brinir the foUowinx people John sally marr and biU 

2.1. the name on the report read smith iameat 

24. you ran fast but the roasian was the fastest nmner of them all 

23. oh lauru mother said in surprise 



APPENDIX D 

CONCEPT INTERVIEW 
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Writtan Languaqe Projaet I9M-B5  ̂

••ginning of Yaar Intarvlaw 

I Mould llks to talk with you for about 30 ainutes about writing, your 
axparianees with it and your feelings about It. I'd Ilka to ask you about your 
past axpcrlanea with writing, your ideas about writing stories, and the way 
you 90 about getting ideas and writing thea dcMi. 

SEÎ -CONCEPT 

1. Wiy da you write? 

2. Vhat kinds of things do you usually write about? 

J. Uhen you write, do you write about your experiences? (Ask for e»m>Ies.) 

k. How do you feel about what you write? 

a. How do you feel about the way It sounds when it Is read by you or 
•oaeone else? 

S. 

Hew Mould you rate your writing: always Bakes sense 
usual ly aakes sense _____ 

(Probe for specifics) soMtln* Is confusing 
taually needs nore explanation 

_ aakes no sense at all 

b. HCM do you feel about the way your writing looks? On a scale of 1 to 5, 
Mith I being not very good, 3 being OK, and 5 being very good. 
Ha» would you rate your wrUIng for: Spelling 

___ Cw'tallution i Punctuation 
- . Handwriting 

(Show child SMle with OMrall Appearance 
ratings.) . 

If, on* day, your teacher asUd your class to write about their favorite 
hobby, how would you feel when you sat down to begin writing? 
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intarvl«M - IjSk-BS (eontlnu«d) -I-

6. What would you do first? Uhy7 

7> Uhao do you feel good about writing? 

8. Uhen do you feel not so good about writing? 

9. Vhat nakes the difference? 

I0> What kinds of things make you want to write? 

It. I'd Ilka you to think of all the other kids In your regular class. 

a. If there were 25 kids in the class, and nuriber I was the poorest writer, 
and nunber 25 was the best writer, what number would you be? 

(Shew child nunber line I to 25.) 

b. Uhat do the ̂ ood writers do to make then better? 

c. What do you do that is batter than the poor writers? 

MAKRATIVE 

1. Think of a story you read lately. Uhat parts make up a story? 

2. Do you know the story of Cinderella? It it a Baka-believe story 
or a true one? 
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IntarvlcM - I98I1-B5 (continued) "3" 

3. Wiat do Ma call stories that are make-believe? 

k. 1 will read you three short writing samples. You tell ma if any of them 
ara stories. Also tell na why you think so. (Read writing saopies) 

5. Hare are 6 cards, with a single sentence written on each one. 

a. I'd Ilka you to arrange then In the order in which yeu think they belong. 
(6lva cards to student) 

b. Now I'd like you to label each card by telling what part of the story 
It It- for exaô le, one of then might tell about v*ere the story 
happened. 

6. Uiy would someone write a story Instead of telling It? 

ICTACOGNITIVE AND HETALIHGUISTIC AWARENESS, AHD PRODUCTIVE WRITINS 

1. Miy do writers write? 

2. Vhat does someone have to do to be a good writer? 

3- Uiat Is the hardest part of writing for you? 

h. Uhat Is the easiest part of writing for you? 

s. Do you have any strategies or special methods for helping you to write? 
Uhat are they? 
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iRtarvlcw - 198*-85 (continued) *•-

6. HoM do you 9«t your ldMs7 

7. Wtat do you do after you find Ideas? Then what . . . etc. 

8. Hew do you decide how to arrange your Ideas? 

9. Do yoii think out your whole piece before you write, or do you Just start 
writing? 

10. Uhat do you do when you are through writing your story for the first tine? 
Miat else could you do? 

II. Do you ever ask anyone else for advice 00 your Jijece? Does It see« to be 
helpful or not? Uhy? 

12: Do you discover Ideas as you are going along, or do you think of the* all 
at the beginningf 

13. What do you do with sn Idea you think of after ycu'va finished writing your 
story? (forget it, add to end. Insert, rewrite and Include) 

I«. After you have written your piece, how do you feel about going over your 
work and changing or fixing it up? Miy? 

15. Miat Is editing? 
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r~~  ̂
IMarvlaw - IS8V-85 (eootlnued) 

16. Oo you think It If laportant to edit your work before others read it? Why? 

17. Hom do you edit your work? Miat do you look for? Wiat kinds of editing 
do you do? 

_____ the way 11 sounds 
punctuation 

_____ spelling 
capitalization 

18. Miat Is a draft? 

19. Do you ever write oore than one draft of a story? Wty? 

20. How do you decide when you are finished with your story? 

21. Miat Is a paragraph? 

22. What are quotation oakes? Wien are they used? 

23.. Here Is a writing saople in which sane people are having a conversation. I 
Mould like vou ta put quotation marks where you feel they belong, to show 

people are talking (Give student the dialog) 

2k. What do you do when you arc writing and you get stuck? 

as. Whet helps you the nott to gefun-stuck? 

26. What Is the hardest part of a piece to write? Wiy? 

27. What Is the easiest part? Miy? 

28. What Is the most iimportant thing you know about being a good writer? 
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Thr— writing sunplea: 

A baavar Is an animal that lives In the forest. It Is brown, has fur, a 

flat tail, and weighs about 30 pounds. It lives In the Mter most of the 

tiae, and nakes Its home out of saall tree trunks, which he chops down 

with his sharp teeth. 

To brush your teeth, first you mist pick up the toothbrush frtn the cabinet. 

Ihen you'll need to take the toothpaste out of the cabinet, and take off the 

lid... Next, squeeze the tube gently so that the toothpaste comes out and 

sticks to the bristles of the toothbrush. Put the toothbrush In your mouth, 

and brush all of your teeth gently, with an up and down notion. When this 

is done, rinse your mouth and toothbrush with water, cioie the toothpaste 

tuba, and put everything back where It cane from. 

The afternoon rainstorm had just ended and Judy, Bill, and Tom, fifth grade 

neighbors, decided to go down to the wash to see If their fort was still OK. 

Ihay walked down the street to the wash and to their surprise found the 

Wish was not running. So they started up the wash to the fort. Just then 

tlMy heard a low ruabling noise getting louder and louder. They turned 

and started running back toward the street. Then they sew the water coaing 

and realized they wouldn't get back to the street in time. Instead they 

tcraobled up the side of the wash and were safe. Tliey vowed never to go in 

a wash again after a ralnstonn. 
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six Sentence Strip Cards 

Each centenee were presantad on a separate card. 
JuBibers and wards insldo the parentteces war© not 
written on the cards. Cards wRre presented in random 
order. 

1. <Settlng> The cloudy, loveaber sky seeoed 
threatening. 

2. <Characters> Susan and Samay. who are twins, 
dressed thensalvee for school. 

3. <Frot>leo> They wondered If they should wear 
their raincoats and boots. 

4. <Attempt to solve the problem) Saa soaled out 
the window and said. "Veil, it's not raining 
now, so maybe w11 be safe." 

5. (Kesolutlon) "Teah, you're right." Suean said 
Jus% as a thunder crash shook the house, and 
it began to pour down rain outside. 

«. (Ending) "Veil, better luck naxt tlaa!" laughed 
their DDther. who peered around the corner with 
Sas and Susan's lunch sacks. 

I—0 u I d Z.I V ke.i:ince,c.zpoon(Js 

zzof drveas&;:plgasg,3ay<iil̂ rs.:z 

z:5Jonfi,s poli+clyTziiivlhatkmci 

ZDWoulo uou Iike/WrsrJones.?_i 

iiaiske.(} MnzBcown7."H^aTaroc<£r7 
.w 
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Introduction 

I would liTce to talk with you for about 20 minutes about writing. 
First. I'd like you to study these two brainstorms and stories so that 
we can talk about them, I'll be asking you your opinion about things 
like: How these brainstorms helped in organizing the stories, whether 
you see any differences between the way the brainstorms were organized 
and used for the stories, and how you thî  the br.iinstorm has developed 
or changed between the first one and the second one. I'd like yoû tudy 
these pieces for about 5 or 10 minutes, and then we can talk about themj 

Now that you have studied these two pieces of writing, I want 
to ask you some rjuestions about them. I really would like your ideas 
about them as a writer. Please answer the questions -with as much 
information and as fully as you can. 

WRITTCN LANGUAGE PPOJECT 1984-85 

End of the Year Interview 
(3 students) 

FDctis: Brainstorming 

Interviewees: For each author four interviews will be given: 
Author* a close Constiltant* a far Consultantr Teacher 

Strateqv: 

1. From looldna at woric# has become a better writer? 
How do you know? 

2. a. If someone not in the writing project asked you wh^. you brainstorm, 
would you say? 

what 

b« If someone not in the writing project asked you how to brainstorm* 
vould you say? 

what 

3« a. When you're brainstorming« what helps you think of ideas? 
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-2-

b. Hov do you organize your ideas on your brainstorm? 

c. Are there other ways you could brainstons that we haven't talked about? 

d. (Present 3 blank brainstorm pages) Which of these brainstorm pages have 
you used? Do you brainstorm ideas differently for each kind? If sot how? 

4. Nhen thinUng and planning for a piece of writing, is it helpful to write down 
and organize the planning for your ideas on paper, or is it just as good to 
keep the ideas in your head without writing them dam? Hhy? 
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-3-

Devolopnient: (Now let's look at the writing] 

1. a. (Present early work) What do you like about this piece of writing? Why? 

b. tPresent later work! What do you like about this piece of writing? Why? 

c. (Present early and later woric) Which piece do you like best? Why? 

2. a. (Present early work) Do you think the author used the information from 
this brainstona when he wote this draft? How do you Icnow? 

b. (Present later woiit) How about this one - do you think the author used the 
information fion this brainstorm when he wrote this draft? How do you know? 



(Ptesent early vrark) If the author had not dona any written brainstoraing 
before (s)he began writing) how do you think the rough draft would have 
been different? 

(Present later worJcl If the author had not done any written brainstorning 
before (s)he began writing, how do you think the rough draft would have 
been different? 

(Present early work) In this case do you thixOc most of the information 
from the brainstorm was used in the story? 

(Present later work] In this case do you think that oost of the information 
from the brainstorm was used in the story? 

(Present both early and later work] Now. comparing the two stories, how is 
the brainstorm from the beginning of the year (indicate early work) 
different from the brainstorm at the end of the year (indicate later work) 7 
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b* Zn terms of the form and arrangement of ideas? 

e. Hov about in terns of content* or what it's about —• what kind of informatior. 
it has? 

d- Bow is the brainstorm froa the J^eginnijig of the year different from the cne 
at the end of the year in terms of its usefulness for the rough draft? 
(Probe) 

6. a. Next year if your teacher aslcs you to write soaethiAg, but doesn't aslc you to 
\ise a brainstem PA9e« wuXd you use one? 

b. you veve writing sosething at home* like a story or letter or something* 
would you use a brainstorm page then? 

c. How do you decide %rtien to use a brainstorm page and when not to use one? 
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APPENDIX P 

MANUAL OBSERVATION OF WRITING FORM 



Will HEN LANUUAUE PNUJtl'l lybit-tii 
CODFS! /// - erasure RR - rereadlna. silent or oral CHILD: 

OR " drawing RV • revision (change In text) nccMpruEP. 
IS • Interruption lollclted ST " stop and think 
lU • InterruDtlon unsolicited SV • lubvocallilng CONTENT; 
R • resource use T » teacher Involvamnt 
RT • related talk OS - out of seat 

. "T - unrelated talk - w®'chlnn^gl|se^ver. , DATE: PAGE: OF: 

STARTING TIHE: 

NUMBER CODE OBSERVER TEXT SUBJECT TEXT 

NJ 
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APPENDIX G 

WRITING SAMPLES AND FORMS FOR CINDY'S 
"WHEN I FOUND OUT THAT MY DISHWASHER TALKED" 
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• Date I 

'Srciit^sfo'/tn 

^¥pJorlCin^ T'i-tJe : yijh'S/iX "fcD^i^iJ c ui~ 

: i'na.f y^'>^ '=^^s/) 

; ^ ^ 
y. '"̂ *-2̂  ̂ ^ ̂ /I ' V/ 

^ V 

Bncli'na }3^ SUiMâ  'I-TtJ 

UM.â  
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S3 

a 11 - the Sa yti S 

fcx. hf̂  'na Z)/<5/7 ,jŷ ŝ6 

he/y7,r^o D.is(\ 

e/? -L -t-n/j iO d nn •h i'h^i' if 

VJlno:t iA/a5 /V? /A e c  ercr<:  

JOJJ hah T Aĵ —i=<^ aH fh £.  C2/5£^ 
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U2U!£122̂  

W m 'fa 
't'lixl C ( 

ur J out -  f^a- t  i^y  

(Xw// (j/â  Uhk&Â j fy*w. /y^t^yn^, Stt trJ. VMJ,J^. 

gAg-* Af<tVt<g/. 

—>.t/;2^ dlei^^. \t hJJcn •>zP ,jĴ  ̂

tan, A V̂  

Not̂ A" 

\crA 
IjUiC' -. f (TA. 

JLuJudfajoAsdu 

 ̂ â/Aj 

rĵ jy JLef̂  (fL Ca/I^ ikî  

Aĵ -t 

hikp 

ĴZil g?#̂  

•—!>T.. iHf̂ ^̂ aĴ  tAjrxy^ 

&&L—02laa»Ĵ  

• tcid. /yû  

f/ fÂ JA /̂ J/r>Û  

o(jttL JiL> 
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/7':̂ r.̂  4̂  ?2ff̂  

.̂y' ̂  t̂oLxL Jzoyrt̂  JlSĴ y 

f cmnJL 

<̂Tt ymjiy Jyi*/ 

gyui/'j Juj?^ 

Aey 

&u oû Â . 



CODES /// 
DR 
IS 
lU 
R 
RT 

erasure RR 
dcnuliif; RV 
Interruption nollclted ST 
Interruption uneolleltod SV 
renouree use T 
related talk 

Video tape f 

rereading, silent or oral 
revision (chnnB* In text) 
stop and think 
subvocallilne 
teacher Involveaant 

Audio tape f_ 

(iundier Coda Observer Text •—iC®5i*4̂  Subject Text 

Lo AxxJm 
wVsjcA, /r̂ jiAAJ-

dLjî ĉ a* &Tr\̂ \AA\>cVi XLXISL \ 
nfty "'ixk.fnq dljhuoaiKcî  
(VI y di'shusajKeî  , , 
LOKe»A X-^oui\d out cllshujadier 

-puio 
S'Ca.ĉ ui.t̂ v'n • 

couJd "hxlK " 
©VI tof UJOULO^ 

- for  Y-H« sWjf  

cLseAA.>eH^ 
UOauLSd tJL ^r\tjui "iJfKAJUU cLJltAtM^ 

v̂ ÂtTvo-tei/Trt pexaca ..dnA<M, •cxuz 
-Ct\JUL CtiJitM/td" t^iXf-O ' . 

QixoAivut/t a,a^ : ~L(/\juut' djJfaA 
,ai»tA^ 0 01 

0̂ a*!ujtA - OJtXi "t/Ojf 
O'rya. . " 

no/ 

l/>VO 

- v£..tXf a(»rr\J(/Or>JI?^ 
rrytOj^ ^y\OJuAo. />\eur. 

•flf Ob&A>U>ti - ottel dxiAsUj 
to 0U3 " 

~ijO IAJUJ^JU , CL^Zti^ 

leitlLAXivŷ  *̂ LOh£*/t ..." 

>̂ AÂ /v%d't6vrt v.̂ |Lo> ''l<OJu/>« 

Researcher 

Context 
6iAw6«iw 

(VS. 

iTAXUi/n^ QfiVuii«A/v̂  

Dot# lojwlR^ Page 

Starting Tine > -MO 

or 

to 
Ol 
tVJ 



rnnrCf /// - <>ri>«iira RR •• rereadlna. silent or oral CHILD! 
DR - drawing RV " revision (change In text) prctanriirB^ ^ 
15 • Interruption solicited ST • stop and think ignS —^ 
III - IntarruDtlon unsolicited SW • subvocal Izlng CONTENT: 1 j T a , •XI y^i>, 1 fiS) AXJUxT" 
ft - resource use T - teacher Involvement -f- Q 
RT - related talk 

Video Tana: f Audio Taoe. # VAIB: ^CF: :i 
STARTING TIME: c^.'|0 

NUMBER CODE OBSERVER TEXT SUBJECT TEXT 

.jStyttir^vA : Orr\a u>/\f/n /rwojyjJ 

otccd • (L(*'L(̂ eyo do "tlxtj dxaî m. . 

ijo Untah iJUt. « vj O. 

fl/.+ 

cUAj . (Ca/M 

f jOctXd ''t^cct Looudd ..fiAJoLoJbiu hojayu 

V ActtJDnn MjjXf oAA*L^^ 

inr-jn JIOA /n\o hjijj'-

otuiAuxuJua AeUd iOSt 

• 

' /  — - f c i v A A J L ^  

Oh ô cÛ uxî  

/!«y ItJ/vfa IJ »JJ g<-J 

OiCyidM ooitjS ..UjDOUX/ŷ  

R H . 0 . 1  ^  

jt̂ O/ŷ Xid. Jbooio olajduaJ 

CXt/y\M ^ ^ Por\iU>ft^ Q/V\alAUC4 IKTÔ  

/rr\tLrtJ<JU 
i-OO-til-AjUJ . # 

N) 
tn 
oj • 
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: Date i ^ 

i 

j Sr<a/*''JS+0Ki^' 
I 
I 

"^JorkUj "Ti+U • Whe/fX -foiLnd Qut. 

i-hc<.t '^^'s/iWCLshcr-

: O^j- j  '  ^  / I 
= Luhĉ  

Ŝ iî  
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Q ^ l l  e  S a m t .  s i - o i - ^ s .  

fcLk^'n^ DisA \A/ck^^ 

L 
•̂ y Diŝ  ut/<x5̂ ẑ  •̂ y Diŝ  ut/<x5̂ ẑ  

\ ̂  U/^G/7  X - f t^u^^ OCtJf '  / ) t^h \A 

asA^/^ -haHei 

\ 



APPENDIX H 

WRITING SAMPLES AND FORMS FOR CINDY' 
"GOING TO THE TWIN SISTERS" 
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B.r̂  

D:€/̂ û >̂ r 

/ 

^ts^Agy? ),/WA<g I °Lc-̂ aptfi9 I Ew«(;rt 

7V/iwa 

!n K 

Lcu/r,. 
V' 

b̂dS£5fc;,j22JLdSP 

Stutun̂  

OTVcJi 

,r 

k̂ r'̂ v 
J i'ctW/. 

ff \Mf\eJ\ <̂ acr̂ . iuKe<-

•( 

J— 

going i^  "/•<€> 

-  ̂ T> S /97/3/> /r* ̂  ̂ 
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4 
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'1, 

• ' R' ' JL. UJ 
\S>Ot/>̂ y' Xcr̂  KJlu-C ZZJ 

)ciyu <rv' jP-gA 

't.hsic y0̂ ^̂ l£/ftM~̂ --:ĵ  

ĉ /̂yuX. /yyî r ..q^ay/ i(,/^>>ii ler' 

f̂ T" .î XS3r''̂ Jĉ ŷ , 

t-,pu^j-A(̂ UAK̂ cM tx̂  

UyOĵ yUc Mxjl ujr;̂ -j uK Urdt̂ A-

 ̂ LaĴ  

/itajJiS'. ciunCln̂  ̂

Uo-̂ -Cyyŷ  

£el(i^ed hy O/nd^ K (X'-'-^^ "^oh^ 



APPENDIX I 

WRITING SAMPLES AND FORMS FOR CINDY' 
"MYSTERY OF THE GOLDEN CAT" 
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1 I , APR. 2 1985 „ ' 

I ' h , T i t l e  •• nn.iysĥ  ̂  ̂ fi e 

SE Hing A ._/fe.r. . Q<JdiA.y/..<ZU.nf̂ , 

t^Kerec 

Uy/>; -htr 

:• - art nnjfci 

;:̂ ho îcic \J chriŝ  

/I 

"f/dn '• yVi y/ ^oc7 ^ hio \4^ 

ep^.o^t-^hefor .M.ifilc 

r^m^jKs t-h e^ c a. r 

Bv\ 

S: 
'/'j9 ' tA ̂  Ĵ -̂l- â , 

f 0 U n d  

Ĵ ah CL y ' 
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i7(xaeS 

© lAiM sJ 

u/ord 

'C.oln/^c^ 

'^amf I 
4̂ -. 
^35 

'; SoQzn I tT  

'Gc7̂ -̂otk<̂  

SI 

1 75 Ŝ ' '' 

\Huy2î  3 l l  

lAiL 

! 0}^}l>le 

2:12. 

! cAwicĥ  

3^7 
)0̂  

'i3JM1a y 5'5' 

Mt, m 

j -^r  P /  r -  t l  Gc)  c i r  y  ^ 

Ei^t f€d 

Si^ in  c.̂  
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—) (^ I th 'o / iarv  A/l/zi; d:cf tnnrt /^s /  

f. f ^ . 

< 3 . 7  ~1 
3Ĵ  \ 

y 

, 

i 

1 
i 

1 

1 

1 1 • {  

1 

; 

1 

i 

1 
1 1 
1 
1 1 1 

^ria,£jf fna. E Y 'h/̂ e=̂  J ^X'h^<K Ŝ lhir̂ a. . 

FJy+^j • ) i i 

C l a u T  

1 

L • • — 
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u;gRb BAA;IC 

Da-fe : 

DEC 12 PM 

rppic  

fiJouv^S. Y^rbs 

Qo a o l  lofion 
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o • 

•  ̂(̂  

dJi£- /n£̂ cjLj x̂-cCt jLt̂ uyî  ̂

jir- /'u>t̂  M'~'L,d̂ ix-,'3̂  QjtyiXoy' iter' 

./lc^- Jut̂  yOt̂  jeAc, /rvz-̂ -'cî '' ^— 

.tf2<r?'>û  <JU-"̂ r<=A.wî »<3tf2. icr-

'̂ .UrtJi ^̂ :rL̂ :Lt.yyt/ CaX'. 

CA/Û  —  ̂ /Or'hiCrî -JUî  -̂ eS, 

JUAjb. 

Ocut,  ̂

izcr .̂<tX itx/L. 

Ĉ -t. 

G s?-'C?Lt-rv̂ '' Cesufc "" "̂ Z C<5V̂  t̂/'Zc(̂  

JIAJUuvl- '(X>j<̂ iĴ  

Â  Ĵ tÂ â nn̂  "̂ hc 

'̂ >C/Pt,>e\ ̂  
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123 na 

iiis 

Q.'CyyvZ. . / 3 s s  u j A - c C ^  

%J AxsĴ t̂ 

i/i, CK Coyû  ̂

x) hjL >̂7z,ccaî  

JÛ  jî AAÂ  SbiJ2ẑ  J§> . 

j\ĵ  

cw:: ^ 

</ 

V̂Xj4î  CxryriSL. i €̂>tlA\jL 

0-<r)'y\XJt{ 

\jl̂  ir AM- . <5C • ̂ iie<.xCt:Ot/XSL. 

" JVLa-*, JiaJx, 

yt CL. /uu- Â vw) J\Zâ  /PX^i'\.<^ 

Â xjr-
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]tPR2ai3SP 

ff 

IcAt̂  
cf • if<ŷ <Ẑ  

OLtuî . <c«naû -

iv'lU&C- ^ 

''ll fft̂   ̂ ctÂ X̂  LV"̂  

Ccuv\̂ ' cufû  <&r*i',"" 

. Ssi) ̂ CKJ\̂  , C-C.-'̂ i-'sĈ -̂

' JS/>̂  /C<«-u --̂ Z-C, 

/s-i,. 'IjtXizĴ t.i/i.̂ ;. ( 

-4. . ' If} 

' "̂ /̂g </-- -̂ 2--s-3a-̂  ̂

: : ^ X ; U r ^ J C . < y < - ^  C<3L/»-u.-̂ '̂u/ 

HCru, 

'{ 
k̂yÂ x":̂  

V 

V 
iAsZnj' 

. CX̂ 'IC.  ̂h/Xie:̂  

 ̂JlckJI:- Jbnji, 
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S3 IStS 

tyUjt'yyJL̂ ĴX/ 

Vt  ̂
Î zJk Mj 

Ẑ 2-

XZ-Â t̂q̂  ûolJŜ  

dL/SlUt_ >'?'L<S-'>;KẐ C-̂ a— JG >feuC.̂ -̂

Ĉ Aj~L̂ /t2̂ J -

ĝ.rf'i' tSLyusJS 

"̂(̂ izy d̂ yruA .d̂ ê .yrJU-C/-tyy 

,/'n̂  

Ĝarcrcf cĉ -ĉ  t/-û i.x.n̂  

/t̂ a,/Z4ê  -̂ uz/\jL. fit, 

CÔ  /''<A ĵX  ̂ ĵdlz 

40<̂ <̂J . ACi^lvv; 
''t̂ y/LcCir- eX̂  r-̂ t̂snAy 

fue ŷ 
/ ' (K̂  caM'djijî  dtdtr  ̂

'Ô  ĝ ŜsAx, (lade'!' 
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•ftaoDw 

<S^/' 
'̂ IAĴ  Ĵ Auruf̂  

J(̂ iĵ  UJrt̂  •'MjltyaXAŶ  

lK>t- 4̂ âjt/l̂  '̂ UAi:̂  lA.̂ €tJî  

JiJti. UJ-kdAev îA>L̂  ô i»̂ a>' Ûin/̂  

JU<Ĵ t̂.<Ttxyru/' 

9̂n€̂ ca:C 

UujLô  -̂ #1̂  t̂AjUkJt, ^ggg<y 

.Sidt- u,̂  

21^^^ y/W 

'' 6&ĵ  û /̂C. JLtJâ  

^  ' ' " { j t r .  Z A ^  r  

-jur̂  

cXifiid̂  ̂ cutlM. CJiÂ â  

Ir̂ Stĥ iî ofniiiô  auftJi 

n̂ x̂rtî  X -̂tfh: cLfutAdU/ 
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y.-' 

w (»S3 

''d d.'Crvt -jUudr 

Cfljf .CĜ  . jS-iSkjÛ  

{JLTAMJ-jl- (/ĵ fpf'Jd /̂ CL̂  

<69ti^ "n̂ -ẑ ' S/ujXa!' 

At.e/̂ y 

/UftL Cl>eL̂  

 ̂JxÂ  : hĉ  Jb̂  Ĵ ' Ajt̂  

t̂/*tâ tSt̂ 4L̂ !* '* CJi/t4̂  ijtSuĈ  ̂

tA/ZL̂  ̂

M/IjlJ]'  ̂
*HCnĵ  ctd̂ iuJÛ  ̂  A/9̂  jttt̂  

 ̂ JUjl. 

M̂ ct/iĵ  UJ7:uĝ  Ztfiojt 
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Mr a 

\ 

w ' « 

Iriĵ  odroî , 

(X JiJUl̂  yĈ CL̂  

Kti CS(UĴ ->cÂ X /E/CL-s*!̂  f̂cb— 

q̂ gjLUa. Znjî  ̂ ( 

-̂(ŷ l/̂  

OÂ \̂  .tfT •; 

l̂!Ĥ 9î  LOÔ L 
 ̂ "ZX, €Ul40it̂  

lae-

— w UM/IA M̂L- OJULpt-

UitfT' jC>'€A/t̂ »̂ i£cuiJi 30itŜ Ciî  ̂

a/t'VŜ  dJlAJUt̂  

"̂ A-eyyŷ  ffl̂ Ct 

V>2.cfe<ŝ > Ĉ x̂ TTLe. ̂  fcĉ l3l4̂   ̂

rTuSÛ i 

ÛtOL fKî tiiC M̂ Uir 

Jks. 
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'l  ̂

d̂  ocyf/if't̂ x̂ ĵtml 

MJ/itJL, ^Uiâ  wî  JltoiĴ iat. 

Zyî £c Jloaî  

'CA>7>b«2_ ŷ OrXÂ  CoM̂  JiOAAĈ  

. sUntf̂ m  ̂ QS/iiâ ' Urtauẑ -̂  

JUlAM!̂ - Ac^ 

^ fc C<? Xi/ ' 

Mf 
Î tiucâ  >a<kJdy 

'2jjLr. 

fV̂ re  ̂

'̂ LS./̂ £̂  .<sir cyâ  

aju/̂ f*' 

Q/lJuJZy <A.cy-ry  ̂ 0:«aA«»W.| 
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m f 

Hjyyri, L̂ ĉ̂ xJ 

"ijvu - Cicĉ  * ' 

â yyici 

Urt/yxk̂  

ŷvucJ MytyXJU jbjl/~Li'\̂  

^ .̂ jtcJ Jb-'y-'. 



iinF*. //> B oi-.-Kiirp nil " rurcadliiu. silent or oral CHILD: (j/iaAu 
OR - drawing RU - revision (change In text) nceFBorHrn. H ' 
IS " Interruption solicited ST • stop and think 
111 • InterruDtlon unsolicited SV " subvocallzino CONTENT: UjAiltiif]-• t/At 

uT.u,>.a.wi.« vitoMtt. 
STARTING TIHE: j :*/()-

lIl'ilBCn CODE ODSERVER TEXT SUBJECT TEXT 

1 

a. 

5r 

/f 

( 

At̂ MAy h> J 1 

'"4̂  - 'T̂ 'U, /TheJ-CfU 

 ̂ (yjt JuAJ iyurCAzAj 

5 RV-n\ 

nv-m 

CAC  ̂ cajt 

'̂VU/>\.eL i ĴtLCyn kAirlAi 

(yjt i/T' J\JL̂  yt 

s 

(> 

ŷX/yieuda, toAAt Û '̂OiL 50 

(̂ ffKOuJlX̂  ĥ cu*Jishrt,tnjt/)f̂  skjujt. 

' 0 

7 15-KT -trJAja -fo /tc; £L 0mcf- . 

/f . "7lo'he*r 

- itb o 

l̂yjwClO — 3̂  oOjfoC 

cuf̂  sAjt, hociê  ccû  â aC. 

S 

9 
//> 

/f/f 

5r 

/f 

/OA/̂ û  (ĵ ukda. -T̂  

Ctnuu/Ma \S/ujjh 

W 

/i 

/?/1 Ui/AeÛ  un̂  

(jirÂ  MM. (yputao -

ôit to, îLzAsS> 

ĉ to-ê  ynuyC cl'>\̂  yLCo-jî  cnuâ . 

to 

a\ • 



rniiF*. /// = ri.i-.iiie Hll •> rctcaJiiia. silent or oral LIIILU: 
DR - drawing RV - revision (change In text) rfsfarcheB- j -
IS " Interruption solicited ST " stop and think "7'^f , 
III - InterruDtlon unsolicited SV - subvocaltzlnq COHTEHT: !i)'i\i 
R " resource use T " teacher Involvement 'T/ . ̂  ^ 
RT - related talk 05 s o( «eot+ — : 
UT . un<e,0W WIc 

STARTING TIME: l i ' / n -  , P - D r >  

NUMBER CODE OBSERVER TEXT SUBJECT TEXT 

;3 05 4t)JLfoa- -h 7So-6l^ • Jli,' 

/f UJ y îXa. yfuttV p̂ U/U  ̂

ccc/-'  ̂ceut 

JyXcLuO  ̂

0\AJ(̂  ^ 
^OUyfuC 

^  ' • u J A ^ f "  

1̂  

A? <a/ CO(joj- skû  

AA/OAda fk̂ Px̂  Sn J/k/O \ 

dt >00,  ̂ " 

" \̂ ^Aju yfiUA-atjkf:- <>i 

lb 06 ĵ /urup OyfyMit̂ jUcL 1 /tTioXlAUUa 

OMiO  ̂

a 

( / G ' d ^  
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/' 
/• •• 

b)9, iiiM Title • 

/Vil.v'.'i : 

zTorrri 

' r  3 3 3 3 7  — = : - •  — ^  

Sefilnq 

VJhen Uyin'-h-̂  ̂ .  . . L . . . . .  . ,  

; . :  • . . .  

(̂ ho (f j'yv) $ i-cKc y cJî '̂ i  ̂

f (  ̂

fi[C^hn TA-6 Y f^iic\y\y 

y r M k ^  Cccf̂  VV , 

 ̂1/ £/Ce r/u«/Ĉ ^̂ n̂  

....'% 
/ ĈOLr̂ d<> ^ne^,'c<tfrt.T 

• / - - - - - /^- « • • . 

A-Tv^ 
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s§ [ 
Âa. /Tisû cjL̂  '̂ hĵ  JjÔ  !t>-\juŷ  

;fer- he/i. jL̂ t̂ <..̂ ê  QjinX̂ u /te-

Jv̂ t/ /irû  jtiAju /̂ 2,2-c«Z-<ŝ  .̂ fe— 

A2Z<rmî  JLcJfeciÂ v'e-sa; :4cr-

ĵia--L.S /64̂  ĝ .cflj'dj.yyi/ CcĈ . 

Q/uiâ  — ̂  
v̂d̂ ilAjir-î  ̂ •A 

Obû î  ZLr-̂ " ctUJ ayŷ J Ĥ JlL, 

IllJa ctynA 40nj-̂ L̂ ,̂f.'Ô -̂̂  

•̂ujcẑ -' r̂̂ U- M<̂  ikcCk 

"izcr" j6̂  '̂Crt̂ A'̂ VL'' 

Ccdt irÛ  Jiê ta- cZ/y\̂  -̂ lAjurv'uP' 

ô KKTOyŷ , 

M/''lJi/,0'O-̂ ^̂ ''̂  -i:̂ ' •. 
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T7Z 
"/SSFF 

QJUXAĴ  d'tryyz.'Ẑ  eĤ rxjiJ ^ sJ? . 

d Ĵ U/7lck /3<\jU-( 

\rÂ y . 

^ .hc p<yiJjuy\^ Cayr /9n,u.ai^ 

ŷ û Tŝ  ' jiajtiẑ  



fnnec'. /// = »r.i<iiro RR - rercaillna. silent or oral CHILD: 
DR - drawing RV - revision (change In text) bf<!FABCHEB-
IS - Interruption solicited ST - stop and think RESEARCHEB. J 
III - InterruDtlon unsolicited SV " subvocallzlna COHTEHT: ! nA !,: J.: — 

STARTING TIME: S-' IS 

lUHBEP. CODE OBSERVER TEXT SUBJECT TEXT 

1 
t 

J r-

05 

y Jaa/ JtorJ^ 

^gssac" 

<̂ /tJLo O/mô  ̂ pAfitA i  ̂

ff/f UJjJJL 

^ kj^." 

s 

(. 

1 

/5 

6r 

r\f{ JjJt jUf̂  ufvat̂  i " 

li/kat î 'acr- tu> -h) 

•koru " 

' a c A t - ' '  

^'CU^dji^ca^/"Ss 

j u J / ^ e O r ^ o t A A .  

 ̂cect: " 

njJ, ci(r̂  JLtu/nKT-̂  

\̂ ijJr 

drV .JyJiÂ  cfiXKj c/" 

7 If'2- dkur^ HAJIAJU 

CJUMÂ  <4̂ ^̂  aiW 

75«y ' 



rnnpo in • prasure RR - rcrcadlna. silent or oral CHILD: 
DR - drawing RV - revision (change In text) npetflBrMni.' ^I'.l 
IS - Interruption solicited ST - stop and think RtSEBKtHtK: ; yr-r 
lU - InterruDtlon unsolicited SV • subvocalIzlng CONTENT: li AilT^ yZJof/fJLf̂  LCcA 
R • resource use T « teacher Involvement ".j ) 
RT - related talk <»-'»«•. TTAi^i/V<4.' ^ 
OT .U«rda4«l-WK video DATE, J^/So/SfFACE: i OF: 3 

STARTING'TIHE: 

NUMBER CODE OBSERVER TEXT SUBJECT TEXT 

? 

1 

lo 

R 

10 -̂ zxJUc \aLhAy'̂  

SMAM.' "/̂ Gvd. ^ 
' • u 

"v/f ̂  

tl 
U 
IS 

K.iy/y 
RU// 
K 

JLAjOM/O At, , j9uXo ynjOT  ̂
C4SKa/̂ A£o /5s i 

ix> 
/yf.eu  ̂ i)ta(A/T^> 

/xm/r-̂  '̂ J 10 

IS 
10 

5/ 

[0 
/̂ V(// 

dĴ  
JlA0LOt» . ? OjJcf̂  -̂ku^> v/^>.. CJUmjh nJ(̂  ̂ CAAJ  ̂'4/. 

n 

h 

h 

IS 

R-ViJ' 

A 

(yA cx 

(i/\ayK^6  ̂ d^^AA/̂ -iro dlAJtA  ̂
(P  ̂ 5" 

\)(0<AXjrmy o/TfL  ̂
Ufi-uL M/ 

11 . 
uti 
21 ST 

r?\/ Odd  ̂ lr\}xpht/*̂ —' 
cUnf̂  uh I 

hia  ̂ /TMv  ̂" *'>3T" 
21 ^SOAcJI 

v/ /b^wr»  ̂ ur€/u. l̂/j. 
Ktf fH. J SCM  ̂ î CrAy 



CODES: /// • erasure Rl< •• rereadlna. silent or oral tIMLU: 
OR - drawing RV - revision (change In text) nc«c4BrueB,' i.fO 
IS " Interruption solicited ST - stop and think i ^ ^ — 
lU • Interruption unsolicited SV •> subvocallzlng CONTENT: (//amW/ CgK "^il^JTaaA 
R • resource use T " teacher Involvement A V Q 
RT - related talk 06 * «u\e^C€aj- — 
UT » u«,r«»atei VAo ^ 

STARTING TIHE: 

NUMBER CODE OBSERVER TEXT SUBJECT TEXT 

sr 

. " (OhMJ." / T ^ • 
" K/AM. M/ncW, ̂  Stnnsi/î  

î̂ iajohJUÛ  
ZS 

a.h IvJ 

 ̂ Oudd̂  j CAiû  4t) 

•'OoutriwL- Wy»0 

 ̂ dô  i " vSfuV/' Cĥ , 

. •' c<nDn/<//xĴ  

on 

V 

S{v^-

" S<{lW { [ _  

^' •^1 i"j(- iyr^V\s/i • 

. ' OUto 

M/A<f Cuixt̂  hujJg/i. " 

'• fyiXXaXeijL> ̂  
S-cctjL QJ y9oc>kĴ . 

ujfntwf- vpLi. 

dJjLiL'J' MẐ LOW MUO 

<3L^30I/€, 

tJ'iA 



284 

•̂uJAv̂ juJ" 

''(AjkiAX, S 

($jy  ̂

"  ̂ Ûrr̂  /TMv̂ - SVtĉ  CAû /' 

''CAaa^ . Ĉ ATK̂  . " (70̂  

ur̂ ^dy  ̂
ôm! S{v-̂  • 

0̂  arur̂ oju scuJ <̂ CfL4f̂ ĈÂ  O'î  

 ̂ ** (Ẑ d 

i(j-pyouy (̂riĴ  A/MCf" 

/isA*_ O'iiĴ Û̂ cCjU 4̂AiL Mjĵ  

Of- '-ML Liowt̂  f̂XiJCc/̂ . 

(JjjgjLt/f̂  Aitwtm/- ooâ ĉ  
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Wf ^33 

SUtir 
Amaoiaa-

KJ zt Z/Ẑ  

L>tjlX Acajz, uir 

 ̂ KX̂ -uĴ  

JL/̂  

X'̂ V r̂i* 1̂  

eij§̂ tc:Jcip'»''̂ ^̂ â  

(k-Azjt̂  yyLc3i/>rzjL.j9--' 

T̂̂ IA, (1.A/IX.A2̂ J — 

O y >  ̂  ̂ *> I i 

 ̂u cJĉ  Ul/-̂  
-yf̂ rJẐ X̂  Ct^£wic6c 

'̂\rjdLL tjû  /yf-cttzr̂  

./fê  Jj'<.,<UZytrisi,eLJ:Ŝ  

^̂ est-ces/ /̂ <i4W; 

<sLâ  

C-L̂ tX̂ Â ŷ k̂  KK/2̂  y?!3̂  jLĈ -uJ 

(:X. e3y<̂ iAjuyî  « 

''o^ .^.rd^L C^;/' 
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•fcaofai# 

<:h.M'̂ >€t̂  ŷ cai, 

ĉ ~AS-7\̂  P-̂ l/yî '̂. 

b-vĴ  t</-e-

jisĈ  l»J4ul̂  ŝtJî  aJruî  OLtC'tŷ  

''' 

'{/'C-. 

zX >̂juî  "Lh  ̂ -̂ 2<!̂ W 

B ut Jb̂ '̂tf̂  UL/̂  

•'̂ "̂̂ /tid'̂ ĉ ŝ  cXtuz-ĉ  

CX/A<^ 7^-^ '̂ yî i/vr\fî  

ut 
6o-t̂  - tU><jLC jLeJiiẑ : 

/>riuiUgt̂ rz_̂  
i t 

 ̂ '' M̂ -C07̂  *6̂  /L&-- /• ĵojĈ   ̂

/̂ .̂ rû ' jifT-ry/̂  Ĵ yî  JjULCyJ • 
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^ w ai» 

of Axrŷ  l̂ &uyyik̂  '̂ /loZ  ̂

(2:cd- /i./2̂  oĈ T̂' L̂̂ aousi /Co#Tt̂  

"iXTA^y 
UfAjU\yy uyÔ -̂ Mv. 

/UpyufJû  

v/w fUfTTX" 4icrẑ . ê2.xijj& CAtz<̂ , 

. Aô jL/ 
/ŷ o clcuM Jt:s:̂ c.̂ y . 

, P~/̂  Cicrc;i/*̂ iecia-

y Ad̂  AtŜ Uŝ . ŝẑ cof' 

ouLf-̂ t̂ h" 

lyuj': ^ ^ . 
H'OZi, .̂ (j-J"̂  

 ̂ 19 ut- uJ-Kedr "tJÛ  
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111 



APPENDIX J 

WRITING SAMPLES AND FORMS FOR ROBIN' 
"MY CAT PIERRE" 
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Date / O 
• tOa me. • Am 

OJorkJ«J T?*/" / e •  ̂

rWrr\^ / cx 

SefiJtxe^^ dr\& ^/7 

u»l>ere^/^ ^5^ ̂ 

. ,.V,e« #M.rt 

CL( P:-6c f• •'..jy/f 

5V?7̂ \•r̂ /V 

Ptcjium * .• 

» - -

rc*- a, 6 

"Srf 

isV' 

Bndin 
3 • 
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0 
0 

1 

• 

• '> 

- ..- - -

•• • • 

-

-

* 

1 

, 

!  • • " • - -

• 

\ . • ' 

, • 

• 
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© ^ 
'^nr^* 

g/a&/ffy  ̂ '-̂  

ĵ yyxjLî  -Jdj)̂  - •• C.L 

___7 <:£  ̂ --̂ X JiArwf: 

—=̂ e JC:i(KrZr .yiyn̂  g£-

JU Aŷ   ̂ Ĵ UOÂ  ̂ Sjf 

 ̂ uAhâ —lt/r̂ /̂lt£hAjt . 

-̂ Tvg-f ĉ  j{Â -Ĵ  

jLTtx̂  

.yrr^Y>^ , 

JT̂ t̂ /yyUhiŷ  JljAd • >Wg. 4̂  

ĝL̂ rz?̂  ,t>yT.̂ â >̂vu'v wft/>iy»t 

.yy*/̂ A  ̂,»4ft/|<t 

jy ^ if' n 
-ê â  =̂ ŝ L_JCi&H4?:̂ _.̂ d2̂  ̂

.J^ ^ *' JLM>iiL 

|.p<uv^ « Js(.Â  Aunt. fU/)»_ 

W- jî  

 ̂ nJSUf— " 4f>a ,î g » flJSUf 

.X'̂ —̂idJL t̂-Ln -̂ ff- *~ 

"Ŝ jg/i/Lg-. ^Y— — 

irrrst̂  
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-P. 

! ŷ W Ŝ̂ sesSt̂ L̂' jbf̂  

• I  ̂ •'<'̂  ' cX UA/-e/KC 

'  ' ^ ^ 1  ^ ^ C L r n c L  ĉ  

JLrr̂  cjt .̂ LxÔ  

C,̂   ̂Jx .,•: 

ujyvî  .-53- .iivtko J{iXX̂  .̂qJU 

>rrv-iv̂  •̂ '-'̂  

77'1̂  >̂-u)̂  JÔ ' '̂ xmc  ̂

|,̂ t,̂ -s>«̂ . ..:̂ wa./̂ v̂î  yC<?L;£ 

X̂jL-nJi. 

j , 'f-ASLTza, 

-SMÂ  -̂ -CL̂  -c<5M. -OĤ O-ur- jx-ŷ  

Jkc  ̂  ̂ •' -:̂ 84cU. jLJOfSU 

jjp.ej.̂ * (9ŷ  

«.̂  ijl-̂  jf̂  

I :iP.«Wzje E-Ji'j-K̂  

! • 7̂ 1̂  



WHIIIkN LMNliUMbt: fltUJktl 
CODES: /// " erasure 

DR 
IS 
lU 
R 
RT 
UT 

" drawing 
• Interruption solicited 
• Interruption unioilelted 
• resource use 

related talk 

RR • rereading, silent or oral 
RV • revision (cl'snge In text) 
ST •• stop and think 
SV " subvocallzing 
T " teacher Involvement 
OS •* out of seat 

CHiio.-

RESEARCHER: 

COHTEHT: AoAhtJ "tlklj 

DATE: IIIIK)9̂  PAGE: ! OF; 
STARTIN6 TIME: I raj ' l-S.'J 

NUHBER 

© 
CODE OBSERVER TEXT 

. V fiA>uA£aJo jAjOm 
QÂ  .A>iQa/y\/ jUthxTlt/rg ifxAâ  •tAbJ 

""rhju* dUuâ  iyyyyAjia, Ae/»Lae> * 

Q. 

SUBJECT TEXT 

(5̂ ,̂  
KJ -tfû  ŷ r\J3r̂ ^̂  0 frr\. 

I JS) 0 . _j • t ' 
Jj />vva. . 

—'rruGmT. ̂  •t.cJU /TnsL. 

rti.. .A 

g) 
5 V ^X/o U^aid-" 

<S // 
ofiAo ffAiiTrr, hli^ jSX 

>1 // 
2B 

yjlAeHatA) 

kt.atKii.rt' i-f A>ia./Wiiip»i/Wi vJt.ar}' \^<2n]tn -.•r% 
yUXdb>ŷ  , yj .JjBra'Ŝ  do/miU 

â euXix/t̂  _ ^̂ (jCjsL̂  ujuAt̂  '̂ 'AyuMinA' 

•fo uiuJxj a/p.tJUljjtyj aj&ioto. 

Uytua. 

/̂ iyO-UV}̂  Â ^^jlAjLo a. jd̂ jLuiû  JLliÔ  CVrsJ 
l-ooiel (lA/\tLaj . " 

OnntjÔ Jw t3eM̂ Sy\r,Oî  l̂AJujAsiAK̂  uyhi-̂  (JiXka 
(XAMO^ , 



WHMIkN LANUUAlik HHUJttI lydM-U!) 

CODES: /// 
OR 
IS 
lU 
R 
RT 
UT 

- erasure 
• drawing 
• Interruption tollclted 
- Interruption uniolleltad 

resource use 
related talk 

RR ' rereading, illent or oral 
RV • revision (change In text) 
ST " stop and think-
SV • aubvocallzing 
T • teacher Involvenent 
OS " out of seat 

CHILD: 

RESEARCHER: 

CONTENT: 

- unrelated talk Tape:"?I_ DATE: /O/^MPAGE: Z2. m-. JL 

STARTING TIME: h 'j'tf'.'S - -3-05^ 

NUMBER CODE OBSERVER TEXT SUBJECT TEXT 

0 '5 -Mfy*- -fttJif . LcU, 

<2̂  A/o chouy 

'PJULKjj .Jyul- MUA. 

lenM JOu 
cMjoot â d. , 

Aa. in o—. Lo*.— 

"tLj, n. Jia, , iicxtL a^. diuJ:i9isaut, •. ^fwU 

JLxyexJ 
a.<x.— 

Kkytdhĵ  sĴ  -̂ rvut, 

W 

fiŝ AJUSû  oJH ̂  

c-onAO. tKjie/i -/yujfjhhb 

fi(ri/'i/vŷ  looks •-'JiO*, 

yJi Cj'Sf'd oji Jbô -̂ J d»>̂  

'f)ST 



WHMItN LHNbUMbk fHUJfcLI IStlH-bS 

f f f  " •"« • tlltint or oral CHILOl 
DR - drawing RV - revltlon (change In text) nrepARruMi 
IS - Interruption iollelted ST - itop and think RESEARCHERi 
III > lnr«rriin»lfMi imtalleitad SV - lubvoealIzlno CONTENTi r i O A t j  
R <• resource use T • teacher Involvement 
RT - related talk OS - out of seat , ̂  , .>/ 77— 
UT - unrelated talk yldao TaDei"? " / DATEi /0/>r,//f PACt. 3 Wi J±_ 

STARTING TIHE: 

NUMBER CODE OBSERVER TEXT SUBJECT TEXT 

juijJbAyA  ̂

,oj( jjjifJuJt uuâ ChJ T̂ o ex̂  

. A -. ASjpxaext \ . |>| 
''Thd[i!a i'̂ yhdd •IL.ixat̂  

k ^^Thcrt ok hljct 

• 

K 

^ /ietSita ' 
J CtjUÛ j(XlO''\P • 

vJ "oaxJr /f̂ >-'̂ -1̂  •', S t a < i  — . . y > y \ a j J : t c f  i ^ - U y j f  

• eyviẐ . " 

f<e)l̂ - 7I0 " 

"KaMti " hol'Vifa ihsd'' 

© 

/^. P 'Plo^\ 

 ̂ LeX/> lookyiJ up (htJb»>\ô  

@ ro 
U) 
OT 



rnnre. /// - iira«iir« RR • rerAsdlna. silent or oral CHILD: TSMHA^^ 

OR - driwIng RV - revl»lon (change In text) RterBDruED. , 

III • InterruDtlon uniollelted SV > subvocallzlna CONTENT: 
R " resource use T " teacher Involvement 
RT - related talk OS - out of seat ;——-t —r 
UT - unrelated talk - watchlnjĵ glj.ê v.r. , DATE: PAGE: J±_ OF: Jt-

STARTING TIHE: 

NUMBER CODE OBSERVER TEXT SUBJECT TEXT 

^ a , IOQU r 1 

, ̂  " ci / f  > '  

"K ĵdJu - fieoLT dU) ooA. jojosjl̂  
'' -T)-\su^Q^ -̂ixx>o hu^cL s 

-t>vcf ̂  nouo.  

77'Vĵ  ^ AjB//̂  

-

(̂ OCl̂  tAAJnyC  ̂

- ''JLa 'ihc  ̂ ct '" 

J , ) x 

l/yiXh a p-LA .̂  ̂ N) 
VO 
vl • 
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As' 

"fu jui/insr 

-OL 
"urrrccai 

wyxjl . 

; di • 
W^/^7 jf ^ 

' /̂! f t . .  

. -̂ lUx̂  cZ 

ojff' Qĉ *'-

' •  _ J A > o  

•' 
cX juĵ /*̂  

-"̂  ,>cz\y'z. .̂̂ ciyir̂ cl 

jl̂ '̂  cia, 

-̂ 2̂»©*WZi -AJV). <3C. -f foatxi./! -t . -

\jŷ r̂ 

c&ji\ĉ  jô -cû  

..cjb jtfuxi 

. ̂  4î  -u p--

7"̂  >̂-U)-»v_ Jtô ' ' 

.>9AC# cj2-

juutx̂  .-  ̂

'f'̂  ̂ «-'̂ -e»-̂ «t, yyr>ju  ̂

_r̂ ^̂ y%yourn̂  xh. ,ĵ :.cix 

! •-'̂  ĵijlno - • -Jf |î -ĵuuist.̂  

j Sĉ  , "'f̂ SUiA, 

'mjĵ  -qyo-x̂  

Jr^ -id M. 
.^pZiMJ-^ t & 

•̂ ĉ ix ĵfud/uĵ  ĵ -y\̂ ĉ  

Tbi. JLMMjl 

cĵ  jljkx< J?U/?>t 

j  — n r ^ ' - '  - r  V  

i>Ĉ  ̂ ĉ  .Ak. 

'  ̂xsj\jui. £r<s//' fee' 

• "Tt Z^/ 



APPENDIX K 

WRITING SAMPLES AND FORMS FOR ROBIN' 
"MY FAMILY TREE" 
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• e 

B ra i z'? sfy K î r"~rz 
\ • / " " •"•" 

(̂ orkifij tlf/el/ / 

^ ^ 

\. 
v' 

juackl̂  CZ . 

wko m'orks.s~ ' 

b/u e c/eg ^kc/: 

/^c T̂ST̂ -T ' 
(j-fej ^ 

A^^f^eirroL, fcnCW-faaat 

fx'"5.' '  
i&o :^o oo f̂c  ̂ 5 -
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n/f/'g/. n£ 

(D 

.joŷ ĵl. 

r 
<6<Mlt 

/I >:vp«>̂ >/ 

Tnr •. 7^ 

^ k f t s  ! '9xny9l ĵ  u  ̂

U r̂urd, 

TioiLT a jua. ^fj. J l̂̂ ioynm, /ry^^o-rn. . lr::t<\dn. , \\ î a 
.â ĵ Q/*̂ ng. ua- 6u\̂  jijvi 

.̂ .̂6-:r.' jjĥ  cXi^ j>̂ >̂̂ â/ia!y)f̂ j 

^x^y> ĵcl jî  sil Â- msi 

ijlz 

.̂ t̂) 

beS'f' 

<?g)x. ula=:—-'•̂  yr»̂  ̂ /̂e. \afx/2. 

wntf 
rfr̂ ./har̂  

y'tlâ  ̂̂  

jî  /W*ŷ  njl, jltciĵ  

y(̂   ̂jt̂ rs' 7̂  ̂?rbO>.̂ >ng> 

y.ff-
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1 jte- mJjuL ^ [ 
51 ŷLû  yifnynvt ..oa- J-iUŷ «v» t. rLrtA \ .  ̂ u<7 >• ^— . -

1 

^O'd- '5 .̂ .uĵ  0̂ -XouU  ̂

V. 

a. t!l, utvO Â̂ aAL lO jyŷ j'Â  

7 SLO Q " 

cJL \0 

Ij dXfUL j}yniî \ y>- c}r<»yyL, JLO. ^JUl̂  o. V • -̂  - - 1/ - y uê  

\o 
. 

K 

D- .%-n̂ jal<>. P̂ irotĴ  -Ai. -<aca,Aj»_ Xav-' 
1 " t/ '•' • • ' î a • 
i 

• 
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TTk 
J ' -  .  a ^ D  ^  -ciL AX j O ^ y r J i .  J ; 6 -

•^. ĵjl 

_3.. 7lo/yyy£, ; - -

2 ,  ' . . .  r...".. " -I 

h 



• WltlllCiy Lm«bU/1Ufc iyOH'Op 

*• CODES: /// " erasure 
OR • driwtng 
IS • Interruption lollclted 
lU " Interruption uniollclted 
R • resource use 
RT • related talk 

RA - rereading, silent or oral 
RV ' revision (change In text) 
ST • stop and think 

CHILD; 

REStARCHERt v/WiJ 

UT unrelated talk Tape:"? " "'"̂ '"jlualyttSt. # 

SV - subvocalldng . , . COHTENTi • /Y\ >4 fwrvMLTtf-P 

Ssiirorsir'""""' 
i nl̂ f" ''a6e» j of' 1 \ 

) C«î K 
OrttfOATE: 

STARTING TIHC: 
' • £  

1 
•£ 

NUMBER CODE OBSERVER TEXT SUBJECT TEXT 

Fb/nû  tr̂ /'-sji*. c5̂ ffluaAJiUOtŵ tfAA/ 

wJEIb/kj /JOnxa T5d (laJt. xAfl̂ nO . 

"t>9/va*a, iojyouĵ  >ij ytu  ̂.xi am 
,̂-C/u- *77 -o»v. /JtioTTi , jjtcoxuaa qjo ĵbouj" 

It .\tx 
St 

5T 

ou«jLi> 
7'1 #?.'! lufijL/ -u/itw' 

osuĵ  3 'fect 'o^veafc. 

ioaam  ̂ -is ̂ T«L)rf. 
|L 

:i£i 
 ̂ '> •• • rt - —1"  ̂•M ./lO^ /TLem io 

flja  ̂ 4>Aa ivvciî  jtoom toî  

tdd  ̂ ..'KkCLAVŝ Ŵ  .U/rVito *t3L̂  

1̂  AjtA£A<.ĝ , g-'ĵ iaj-doiiou- fept̂ cftj 

ETtaP - 0 'oi . 'j' joolj «>»'i liul 7â mci<|. 
--/"oiC /•û r»̂ a., 

loxdta. s'f 

10. dojm i/owia 

> 
• •/'«5 

(0 sV 

M. rfloTAo -̂ JJQs/w apfist̂ p-iL.. 
l i  a & u ^ ^ j f « u . » u l u ' ^ w D r f  ( b ,  
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\ fills'/ 

i 5 

(^Krfs 

cof̂  

Vy  ̂  ̂jyryĵ  djxajl. 

"Vluy _BeM'm04ĵ  -g*  ̂

Mm, .•fii£j>- Pu><w JUi/S M- ^ 

Tlour ji <<S "̂' \ ̂  /"̂ "̂  
,/na^v. 1  ̂ f 

jlL. ^ ̂  

%ry}-̂ lffc. 

thudt mĵ -

<^%, Jt̂   ̂ J'-
-r -• 

' XfiW- mcjla.'f-̂  

cpi^e'-.C-ey'̂ ^*''̂  ^2ĵ ' 

(^!C<n,.5>c^ -rcu/«-

•̂/.̂ !)>- jrî  ̂-ŷ jfls-̂ .. f't... -~ 
t 
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0)1̂  

- r  •  

//Ml, 
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A 
jto- .jUjCt' A/n \ 

.''HKŜ -Jt -<i.  ̂

'4 

•Tr\^U. 
iy 

b Do-ct ̂  5/ŵ  ̂0 mlh \ 
% 

s. 

G. 

rn̂  771̂ ,«  ̂5 ̂  

9?l̂  jl̂ -fî -̂ -e .̂-u- g -̂ jiax- -cm^cĵ  

til -^-n 'i.^JUjJilO 

x 

< \v 
>^\ 
\ 

7 SLO 

cl '<̂ ->'n \0 

ĵox̂ ^yxjte. jjooj- -6J- , 

11 

u Stirz-, 
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. .  2  0  0 i ^ h x - i p  %  

\J  
 ̂I os  ̂

"f: VoTTvŝ  V 

c^LeSe 



APPENDIX L 

WRITING SAMPLES AND FORMS FOR ROBIN' 
"MYSTERY OF THE OLD GRAVE" 
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:/)Tnmi.t> Qr-1̂  

Ky 
OJ 
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^2.-00 

(0 

tiyjjjrhĵ j ^ o l f l  ̂  

^ ''ni' yd^ C.L i\rQA—•AtmlkAr/^^ 2^ 
'i>\£kaŷ  .j>̂ - -ifi 

&/.; C,̂  .atjxiul •2&/T?' -yniii. nĵ ,,,..̂  
 ̂"2̂ ' 

.r/. jm± 
<j- Hg.̂ --

•̂ttxf. ,̂t. —yiir\a3̂  ĉ  
V 

,.v̂ ,w  ̂ c<!fe -̂ ty)f =4Z25iir: 

.̂ >u t̂%l'̂ yy4 Vug .jĝ / 

/ -y r .• # V ." Â  / 

-4̂ =̂ . 
PR 1 6 1965 

j(£,U X >̂V>. jlk̂ î b̂ . ŝ ao. .yy>ml/iy\ 
<r/C. • . .,; •. / 

t rU- ̂  uay^n/—~̂ r- //v/u? .̂ C  ̂.ao!/ 

K -y.uu-— f>y 

ms 
-f 

wxg( , tin f - 0  ^  h j j l  (T̂  ̂;>,-; 

ll-!-f-rj- j-̂ ry .̂ ft 
t^ 7^. •.  '  ^ ", 

Tr <r/l"̂ ir,̂  . Ẑ jujua 

'.̂  ja/̂ .̂ am. -

.jC-c  ̂ ••/ 

a l u t  

ill .̂̂ 1: ĵ i-x j>>̂  wT a /i. 

' " • • • '  -  ^  1.̂  ' -uyy ĵzî  ri .-juleoĵ '̂ r 

jfkl,r̂  * .axlju  ̂ dllekya-\ -

at/f( yfruf̂  .̂yj: A*WC 

C/x«><?yê N̂ i'|. p/r/sf̂  •''''f> 
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^ \ h- r, •y ; i- oiay \ 

^ ' 

»y n^JUC^ cjl S'tyr)— 

j)jt ys /?  ̂4-<>-nA. 

y)nojt/h. ^ 
V Q- 2.-' 

ft »7«., .>1/ ul̂ -rta  ̂ 0-»u. 
y>r\s.̂  -jld̂ , (j- ^ 

tZ-Ze. stiô  -0^ 

1  ̂f "̂ f̂ 1 ^ 

L -̂&n. .j:t. (y^a  ̂c 

.a ><La/̂  v/f/i-. 

."t̂ . 

x̂j xd/dlî  
 ̂ -h- 7 -yf -it '  ̂ . a. -f. 

>jjqjla  ̂ —fe< -̂ aatcjo4â  

i i .>Q.3 - - - J^. , j/gWi-
i. / -Zy -TO, >4 

t̂ ilail jta-tr̂  

\.1â CK̂  cJ- fjJ: -Tx̂  

" JL^ .,L.f-}ruM i CL>^.^ 
1  ̂ (jl̂ tly fjl  ̂tiî  'if--im 

 ̂ >4̂ '̂  rX cx̂  -/7r̂  ̂ )r\ĵ -)̂ -̂ -, 



CHILD: ggblfN 

RESEARCHER I 

tOHTEHT: 

CT̂ / {q/̂  miijj " nraff-— 
DATE! PACE: / OF: 2. 

STARTING TIHE! h.iUi- Si6D 

'(UMBER CODE OBSERVER TEXT SUBJECT TEXT 

1 

A 
R« 

RV -»l 

/3-Ift 

uJJiaX v»a urufXî  Soĵ  
ĵ KO.iJLa, , " \A) ̂  , " v/ 

clo*C /tM.d '4Ajajî " 
OmflkA ML, hfnir -/fi dAf boSS 

t̂Uio-u/r '4Ax. oy*-cL -AJL, 

(irH/L bUL 

jeOiJjo  ̂ /lUudS *OJ>^Zc ( vtt, clt̂ ix  ̂
ou/rita O/uL a/<n̂  Sortie*̂  

 ̂ 4n ti mt̂ A^d 
• C*_LZ5̂  W/ atc*jC 

/}Ate/ 1 ' "hryiAŷ t-/-

•</ 

5 

U 

RV 
Kv-in 
15 

^hjL  ̂ •  • .  

J/x̂ AOCa' 
achdy K/MVT SMOL 

' I^'OO fitn yO-fu uftAjC^ 
. p5>i rJK£ /̂r <yr!Lf- /i/urL 

1 
8 
<? 

sr 

RV 

v̂/ -hfd hi\, shjt Un/Jd 3  ̂" OH,' sff SOAJ. 

fĵ tyyimr (7) 4 ur-tih  ̂ i/»AtAj/ /xJ "h-o rJ 

ute  ̂ kcmjL. -J r«  ̂

jLoAoCfe .̂ Jo id 

to 
II 

»5 Oi/cha  ̂ uXhA^d ye. ok, - '^si/Ac '' 
iiy/xout Sf\JtvS<  ̂  ̂cCc cJ ItAffOi. f -

V'lcr '<.L<f 'iOT,̂  <iltJ. "JJxjL t f/i " 
ei-/>/i, w/J, 0 v 

13. 
cS 

M 

AVH'I 

LS 

PV-HI 

jAjOj/ci, t4Xf<djd.  ̂ J f 
doLa /tx- osî ot/ 3/1/ c(̂  
t>j' -" 0-(ay\ St:XCMj 

j-nl/'C.. '• 0 

conr.j: / / /  
DR 
IS 
lU 
R 
RT 
Uf 

erasure 
I drawing 
Interruption solicited 

' Interruption untolleltod 
' resource use 
related talk 

nn • rcieading, silent or oral 
RV • revision (change In text) 
ST •• stop and think 
SV • subvocaUzliig 
T teacher Involvement OS • of etaut reiacea I«IR •tv 

Wk video T.pe:̂ l''̂ "̂iid?rT'.r.. #. 



tlllLO: 

RESEARCHER: 

CONTENT: 6td 

heuitln rtr̂ a-
DATE: //f/iisOMEt J OF; 3 

STARTING TIHE: 

IIUI1DER CODE OBSERVER TEXT SUBJECT TEXT 

IS 

lb -PR 

OT</ SO , ptAjtig or̂  

jĵ AyTJ sd. aĉ  (3A. /w 

Cb-tUiL̂  N cw— 5<J 

4Vvt.y /?v 

n 

St FV-in 
RVWII 

(JMJUO C4><JUU 

jlmxajlc tvt) K urWio o(â  

JAjÔ ILA. dAO 

(Xĥ ui; H'So  ̂ /7ŷ  

c«Ax sĥ cL urt/Aĵ   ̂

jOOAAf (Jh(!iHV-U\ -) L/ *-' 

(W 

<3\ 

sr-K« 

\S 

\tpĴ XijO \}i<KXhor̂  

• cto ̂  

Oi'/fV'/jb (siO'Sf:̂  

i/t\X<r fS'tÂ Ây \d 

/V* /A 4/i'-' at. 

.3a lev-tii 

M'lll 

jiACiM>a 4 

i ptAMi? -tvr̂ d̂  

JÛ Ô dJU> 0/r.eC 4 CP̂  

-hvoi 

3S 

<3 (a /5 

' / 

JlA<KaU> 
h\x. to 'pcJ.tfcf 0Y>/3(L, 

(,s(0' IS sw-/// y 

01 

<21 

f̂ V'tn 

m 

dko.rycA' /nr̂ ĉ HJl i 0. "Vo 

B 
£crjL, 

'̂ AtAe, x.1̂  5 

Unay/u/x̂ tsC i-U yyK4L,̂  

CODES: /// • erasure 
OR " drawing 
IS • Interruption solicited 
lU - Interruption unsolicited 
R - resource use 
RT " related talk 
ur < (MtrelMad 4«UK 

T -
OS » 
vo • 

Video Tape: I 

Kit • rereading, silent or oral 
RV • revision (change In text) 
ST • stop and think 
SV m subvocallzing 

teacher Involvement 
0Ul4 
VJubWtna dvttrier 

«ui nudio Tapat # 



CODES: /// • erasure 
OK drawing 
IS - Interruption solicited 
ju - Intarruptlon wiiollclted 
R " reiourca use 
HT - related talk 
UT *• unrclale' Wk 

lin > rereading, silent or oral 
nv " revision (change In text) 
ST " atop and think 
SV " subvoealliing 
T " teacher Involvetmnt 
0S s 

CHILIi! _ 

RESEAMNERl' 

CONTEHTt OLi 

OATEi V/wTr'AGE." Ji ort3 
h, dta/̂  

STARTINQ TIME I 

lUHBER CODE OBSERVER TEXT SUBJECT TEXT 

So 

31 

33. 

15 
jtamal aifr 

ojolo -h) ouuraatc'  ̂

CAA/jua i aajii-aA£O 

czuĵ l'x 

3̂  

3̂  
3S 

IS 

ts 
kvin 

36 

37 

lu 

c/g 

u 

t 
* t •A.IC 

h 

vfvuca^ac 

utt>̂  -h 

3^ /ivijO 
v afnac,-a<  ̂

-wcjis-mii • 

cay\y c-̂ dl 

• ocul. . gt xajt,-c 

j/\0m'ĉ  , tt\yru' S* paaĵ  

riî zjo  ̂ ^4ofal -yfujl̂  4t 

•0̂  ̂ jbojot ĉ'omâ  

keuhl, .7̂  %/// 
shxaje/ -i-o at̂  . 
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% 

1 6 MS5 

0 ^)Tfc cj- -LlrCa- »^*ii/£u-^ Ji!^ '•^ '̂ 
îu?nZ& '̂ Ou^ dL -O'tML jtojCAiî  •^r .J\a^ .aJui 

jktfxatk 2ilji>- jtkj,7\. jl-t̂ yjl'î  Ql<c— 

-'duixet -clue. 

(̂ua  ̂. q'j-cm ^mc cbt̂   ̂

^vrric- -'̂ î' jtd- -'fKo-̂ r*. . <=-̂  

 ̂ '̂x. 

Jjur<r)>\U-^, , cĴ  .aĵ iet ŵ 
. _ 4  /  - ^ ( ( u ^  M. tu '/ 

, -x r j- t̂am~ jû  jx̂ itut jbl̂  ./yrvuk' 

pi; c/  ̂ thumjl jt 

ji'njult l̂ 'ooptu 

 ̂ ,. jlo jl .̂ amca. -̂ cd >(1  ̂

J^.o-r)r\L.. ci --O^ u9.Lon JLo^Ju î 
••ŝ  *gŷ  v.<rn ' -xaaĉ  

v.u/r,24  ̂ cjl ,ju>.{/j-

-'''vfe- ^̂ LCco-C/Z, .0̂ \r̂ l 

juĵ jf (yii, s(/̂ i£ 

ĉ  CXuZv̂ Ẑ  /'b̂ L jfî d̂ jul -̂ >-n)̂  
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v/VVŵ -'̂  

X-'h >«3L̂ »VK. l̂/Z 

yi-l/lâ u.c>̂  'pl.u.'*̂ , 



tu •- cr.-iiio r.!l - ruicodlri'j, silonl or oral CMlin: 
on - drcwliiq HW " revlilon (change In toKt) beSEARCHER: j/im* haAAfif. 
IS " Interruption sDllcltcd ST •• flop and think ' 'Y 7T """/y  ̂
III • Intcrniprlnn unsolicited SV " subvncalIzlno COilTENT: (Al\jLat^ 
n - resource use T - teaehcr Involvement OniCt'  ̂
RT - relnted t»lk <»' 
UT . Wk V/̂ T/ISTACE: _J_ OF: 

STARTIHS TIHE: f 1 

lUMHER CODE OBSERVER TEXT SUBJECT TEXT  ̂

/ 

JL 
..J-

H 

S 
6 

7 

8 

/3 

ttJIII 
UMIII 

 ̂xw/. •, 

-to 

"to / 

/ 32 ••• -^O (Jdî  ^ ̂ .^rfTZ^ 
\J fftfxJlA ^hlOTL 

•fv̂ . S~/S.\/fiL) -hrtii 

/ 

JL 
..J-

H 

S 
6 

7 

8 

15 

om. lâ jvB t£f 

^ yhuî  
CiM. 2̂̂   ̂

^6'ie^ 

/ 

JL 
..J-

H 

S 
6 

7 

8 

u 
n^Jtn 
«5 

jjtur 
gifhia, AAĵ imuL 13.3. .̂ ' 

• •• Xa oM-
J '̂ OIxC 

^ IfZjuXf^ aynJtx..'' 
9 

10 
n 

fism 
/s 

—'/JLAjCUvt̂  i /labAik cr̂  
jlAOeiC^C  ̂Ut̂ £̂/>W loe*L̂  

U 4̂ uUi k<h»T Sioĉ  IAJ€̂ (̂  C7̂ -ifv!̂  w/-/5^. .jfe.. 

\Z. 
13 

W 

Kl̂  

K\/ 

15 

JUJ ̂  

^ s/u/' f "-t-ofd. /Z£4_ 

15 
l(p 

17 
t? 

m/ 
\5 

RP? 

j(jifi.d4'â  i, "hŝ d-
+0 1 </!. / 

Viffw- -zptiL 'Waht^ 
AtJ Uf<y\k. (/n baak 
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>0-2-

'Jagg 

J /• Wx.u.y j 

t̂,/f\jl v,AV"wî  

-̂ iC/t-

.mijca '̂ LA'tfU-'C. ioia.̂  6̂̂  

J t̂A yî l/lcui.'m. ĉ d̂XtÂ  , 

<rA ot 

xlofjyt . 0-/n£. 

jj"  ̂ui, v-ĵ  st/jû  

o-QiEZ * -̂ "CLC 

y.yyy'.̂ û  .T-̂ î <ĥ ây 

>^ua. M̂ t 

jî  -t̂  v̂  ^̂ jjojuk. ukmm 

-'•^at- -̂ jl>oy>̂  ~-{v^ 

--̂ yisly\ 

'^l' 5^3 - • - •. 

cX -jxjujf: jXu-^ •'̂ yyy-t'ĥ  

yjiyy) t̂ -C .̂ \̂£ynx 

cif̂ tlrz, jl .̂ famst 

•̂o<̂ t̂ \jbl vd(AAaX'((̂ ^̂  ̂



APPENDIX M 

WRITING SAMPLES AND FORMS FOR DAVID' 
"MY DAY AT THE PIMA AIR MUSEUM" 
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# :fS^-
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h. 

? /y/n̂  t̂ytvy, 4̂ jtk̂ r,. 
^ _ i.  ̂ M v*y*eVl—. 

ĉ yrua-'̂  c\j>̂ rt̂ , lyvi .̂, A*̂ gpl<-vJ-

•ilyflaofs 

•<rrAc-, <rtt.<«̂ ' ..'rfag 
dmeru.(/xu 

(Q IfyfnXr "tn^ 
vfcÂ  

JJ •'_ •"l-i,j.'_^ _ '•••Ir f-

.2.'̂  -t̂ ô JrJ/r̂ ' At. 'mû  ̂
^ /f1 a .xiLf-^^-t^ J*"-,/- V ., — A .1̂  'ŝ j', 'jti.câ  ,̂ >6ceŷ  <̂ vk<̂  ĵ j-eo 

/ĝ V m^uu^uin r̂rutfp . /r̂ c 

Vg.iKt/r̂ Ag<̂ -. '<f'-¥T-a- /iTTLJMt̂  4tMA 

âi£-— ûa—ifrm^ada ĵ • fiT -liî  (Ĵ <Sy*r. -btu*. 
tl,a£li d̂ /;cit .tr̂  

is-t- 3j>tc jseijea&!̂ :£̂  

—<iû a:/flpg,fc, <̂ '**i!̂ iji -

.ftdi:e,.̂ &cea'is!—4a«r. 'yyru3t/!ĉ £̂ ŷ <̂ > ̂  ĵ LgyK-î -

'rrioâ .6:̂  &t:,rp. *wi:fô _̂jlm_jl />t»g»orU Jjt i jB' 
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î.nxj'O '/i'-̂ ., 

—baĵ z.llb(it̂ . 

_^—fiisaC, 



APPENDIX N 

WRITING SAMPLES AND FORMS FOR DAVID* 
"COLLECTING BASEBALL CARDS" 
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ocdt* XMme • 

(/Jffrkm  ̂T îftft 

^ 'î h.cri ±/̂  

azÂ . 2̂  

 ̂ /ut.fi,<m/̂  <v/â  bill l ut̂  ĵ /̂̂ ôt-uicrltŝ -t 

i -1p1£̂ .i!î -VJsS '̂,i 

ŝ hikŝ ê  

isetĵ  
— r ^ W -
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lc4<̂ is'̂  

• 

Atf V̂S- JtAi- .OAi-rMJ'̂  

.ag<gfê >er. &lfê  r̂tr̂ r*̂ f-' -acV̂ a'ta-'. • -

" i/iTi i t' T't' r*'"" f*i 111 

f  ̂ * 
fe iUwâ  /wu<Y<̂  4"̂  ĵo-' 

\(? ĵf. -J!̂ . fjrt iL̂ rf£̂  
/  t "•  ̂ I ' / . " • '  ji .  ̂  ̂4 

tiuul '£.,.̂ fc4&€iji.̂  

L̂ IOC .y.̂ /̂ /ê  

T.? jsitjiy 

<̂g<Viiafe 

J/ 
<Wt/)fig. mtiĉ  .gyjî  /faĉ Cy 

^̂ au/â £. *y>ime, 

'̂ Vy/v "î V* ̂ r 

f̂ ri \  % ( j a x i ) -  . x u v i r ^ ^ r t i  

"T^.tn/Xj'/ĵ -. Aî  .S't<>'\̂ ><̂  \ajz^^ J A»̂ . Intlf.i. 
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_(0'yruy 

SM f̂ky xAi-ut 

— , - 7 V r A r & g > . ^  •̂ ie€.-..̂ auos,̂   ̂

in̂  fttof u'a<, ap. 

J3i!UiL -.,̂ a.yv̂  •̂ ct/:fi'c4̂ 'at& . 

' jdnaa •a.yt^^  ̂ 'x̂  •̂ .v.t--̂  

ft/ ajjfĥ .  ̂.d̂ -f- -."̂ rf-w '•̂ r̂ t.f/.t -a«̂ z<i4a-
' t • 

/r - irfain/ i -̂ĝ '/ŷ  /tjy.<faŷ  ••̂  .A' 

1?y.»6d#sk_̂ #;dKfc_-222A 

?̂K>Ĉ  7. /W-



CODES: m 
DR 
IS 
lU 
R 
RT 
UT 

erasure RR • rereading, silent or oral 
drawing RV " revision (change In text) 
Interruption solicited ST " stop and think 
interruption unsolicited SV ' subvocallzing 
resource use T • teacher Involvement 
related talk OS - out of seat 
unrelated talk Tapet"? ' # 

CHILD: 

RESEARCHER: ITV. 

CONTENT: 

tiaalaj-al9. 
DATE: lO/io/y/ PAGE: _) 

STARTING TIME: I'gS"-

OF: 

NUMBER CODE OBSERVER TEXT SUBJECT TEXT 

(i) 
© 

'w 

ur 

UT 

ST 

4t»-Wrs h -t'CAcKer ••• or, or 

or... Cbvawvs-'̂  ' ' 

• . .  qmmxjulq 

p̂ w\ ̂  *̂ 1':̂  

uT 

er 

UT 

or 

ujas ® aiujl mxfxk. 

-̂ d. i 

w 9.R. 
UT 

iii du 

.fjftt/ita x. ik -(x) ctmuajf" 

•sm ẑa, .aiat • d: scuwi itsomd-ibsâ -ĥ tid." 

vt 
r 

pl^nnir^ 
i'hz-i'ifs 

'pa.cuafe'p 
' •  -  -  '  

os 

SV 
ftr 
e.v 

(̂ ujr "fxfsijeô  "f> ' 
0; "/U'w 'u>4u:tt ?" 

utrv 

OT/OS 

o> 
N> 
CD . 



APPENDIX 0 

WRITING SAMPLES AND FORMS FOR DAVID' 
"RIDING THE SUN TRAN BUS" 
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Data ! 

'sraiii 

• *< ' . • • • • . 

(jjofktn  ̂̂ t'l't/12 5 

êfi,/*n q • ' _ 

,w 

^ 
I "i 

Sndlyf 
3 • 
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oâ sî ẑ  -e*/*̂  <g'<̂  • gr aoĵ îe, 

.<t'̂ ,i:r. -w 
^ * 

— vji5»2' ^^ijyk ^ -i-.^-^ ——^— 

ii-hjt̂ t- • jk/ŷ '̂̂  ̂ ĉt .:=  ̂ •• 
7' -| / ' /4^ '^i^rjf^jY^H-'',<'*^^C<I'<- f?'?;rTrfii-ryi'-y7p^ 

;̂ /.?o ?.'ofl 7:oczĵ )2j/sj. .̂ ĉ fi-L 

r..i -' , -, If , f, ; ,V.̂ -- /.jL,,,-

f̂yTr<C-

j' " " * 0̂̂  * § ' w #* 

7̂t̂ / '̂ âytâ ,c.*efujett' <T>?t-^ Aaid̂ ig; 
* _ • •. < rn/r? 

' -' • .(piz/ih? =_  ̂ _: ' c 

\ 
'gyl̂ yrjef̂  • 

.&r̂ .  ̂Ŷ /VV/ ' L̂ bJAidUcZ-< 

- 0±̂ jr̂ ŷ  î'66̂  

^mauto-<4/̂  

4f̂  
I I iâ _j pmr_-TLĈ  "" 

rr 

T£C •̂''''' « jidijjill. 

4425̂  ̂
vjy 6ro3q 

wa 61030 
\f}̂ ffbtr'î  tm-a' b>u^ 

îĵ y <xutrj:</ly 

'<>̂ *̂ ua*-f̂  /ttl̂   ̂̂̂i4fV fi'ê 97'̂ .̂̂ .a 
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\ 
\ 

j .'C73 
;«  ̂ î cacr 

^ •:CÂ  .7f/g=- >»f-

ŷr. 'ĵ ii£̂  <t:jurâ î — . ^ / C g ^ a o ^  

-ŷ fec/yî ' a't:€,ajq̂ >̂ . t/̂  2̂ - wĝ feaĝ  ĝâ -' jb̂ '̂-̂ j '<7yru> 

ax/»c«i> gĵ yr̂  ̂
* ^ 

m2a. jiĉ tiû rl̂  txaycn̂ ŷ I. 1^, .-wt?- 'fMiM' af;^«-^iy^ ,"^M r^,. 1 - •ygr'T*-^^ ygrrs: 

mxm  ̂cmj} tajul 

ia/::̂  ̂ ;bajul̂ .eelsd̂ _ 

•̂cl.f̂ ŷ̂  ̂ yit̂ . mj>s)ar'  ̂ /ttvti'yfâ yâ T̂/vâ  

77-f-ri-̂  - <=?gg.g.t>̂ îg<t/tOg', 

'̂ ŝ e<f«̂ ĵ x4e' /x̂ êca JAN ISi'-"- ĵ -

<<̂  /̂ifb«̂  ,aii £\itttt<î  

I 
Ta.it /< /ygg 



WKIII.Cn LHNUUHbt ll\UJtLI 

CODESt /// - erasure 
DR •• drawing 
IS • Interruption solicited 
iu • Interruption unsolicited 
R > resource use 
RT related talk 
UT - unrelated talk 

RR • rereading, silent or oral 
RV " revision (change In text) 
ST • stop and think 
SV • subvocallzing 
T • teacher Involvement 
OS " out of seat 

.Wy - "atchlng^gl|se^ver , , 

CHILD: . iWi. 

RESEflRCHERt \BaaJ 

CONTENT! \njtsytn/̂  \.p̂  

DATEf Mny iq 

STARTING TIHE: 

PACE!" 

' / • • J /  
OFi 

NUMBER CODE OBSERVER TEXT SUBJECT TEXT 

1:2/ oota^ "to i^vubu Cl/'0<jĈ 'iS«/>l"T/'?fl/VtJ 

. tyolo fr^ ijj:^ ^hnt^noaa) 
ĵpjia\jujl«/- 0(̂  jcĵ judr. 

peujjl 

qyjyi^ oci/lh^ ctaa^ij. of tcu 

laft 

dj&»-U>C4iiA>6t»Vu> ot-ifoa^ 'hojur' jjolaffl^ 
CiAJl, " Jyry . V 

ajĥ m ŷxjujiyipjlcatul vj 

-̂ iqsur.̂ t̂ ĉ  c/ha\u joh cua.&û ai (tt\j 

^KAJotiJAa^ •• ifuj, 

^/nujmji^ihiu>4xa^yj 

jc&u\£̂  •ajulcaû mi 

x.ul 

xu 

'î oujs) ĵ ydjiaajuijsta> >oa. «v-

-yujkjo^ie, ijl^ ? 
cioyut 'jl  ̂pO.\J3) \̂OJOK^ dxo^^J^MA•tĵ ,—^ 

"piuxj! ' ^i^trmvulloij olqa^-l -~eji^>yjcaaa\i/j jlpjt} 

aoP«a- & r y ,  

''Hfrur ô <ẑ &Atvj 

ioujqt^ 

obpfjiinkma^jioylo 

<L. % 
IaDolL̂  Tiila: ~raJh/> <a oJbajd tfxt^ion/iu 

-dccî  \j/ 



'"•1 ' • miiiwif wv 1 wi .1 

rnnpc. ///• oratiirn RR > rereadlna. s 1 lent or oral CHILD: 
OR - drawing RV - revision (change In text) rcsfahcher- . 

Ill a IntnrruDtlon unioHclted SV " subvocalIzlna CONTENT: 
R • resource use T •• teacher Involvement 
RT - related talk OS - out of seat ,—r— 
UT - unrelated talk - watchlnjj^gljseijver ̂ , DATE: PASE: OF: ,2 

STARTIHC TIHE: 

NUMBER CODE OBSERVER TEXT SUBJECT TEXT 

o\jci <o-c î5 . 

^ lO-̂ î te/rAj , 
..̂ hjanJ "to .xULoe/ jpitAAi\a/nji/̂  J' 

S. . '' fixi" tuthj. 
^ . 

01AA.S. 

£>. 

tOt'VCf otA, a6<A\̂  "tiPuhjLt̂  
• ^ /tipft/ iMo, W 

.JuDou- rjl jlsoji/rytjj V" TSD s£l -tJLjL 4lMa. • 
/)l/to5 

/mao 5 

)viv  ̂to haue Jtmd'ohdvx l̂ 
>^11 LAklP aPlc 
&3tyr̂  ̂ JLyaxf- <1  ̂ <3 

tXn MjtAAT ciyjOUL, jTOJOi. to btwr-

/ 

/•36J 

o~ 

/n^-s 

tocuLĵ  ljuif Coa  ̂
o t̂x  ̂ f 

JljacJinjry  ̂ Ĵ Oc-wjâ  "to L-̂ oco /aXow 
AoyCi\a£> . ^JCyiJOAJ aJhioaAu /̂ J>i»1 i V- ftd ,̂ nun,a 

f̂ iu^JaidsA . 
<njct kuf <itku  ̂Ort ̂ oUoJciiM  ̂>&i 

johtirU/nef, 

0 ' ' . ^ 

CAA^ ^jax^ajJotoUJajJ 



•JRITTJN LANGUAGE PROJECT ISBll-BS 

CODES: /// - erasure RR • rereadlna. silent or or»l CHILD: -
DR - drawing RV » revision (change In text) aree«»ruc». , J 

lU - Interruption unsolicited SV • subvocallxing CONTENT: 
R • resource use T • teacher Involvement 
RT • related talk OS " out of seat ; 
UT - unrelated talk video T.oe:"? " # DATE: /|/(^/6^ PACE: _a—OF: ̂ 

-iTARTIHG TIHE;^>nrl II -

NUHBER CODE OBSEHVER TEXT SUBJECT TEXT 

-r/i-

yjudxajû joj Oo/v^d^tto 

..xjLJOui: €yyi -<5iS /Afl- lkjclUO J»7 

O^UiricL jppo^yo "bo sa. 
> jyyi an on Hfi/ftiyrSj mJ 

<5r c(jOy\Jt J(yy\ou»- ikshod" ' 

L-fiÔ yŷ i . Wylv) ̂,/njĈ  

q^\Q jiolaXk oJrotjcf QC^Xoru . 

tf 

os •(j!ay\/̂ vji  ̂ /yf\oiamaj 
CM-CUa-fla-o nsjtubvo . 

•€k3u'\r\,<̂ j stut̂  Tjo eyct /7||̂ -<5c-/> outh dioik) 

, aju '' \si/hi /nĵ  

io heujzj J 

2aaait^ iil&lui. 
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* .' . .. 

' • • * ' * *- * " 

Ohtk\t\̂  Ti+U  ̂

's&n.!nc, 

•̂ fî tf̂ -«fl!t»5<̂  -ĉ x-xĉ  '̂ tcsi' 

Sn în 
'3 ' 



WHMItN LHIIbUHUl rtlUJlLI I3U4-U3 

SOOES! /// " erasure 
, OR - drawing 

IS • Interruption solicited 
lU " Interruption unsolicited 
R • resource use 
RT ' related talk 

RR • rereading, silent or oral 
RV • revision (change In tent) 
ST <* stop and think 
SV • subvocallzing 
T • teacher Involvement 
OS ' out of seat 

CHILD: 

RESEARCHERJ y) 

COHTEHT 

TKi 3o^ 

Uf - """'"ted talk Tape:"?_l!!!l'''"*u9liftt^S, #. DATE: PAGE: _J OF: 2. 
STARTINB TIHE: l'.22. ' HI-

NUMBER CODE OBSERVER TEXT SUBJECT TEXT 

0 

ih. 
q) 

(T-

(?> 

"T cA-tNxA V\jlJL& J 

• 

0 peraoA u 

>1̂  

(̂ T * LtVa 5<<. 

J " 
UTVO talp "jvcAl ... g^ja4fVvv«^ ' 'W/vW'> cjs4»wm.! {'i'fv 

T/r. " '\jr 

U>(v(xA SVyjaU X so-VitrveiH-

we*>j-v? -it, otf\ iw,cr(!ka 

. . .  _  

ih, ftim erĵ ic-iê  ̂ »•; 

A. CalovOA . 

'0>kju< aktvjV'*. 1 wniAe^' 
.A 

S\J. 

'w 

& 
C© 

yjt 

$v/ 

III 
a 

Sitruvid V •5»*vj s'l^e orS'idesT" 

TtfacVver 



1 

mvi 111... 

CODESI 

TiJTi»*iun?irTT*w%rn*rT~T7T]4' uj 

/// " erasure 
DR " drawing 
IS • Interruption tollclted 
lU - Interruption unsolicited 
R " resource use 
RT " related talk 
UT - unrelated talk 

5C • SW"-"* c\AV 

RR •• rereading, silent or oral 
RV • revision (change In text) 
ST stop and think 
SV ' subvocallzing 
T " teacher Involvemn^ 
OS • out of seat 

Video T.D.i"y " "•^'"'"ilualy'rliK. # 

CHILD! .C . 

RESEARCHERi A . 

COHTEHT: 
"t-

OATE: PAGE: 

STARTING TIHE! 

OF: 

NUMBER CODE OBSERVER TEXT SUBJECT TEXT 

0 

1 
S\J 
OT 
rr 

[>C(3VW\^ -VD (RSVITT ^ 

^ 55''' 0") 

\_.f i,j^ TCOAJ* A. SOIA H-iTAi^ f3ui 

J?TE) 
FT -VI-UC . I EI# 

W^+^"TK^WLRJ 4J 

' GINK IKS. VVTHW'VI^ " 

"J"VV<. -1 " 

9 

0 r 

* VJURT 3; IV;, ,S U,T«J 

5O^ *0 A<^. 

\ 

• 

0) 

•10 

I I I  

> 

@) 
SO 

OS 

^ JE^VFLU AIOU^ . 

STUDICT 3- IOT/J?" 

66<(0 4O AEULC fivyj 
TIVI'NK 

(jj 
00 
CD 
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iOate! tl/l'hs 
u 

(jjork'tn^ ^tli" i e • 

x>'tarin̂  ôx:̂ tru. • ; 

S&a-Jfx a X , 

•yĉ y.̂ ccft' 



COOES: /// 
DR 
IS 
lU 
R 

- araiura RR - rereadlno. silent or oral CHILD; Oau'kA 
- drawing RV - revltlon (changa In text) arsMRtHSR. tattdc^ 
- Intarruptloo tollcUad ST - ttop and think RESCRRCHERt H 
- Intarruotlon uniolleltad SV • tubvoealUIng COHTEHTi Rik 
- ratourea uia • taachar Involvamnt |?nii/lU nmft' 

ni 
OT - unralatad talk - walchln|^..^v.^, , DATE: vlfsfvi PACEi 1 OF: J 

STARTINtt TIHEi I.-52 -Z .fJO 

NUHBER CODE OlSEHVER TEXT SUBJECT TEXT 

K«r 

Expla.(¥\s write i4-; 
"lAvt 4vp<rv<l \oa( 

Choj^^es Ctfnvnxo. 4n pAnod-

(s) 05 

Looks vtjrtrwv.. bCAinuk U>(aatltM omjl 
VA^O^ch »AQ i-estarcV\b-. ̂ pi u»^Kuttl'ni) ^ Iflflks 
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